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FOREWORD 

(U)       The Bounda-7 Layer Transition Specialists Workshop was held on November 3-5, 
1971 at Aerospace Corporation, San Bernardino, California.   The objective of the 
meeting was to make transition specialists aware of the most recent data and techniques 
for transition prediction and to focus on the solution of design problems associated 
with boundary layer transition. 

(U)       The Proceedings of the meeting have been compiled by Aerospace Corporation, 
San Bernardino Operations, under Contract No. F04701-71-C-0172 as TOR-0172(S2816- 
16)-5.   The Air Force program monitor is Col. C. Zimmerman, USAF (SAMSO/RNS). 
The Proceedings were edited by William D. McCauley and submitted for publication in 
December 1971. 

(U)       The chairman and co-chairmen of the meeting were Dr. Richard A. Hartunian, 
Dr. Frank L. Fernandez and William D. McCauley of the Aerospace Corporation, 
respectively.   Principle contributors selected for their demonstrated expertise in the 
field of Boundary Layer Transition include those listed as authors in the Table of 
Contents.   The session and committee chairmen are indicated in the meeting notes 
which follow. 

(U)       The proceedings consist of four volumes.   Volume I contains the Keynote address 
on the NASA Transition Study Croup and the session on Transition Design Problems 
and Information Needed for Their solution.   Volume II contains the session on Recent 
Flight Test Transition Data and Correlations.   Volume HI contains the session on 
Recent Ground Test Transition Data and Correlations.   Volume IV contains the session 
on Boundary Layer Stability Theory, Tests and Transition Modeling, and the recom- 
mendations of four committees for future efforts on boundary layer transition. 
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UNCLASSIFIED ABSTRACT 

(U)   BOUNDARY  LAYER TRANSITION TOR-0172(82816-16)-5 
SPECIALISTS WORKSHOP, Volumes I Volumes I-IV 
through IV, Edited by W. D. McCauley December 1971 

The workshop consisted of introductory remarks, a keynote address, four reporting 
investigation sessions and a session involving all participants on four committees. 
The objective of the meeting was to make transition specialists aware of the most 
recent data and techniques for transition prediction and to focus on the solution of 
design problems associated with boundary layer transition.   The first session showed 
how transition affects reentry vehicle design in terms of nosetip thermostress and 
ablation, transpiration cooled nosetips, frustum ablation, reentry observables, 
plasma attenuation, vehicle dynamics and space shuttle design. The second session 
presented ABRES reentry vehicle transition data and prediction techniques obtained 
since the previous meeting four years ago.   The third session presented recent data 
obtained from government laboratories.   The fourth session presented recent 
applications of stability theory, additional confirmation of the theory and work toward 
transition modeling.   In the last session the meeting participants worked on four 
committees to arrive at recommendations for future efforts on boundaiy layer 
transition. 
(Secret Formerly Restricted Data Report) i * 
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MEETING NOTES 

(U)       About four years ago SAMSO/Aerospace held a similar meeting to make 
transition specialists aware of the recent flight test data, discrepancies between 
laboratory and flight data and correlations of flight transition data whU h were being 
used for transition prediction but were not compatible with all of the trends of the 
laboratory investigations.   Since that meeting, a significant amount of additional flight 
data has been obtained by SAMSO/Aerospace and a variety of transition correlations 
have been developed utilizing the seemingly abundant data. *   Unfortunately, none of 
these correlations has resulted In completely successful prediction of transition 
occurrence on flight vehicles and some surprises in the low altitude occurrence of 
transition during reentry were obtained most notably on the SAM AST and RVTO-2B 
vehicles which are shown in detail in the proceedings. 

(U)       Dr. Mark Morkovin attempted to instigate a similar type of meeting through 
the NASA committee on which he served over a year ago.   Though this meeting did 
not materialize It was probably Instrumental in establishing the NASA Transition 
Study Group.   Dr. Eli Reshotko reports on the activities of this group in the proceedings 
as our keynote speaker.   This approach of integrating theoretical and ground test 
efforts, understanding facility limitations and developing quiet tunnels for transition 
research should ultimately yield a more complete understanding of transition phenomena. 

(U)       The success of the meeting can really be attributed ^ the ca"ber and efforts 
of the chairmen, speakers, and attendees who were invited tu participate.   The meeting 
was organized around five primary sessions.   Introductory remarks by Dr. Brian D. 
Henshall, Associate General Manager, Aerospace Corporation, San Bernardino Operations, 
and a keynote address by Dr. EU Reshotko on the NASA Transition Study Group set the 
stage for the meeting.   The first session Transition Design Problems and Information 

* Though abundant data exist it is with few sensors per flight, different types of sensors, 
different configurations and different materials making separation of the variables 
which affect transition difficult. 



Needed for Their Solution, chaired by E. Hertler of Aerospace, was organized to show 

how transition affects reentry vehicle design in terms of nosetlp thermostructure and 

ablation, transpiration cooled nosetips, frustum ablation, reentry observables, plasma 

attenuation, vehicle dynamics and space shuttle design.   The second session. Recent 

Flight Test Transition Data and Correlations chaired by Dr. N. Jaffe of Aerospace, 

was used to present the ABRES flight transition data and flight data correlations 

obtained since the meeting which occurred four years ago.   Since the results of the 

first two sessions were for the most part classified, they are presented in the classified 

Volumes I and II of the proceedings.   The third session, Recent Ground Test Data and 

Correlation chaired by Dr. W. R. Warren of the Aerospace Laboratory, presented the 

most recent work obtained throughout the government laboratories.   Examination of 

o.esc papers in the proceedings shows the significant influence of the NASA Transition 

Study Group already being made on quiet tunnel development and resolving discrepancies 

between transition results from the various government facilities. 

(U)       The fourth session. Boundary Layer Stability Theory, Transition Modeling, and 

Confirming tests, chaired by Dr. John Laufer of the University of Southern California, 

gave the most recent results of stability theory applications, additional confirmation 

of the theory by supporting tests, and an attempt to construct an analytic model of 

transition.   In the fifth session. Workshop Committees and Recommendations, was 

chaired by Dr. R. Kenneth liobb of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory; all of the attendees 

and speakers of the workshop were Invited to participate on committees of their 

specialties, and considering the many problems associated with their specialties, to 

come up with recommendations for studies or approaches for solutions to these 

problems.   There were four committees in this session including: 

Commlttr.e A:  Theoretical Approaches 

Dr. Ell Reshotho, Chairman 

Committee B:   Transition Data Correlation Approaches 

Dr. Leith Potter, Chairman 

Committee C:  Transition Flight Test Efforts Needed 

Dr. Frank Fernandez, Chairman 

Committee D:  Transition Ground Test Efforts Needed 

Dr. Mark Morkovln, Chairman 
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The results of these committee meetings were summarized by the committee chairmen 
to all of the workshop participants. These summaries were taped at the meeting, have 
been transcribed and are presented in Volume IV of the Proceedings. 

(U)       In the organization of the meeting, many individuals contributed to its success. 
Most notable was our secretary, Shirley Jelen, the Technology Division Administrator 
Gordon Lamb and the projectionist Bob Lemke.   Publication of the proceedings occurred 
in a timely manner through the dedicated efforts of George Waggoner in our publications 
department. 
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SECTION 1 

EFFECTS OF MASS ADDITION DISTRIBUTION AND 
ROUGHl« SS ON BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION 

AT MACH 12* 
(Unclassified) 

by C.  J. Stalmach,  Jr. and T. C.  Pope 
Vought Aeronautics Company 
Dallas,  Texas 

J. J.  Bertin 
University of Texas at Austin 
Austin,  Texas 

R. L. Wright 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton,   Virginia 

ABSTRACT 

Surface heat-transfer rates and pressures were measured 

at hypersonic speeds on sharp cones at zero angle of attack with 

and without gas injection.    The non-injection results were em- 

ployed as reference data for the definition of the effects of sur- 

face roughness and injectant rate, distribution and composition 

on transition location.   For a given mass injection rate the tran- 

sition location was sensitive to the injection distribution.    The 

transition Reynolds numbers were significantly greater when the 

injection distribution was constant than when the distribution de- 

creased rapidly with distance from the apex.    Transition Reynolds 

number results obtained during this program with a variable in- 

jection distribution compared favorably with the limited amount 

of data available for a degrading model tested in a different facility. 

«Sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center,  Contract NAS1-9524 
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The transition measurements for a constant injection distri- 

bution were correlated with earlier wind tunnel results.    Tests 

with screen-type roughness had a strong tripping action on the 

boundary layer that tended to mask any effects caused by low 

rates of mass addition combined with the roughness.    The measur- 

ed heating data and surface pressures were significantly affected 

by the cavity effect of this type of roughness. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several flow and model conditions influence boundary layer 

transition during hypersonic reentry.    This paper will touch on 

the following two: 

(1) The influence of mass addition, particularly the 

effects of mass addition distribution,   and 

(2) the influence of screen-type roughness, with 

and without mass addition. 

This paper is based on heat-transfer-rate,  surface pressure 

and shadowgraph data obtained on sharp cones in the Vought Aero- 

nautics Company Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel during 1970.    The 

analysis was performed at the University of Texas (Austin) and NASA 

Langley Research Center provided program support.    Total 
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comprehensive program results are given in NASA CR 1908 

(reference 1) which includes tabulations of boundary layer 

flow conditions and transition location for each run and the 

correlations of laminar and turbulent heating with mass addi- 

tion parameters.   Additional correlations of the heating and 

transition data are given in reference 2.    Reference 3 served 

as a working report prior to the publication of reference 1 

and provides added details of the analysis. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Models:   The sharp-nose conic models that were tested are 

summarized in Table I.    No-injection measurements were made 

with 5 and 12-degree models to provide reference data.    These 

models had an 0. 004-inch thick nickel skin that was bonded to 

a solid insulating surface.    The 12-degree porous models, used 

for mass addition tests, had an 0.008-inch thick porous outer 

skin of sintered nickel.    Thermocouple junctions were obtained 

by spot welding 0. 003-inch diameter chromel and constantan 

wires to the inner surface of the nickel akin of each model and 

provided the heat-transfer-rate measurements.    The skins 
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were unsupported in the vicinity of the thermocouple junctions 

to minimize conduction losses.   Figure I shows the thermo- 

couple and static pressure orifice locations for a porous skin 

model and is typical of the instrumentation of the other models. 

Two mass addition distributions were obtained with one 

basic model through the arrangement shown in Figure 2.    The 

basic model had a single porous skin.    The injectant was suppli- 

ed to the nose region, where a portion of the mass rate exited the 

porous skin at a high velocity and the remainder entered the 

annular passageway between the porous skin and the supporting 

inner cone.    The injectant then flowed through the remaining 

skin area at decreasing velocity with x.    This simple model 

technique had been used in previous programs (reference 4, 

for instance) at VAC to provide reasonable approximations of 

a "similar1' distribution, i.e.,   A^v sCx.    '   ,    Those previous 

tests, however, were performed at a much lower static pressure 

at the cone surface.    This apparently allowed supersonic expan- 

sion of the injectant within the annular passageway that resulted 

in a relatively smooth exponential decay of injection velocity if 

proper selections of skin porosity and gap configuration were made. 

The model static pressure in this study was twenty times higher 

than the earlier tests and, therefore, altered the internal expansion 
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process and produced a less desirable distribution   as exemp- 

lified in Figure 3a.    The velocity distribution was measured with 

a compensating hot wire system which was developed by VAC 

(reference 5) to provide good velocity resolution at relatively 

low static pressure levels.    The sharp "dips" in the     X = 135° 

survey are caused by the presence of the pressure orifices. 

A velocity distribution essentially constant with x, as 

shown in Figure 3b,  was obtained by adding a second porous 

skin spaced slightly above thefirst skin of the basic model as 

illustrated in Figure 2a. 

Roughness was added to the double-skin porous model by 

overlaying a conic skin fabricated from stainless screen. The 

geometries of the two screen overlays are defined in Table IB. 

Smooth and rough porous configurations are shown installed in 

the wind tunnel in Figure 4. 

Test Conditions:   The tunnel flow conditions of this program are 

shown in relation to  the facility performance envelope in Figure 

5.    Most of the tests were conducted at Mach 12 and a Reynolds 

number per foot of 7 x 10°.    This condition resulted in transition 
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on the conic models with no injection and the transition location 

remained within the  instrumented region for essentially all in- 

jection rates tested.    The injectants were nitrogen (N2), methane 

(CH4), and Freon-22 (CHCIF2).    The rate of injection, Cj,  is 

defined as the total flow rate through the porous skin non- 

dimensionalized by the freestream flow rate through an area 

equal to the model base area.    The maximum injection rate 

tested was 2%.    The run schedule shown in Table II summarizes 

the test conditions. 

The facility is an arc-discharge tunnel with a variable- 

volume arc chamber which allows the flow properties to be 

maintained essentially constant during a run.    Figure 5 re- 

flects an increase in performance capability after a modifica- 

tion of  the facility in 1971. 

TEST RESULTS 

Reference Data:   The beginning and end of transition were 

measured by two rays of heat transfer sensors.    The end of 

transition was also observed from shadowgraph photographs 

and agreed well with the heat transfer measurements as 

indicated in Figure 6. 

. 
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No-injection transition results were obtained with the 

non-porous and the porous models at the same flow conditions 

as the subsequent mass injection tests (see Table II).    These 

reference runs were compared to results available in the 

literature.    The transition Reynolds numbers based on.local 

flow properties at the edge of the boundary layer and the dis- 

placement thickness are given in Figure 7.    The shadowgraph- 

determined locations compare favorably with the values ob- 

tained previously at VAC (reference 6).    The data also compare 

favorably with the correlation from a summary of wind tunnel 

data which appeared in reference 7.    Although Figure 7 re- 

presents a broad range of acceptable values of transition, it 

does show that transition data from the present program are 

consistent with previous results and, therefore,  serves as a 

satisfactory reference to establish the effect of gas injection. 

Heat-transfer data and theoretical laminar heating distri- 

butions are given in Figure 8 for several sample runs with a 

smooth outer skin.    The theoretical distributions help determine 

the beginning of transition and were calculated using three 

different methods: 

(1)    Eckert's reference temperature method (reference 8) 

with the inviscid flow properties assumed constant 
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along the cone and computed using the sharp cone v , 

value of the pressure (reference 9), designated 

ERT,  TP, 

(2) Eckert's reference temperature method with the 

inviscid flow properties computed assuming an 

isentropic expansion in accordance with the 

measured experimental pressure distribution, 

designated ERT,  EP,  and 

(3) a numerical routine (reference 10) developed at 

the University of Texas to solve the laminar 

boundary layer equations accounting for nonsimilar 

effects which are present with the inviscid flow 

properties computed assuming an isentropic ex- 

pansion in accordance with the experimental 

pressure distribution,  designated NONSIMBL,   EP. 

Figure 8a indicates that the three calculation methods and 

the experimental heating data agiee well for the no-injection 

condition.    The NONSIMBL,   EP agreed well with the experimental 

data for most of the injectants,   injection rates and injection distri- 

butions as indicated in Figures 8b-8e.    High rates of Freon in- 

jection resulted in the poorest agreement as shown in Figure 8f. 
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The variable distribution promoted early transition as is indicated 

in Figure 8b.    This figure also demonstrates the difficulty in 

accurately determining the beginning-of-tranaition location for 

early transition that begins near the first thermocouple. 

Mass Distribution Effects:   Effects of molecular weight and 

injection rate on heat-transfer-rate and transition location 

were measured and are reported in Reference 1.    These effects 

are in agreement with other investigations.   Correlations of the 

mass addition effect on the laminar and turbulent heat-transfer- 

rate are given in References I and 2. 

An effort was made to correlate the transition Reynolds 

number data. The reduction in the transition Reynolds number 

for the tests with constant injection is presented in Figure 9 as 

a function of F, where 

/ 

x 
tr 

F = x0 
w w 

P00U00Ab'tr (1) 

a parameter suggested by Marvin and Akin (reference 11).    Also 

included in Figure 9   is   the correlation line 

/MW8tr\
0-25 

Rex.tr = 1 - 0.251 Mwf" j      F (2) 
ReX| tr, 0 ^ 
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and the date of reference 11, which also were for a "constant" 

injection distribution but with different injection gasses and 

obtained from a different type of test facility.    The beginning- 

of-transition location for the data presented from reference 11 

were determined using the heat-transfer method.    For the 

current test,  the heat-transfer-rate determined transition 

Reynolds numbers for runs with injection were referenced to 

the transition Reynolds number with no injection obtained 

with the non-porous model.    The shadowgraph value of the 

transition Reynolds numbers for the tests with injection were 

referenced to the  transition Reynolds number with no injection 

obtained by using the shadowgraphs of the porous model with 

no injection.    The philosophy of these choices is discussed in 

reference 3. 

The data of Figure 9 indicate that the length of laminar 

flow decreases as the parameter F, modified by the usual mole- 

cular weight ratio, increases.    These "constant" injection data 

are considered to be in relatively good agreement with the  corre- 

lation of reference 11 wherein the injectants employed were air, 

argon and helium compared to the current test with nitrogen, 

methane and Freon-22. 
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Data for the "similar" or variable mass-injection distri- 

bution are shown in Figure 10.    It is evident that this distribution 

causes a significantly greater reduction in the transition Reynolds 

number for a given amount of mass injection (integrated to the 

transition location).   It seems logical that the relatively large 

local injection into the thin viscous layer near the apex would 

accentuate the destablizing effect of injection. 

Data from reference 12 are also presented in Figure 10. 

Since these data are from an ablating cone of paradichlorobenzene, 

the amount of gas injected into the boundary layer is dependent on 

the local heat transfer rate,  i. e., the mass injection rate is a 

function of x and is greatest near the apex.    Thus, the distribution 

of reference 12 is of a somewhat similar nature to the variable 

injection distribution of the present program.    However,  the 

non-degrading region near the apex represented 23% of the 

ablating models of reference 12, but only about 4% of the models 

of the present program were non-porous.    The agreement between 

the data of reference 12 and those of the present program is 

considered to be relatively good (Figure ?0), considering the 

differences between the two tests and the limited amount of data 

for this distribution. 
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Roughness Combined with Mass Addition;   For a degrading 

ablative thermal protection system,   the surface roughness 

poses an ill-defined,  time-dependent problem.    In an attempt 

to simultaneously  simulate both the roughened surface of the 

degrading ablator and the gaseous injection of the ablation 

process, fine screens were overlayed on the porous skin of 

the 12° cone which had a constant injectant distribution (as 

shown in Figure 3b).    The dimensional characteristics of the 

two screens which were used are given in Table I.    The 

length-to-depth ratios were approximately constant for the 

elements of the Kj and K2 screens.    The diameter of the 

finer screen wire was approximately equal to the computed 

value of the displacement thickness at the first thermocouple 

for the smooth model and was approximately one-fourth the 

computed displacement thickness for the last thermocouple 

of the smooth model. 

Static pressure and heat-transfer-rate measurements 

were obtained for the test conditions of Table II on the surface 

of the skin, i. e., measurements on the floor of the cavities 

formed by the screen overlay.    The pressure results are given 

in References I and 3 and agree with that expected for flow 

over cavities. 
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Heat-transfer-rate data are shown in Figures 11,   12 and 

13 for the Ki and K2 screens,  Reynolds numbers per foot of 3 x 

10^ and 7 x 10" and C^=0 and Ci=0. 3% methane injection.    Laminar 

theory for a smooth cone is shown for reference.    For clarity of 

discussion,  experimental fairings are also indicated for the heat- 

ing rates as measured on the floor of the cavities.    Figure 11 

indicates agreement in "laminar" heating rates for the two 

different roughness heights for the no-injection case, possibly 

because of the similar length-to-depth ratio of the screen 

elements.    Both screens greatly reduced the transition Reynolds 

number,  since for this lower free-stream Reynolds number the 

smooth model was completely laminar.    The larger diameter 

screen,  K?,  caused earlier transition than K| as indicated in 

Figure 11. 

The injection of fairly low rates of methane through both 

of the roughness models tended to lower the "laminar" heating 

but did not show any change in transition location or the "tur- 

bulent" heating level for the two Reynolds numbers tested as 

indicated in Figures 12 and 13. 

The screen overlay form of roughness was used to ex- 

plore the feasibility of this simple means of providing a controlled 
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roughness on a porous model.   Because of the strong tripping V_/ 

action observed, future tests with combined roughness and 

mass injections should consider a graduated degree of rough- 

ness.    Grooving of the porous model should also be considered 

such that the he at transfer measurements are oltained on the 

extremities of the model surface and thus avoid the difficulties 

in interpreting the heating rates on the floor of a shallow cavity. 

Grooving may also improve the simulation of reentry rough- 

ness.    Controlled grooving, or graduated screens, obviously will 

be more difficult to achieve than the technique reported. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are made for the data pre- 

sented in this paper.    Additional conclusions from this test 

program are found in reference I. 

I. The agreement between the theoretical and the 

experimental heat-transfer rate in the laminar 

region was acceptable, with the exceptions of 

the heat-transfer data for the higher rates of 

Freon injection and for screen overlayed rough- 

ness models. 

' 
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2. For a given masi injection rate in a given dis- 

tribution the transition Reynolds number de- 

creases as the molecular weight of the injectant 

decreases. 

3. For a given injectant in a given distribution the 

transition Reynolds number decreases as the in- 

jection rate increases. 

4. The heating rate distributions confirmed that the 

shadowgraphs reliably locate the end of transition 

and that turbulent bursts were normally located in 

the transition zone. 

5. For a given mass injection rate (integrated over 

the surface of the entire cone),  the transition 

location is sensitive to the mass injection distribu- 

tion.    The transition Reynolds numbers were 

significantly greater when the local injection 

rate was constant over the surface of the cone, 

i. e., Pwvw = C, than when the local injection 

rate decreased rapidly with distance from the apex. 
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6. Transition Reynolds number results obtained w 

with a constant injection distribution correlated 

well with previously published results for other 

gases in a different facility. 

7. Transition Reynolds number results obtained 

with a variable injectant distribution were 

correlated with a limited amount of data avail- 

able for a degrading model tested in a different 

facility. 

8. Screen-type roughness over the model surface 

greatly reduces transition Reynolds number. 

9. Low levels of methane injection through relative- 

ly large screen-type roughness had little effect 

on transition location compared to the roughness 

model without injection. 

' 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A area 

Ab, tr      circular area of cone at point of transition 

C constant 

^i dimensionless,  total flow rate through the porous skin 
/pwvwdA/poo uoov rj 

#^tr i A ) 
F injection correlation parameteryx^^^^00"00    b'tr 

M Mach number 

MW molecular weight 

(} local heat transfer rate 

r radius 

"ex, tr    Reynolds number integrated over the wetted distance to 
the transition location 

Rex, tr, o 
no-injection value of Reynolds number integrated over 
the wetted distance from the apex to the transition location 

e-*, tr   transition Reynolds number based on inviscid flow 
properties and displacement at the transition location 

^eoo/ft free-stream unit Reynolds number 

u velocity parallel to cone surface 

v velocity normal to cone surface 

x distance from apex measured along conical surface 

x length of non-porous tip 
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XL 

xtr 

z 

X 

P 

total length along the cone surface 

distance from apex to transition location 

distance from apex measured along cone centerline 

semi-vertex angle of cone 

Instrumentation ray 

density 

Subscripts 

w 

oo 

inj 

str 

base 

value at edge   of boundary layer 

wall value 

free-stream value 

injectant gas 

stream gas 

Superscripts 

average value 
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TABLE I.   - MODEL SUMMARY DATA 

A.    Basic Models 

Skin Material Skin Thick- 
ness In. deg. 

Base No. of Sensors    Injectant 
Diameter   on Primary Dlst. 
In. Heat Transfer 

Ray 

Solid Nickel 0.004 5.0 2.615 15 

Solid Nickel 0.004 12.0 3.950 15 

Sintered Nickel 
(Porous,  Single    0.008 

Skin) 
12.0 3.950 20 Variable 

Sintered Nickel 
(Double,  Porous   0.008 
Skin) 

12.0 4.028 20 Constant 

Primary heat transfer ray was X = 0   for all models 
Primary pressure ray (secondary heat transfer ray) 
was   X   = 135° for all models except the last which was 

X     = 225° 

B. Screen Overlays 

Overlay        Wires/inch        Wire Diameter 
in. 

Kl 

K2 

28 

14 

0.005 

0.009 

Cavity lengt^ 
depth 

6.1 

6.9 

u 
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All Dimensions in Inches 

Supply Tube 

~------------------- 9.475------------------------~ 
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FIGURE 2a INJECTANT PASSAGEWAY I N THE DOUBLE-SKIN MODEL 

FIGURE 2b POROUS MODEL PRIOR TO FINAL ASSEMBLY 
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- ---- -
FIGURE 4a DOUBLE -SKIN MODEL IN THE TUNNEL TEST SECTION 

FIGURE 4b DOUBLE-SKIN MODEL WITH A SCREEN OVERLAY IN THE 
TUNNEL TFc::;T SECTION 
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SECTION 2 

EFFECTS OF NOSE BLUNTNESS AND FREE-STREAM UNIT 
REYNOLDS NUMBER ON SLENDER CONE TRANSITION 

AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS* 

by James F. Mulr and Amado A. Trujillo 
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments have been performed to study boundary-layer transition 

on an 8-degree half-angle cone.   The tests were conducted in the U, S, Naval 

Ordnance Laboratory^ Hypersonic Wind Tunnel Number 8 at a Mach number 

of 6 and free-stream unit Reynolds numbers of 3,0, 9.7, 17,0, and 28,3 x 

106/ft,   The nominal wall-to-recovery temperature ratio and angle of attack 

were 0,6 and zero degrees, respectively.   Six nosetips, having radii ranging 

from 0,0025 to 0,800 inch, were used in the tests.   The location of boundary- 

layer transition was steady on all but the bluntest model where at the two 

highest Reynolds numbers transition moved steadily aft along the model during 

each run.   The behavior of this transient phenomenon and its relationship to 

wall temperature are discussed.   The present results are compared with 

those of other investigators, and the merits of two popular parameters for 

correlating blunt-cone transition data are discussed.   The present transition 

Reynolds number variations with nose radius and free-stream unit Reynolds 

number are generally similar to those reported by other investigators;   Be- 

cause of the transient transition behavior on the bluntest model, the agreement 

for large bluntness is strongly dependent upon when the data are evaluated 

This work was supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 



during each run.   The agreement is best, and the results exhibit the so-called 

blunt-body reversal« when the data are evaluated early in each run.   The 

resulting correlations of blunt-cone transition data are compared with the 

local property histories during reentry of typical slender-cone vehicles having 

nose radii ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 inches.   It is shown that, in the absence of 

surface roughness and mass transfer effects, a judicious choice of nose radius 

can result in a significant reduction in transition altitude. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

c Material specific heat 

h Enthalpy 

M Mach number 

p Pressure 

q Heat transfer rate 

R Model base radius 
B 

R„ Model nose radius N 

Re _             -r— Free-stream Reynolds number 

U«ST 
Re ——  Free-stream transition Reynolds number -,sT 

»-»„ 
Re^. _     Bluntness Reynolds number 

••RN v» 

e T Re    _    Local transition Reynolds number 
e.ST 

ueeT Re    Ä   Momentum thickness transition Reynolds number 
e'0T 

S Distance along cone surface measured from model 
stagnation point (wetted length) 

S S/RN 

St Stanton number 

T Temperature 
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«ev Time during run at w 

u Velocity 

6 Model wall thickness 

M Dynamic viscosity 

V Kinematic viscosity 

P Density 

6 Momentum thickness 

ec Cone half-angle 

u 

Subscripts 

E End of transition 
I 

e Boundary-layer edge 

o Stagnation conditions 

R Recovery value 

SW Location where boundary layer swallows nose-induced 
entropy layer 

T Transition location 

w Wall or surface value 

00 Free-stream conditions 

< >B Blunt-cone values 

( >8 
Sharp-cone values 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

Increased interest in slender, high-performance reentry vehicles and 

high-speed cruise aircraft in recent years has stimulated a number of investi- 

gations into the nature of boundary-layer transition at supersonic and hyper- 
1-18 sonic speeds.       *  Many of the experimental studies have been oriented toward 

the problem of predicting the onset of transition in such flown.   Generally 

speaking, the objective of these studies has been to determine the extent to 

which boundary-layer transition is affected by various flow and geometry 

characteristics.   These include free-stream distrubances, unit Reynolds num- 

ber. Mach number, angle of attack, nose radius, r;rface roughness, wall 

cooling, and surface mass transfer.   This paper examines the separate and 

combined effects of two of these characteristics, nose bluntness and free- 

stream unit Reynolds number, on boundary-layer transition on slender cones 

at hypersonic speeds. 

The controversial unit-Reynolds-number effect on transition, which has 
1-4 been observed and studied for many years,       is still a poorly understood 

phenomenon.   Recent investigations by Pate et al.   '    reveal that wind-tunnel 
5 6 transition data for sharp two-dimensional bodies   and cones   can be corre- 

lated in terms of parameters associated with the aerodynamic noise generated 

by the turbulent boundary layers on the tunnel walls«   Their results suggest 

that the behavior of transition on models tested in supersonic and hypersonic 

wind tunnels is determined primarily by the aerodynamic noise irrespective 

of the free-stream unit Reynolds number (or Mach number).   Unfortunately, 

however, this analysis does not explain the sharp-cone transition data of 
7 8 Potter   and Sheetz   which demonstrate that a similar unit-Reynolds-number 

effect can also occur in ballistic range experiments. 

The effect of nose bluntness on boundary-layer transition has been 
12 4 9-16 

investigated for both planar and axisymmetric bodies.   *   *   ' One of the 

earliest and most comprehensive studies of the behavior of transition on 
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slender sphere-cones is the experimental investigation of Stetson and 
12 Rushton,       They tested an 8-degree cone with one sharp and ten spherically 

blunted nosetips, ranging from 1/32 to 1/2 inch in radius, in the AVCO shock 

tunnel at a Mach number of 5.5.   Similar experiments have subsequently been 
13 14 15 performed at higher Mach numbers by Stainback,      Softley,      and Sheetz. 

In general, the trends exhibited by the results of these investigations are much 

the same (i.e., a favorable, followed by an adverse, effect of bluntness on 

transition as the nose radius or free-stream unit Reynolds number is increased), 

irrespective of cone angle. Mach number, and wall cooling.   Nevertheless, 

there are discrepancies, particularly with regard to the adverse or large- 

bluntness effect, that emphasize the need for a better understanding of the 

blunt-body transition phenomenon. 

Three years ago, an experimental program was initiated at Sandia Lab- 

oratories to study the effects of nose bluntness, free-stream unit Reynolds 

number, angle of attack, and wall-to-recovery temperature ratio (i.e., wall 

cooling) on slender-cone transition at hypersonic speeds.   The tests were 

conducted in Tunnel No. 8 of the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory at Mach 6 

using an 8-degree half-angle blunted cone.   The objective of the investigation 
was to obtain additional information about blunt-body transition that would 

help to clarify the individual effects of these parameters on transition.   In 

addition, the program was designed to provide an independent verification of 
12 the results reported earlier by Stetson and Rushton. 

This paper presents only those results obtained on the effects of nose 

bluntness and free-stream unit Reynolds number on slender-cone boundary- 
* 

layer transition.     The data are compared with the results of other investi- 

gators in terms of both free-stream and local properties.   The resulting 

The angle-of-attack data, in addition to the bluntness and unit- 
Reynolds-number results reported herein, will be presented at the AIAA 
10th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, San Diego, California. January 17-19, 
1972.   The data from the variable wall cooling experiments are presently 
being reduced.   These results will be published separately. 
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correlations are then used to evaluate the effect of nose radius on the altitude 

at which a typical slender-cone vehicle experiences transition during reentry. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

Facility 

The experiments were conducted in Hypersonic Tunnel Number 8 of the 

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak« Maryland (Reference 31). 

Tunnel 8 is an intermittent blowdown facility that is equipped with a pebble- 

bed heater, interchangeable contoured nozzles, and a model injection system 

that permits the model to be inserted into, or retracted from, the test stream 

in approximately 0.2 second.   The tunnel has an open-jet test section, and the 

working medium is air.   A two-dimensional nozzle producing a nominal free- 

stream Mach number of 6 was selected for the present experiments.   The 

upper operating limits on the stagnation temperature and pressure for the 

nozzle are 700°F and 150 atm, respectively. 

Test Conditions 

The tests were conducted at a Mach number of 6, a nominal stagnation 

temperature of 600°F, and stagnation pressures of 15, 55, 100, and 140 atm. 

The corresponding free-stream unit Reynolds numbers were 3.0, 9,7, 17.0, 
g 

and 23.6 x 10   per foot.   For the tests reported herein, the nominal wall-to- 

recovery temperature ratio and model angle of attack were 0.6 and 0 degrees, 

respectively. 

Model and Instrumentation 

The basic test configuration was an 8-degree half-angle cone with a 

base diameter of 5 inches and six spherically blunted, interchangeable noses 

having radii of 0.0025, 0.025, 0.100, 0.200, 0.400, and 0.800 inch.   The 

corresponding bluntness ratios, R-./R   , ranged from 0.001 to 0.32.   The re- 
N      B 

suits of Stetson and Rushton, which were obtained for similar flow conditions. 
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were used as the basis for selecting the number and size of the nosetips.   The 

model geometry is sketched in Figure 1, and a photograph of the model (dis- 

assembled) is presented in Figure 2. 

The model was fabricated of Armco 17-4PH stainless steel.    It had a 

nominal skin thickness of 0.025 inch« and a surface finish of better than 

16 microinches rms.   The step heights at all joints, caused by the use of 

interchangeable nosetips, varied from less than 0.1 mil to a maximum of 

1.2 mils (out of 28 measurements, one at each of four circumferential loca- 

tions at each joint, only four had step heights > 1 mil).   No significant out-of- 

roundness or waviness in the model surface was detected. 

The model was instrumented with a maximum of 29 chromel-alumel 

thermocouples (the 16- and 32-percent blunt models had 28 and 24 thermo- 

couples, respectively).   The thermocouples were welded to the inner wall of 

the model along the 0- and 180-degree meridians at the locations indicated in 

Figure 1.   Prior to thermocouple installation, wall-thickness measurements 

were made at each thermocouple location.   In addition, four pressure taps 

were located 90 degrees apart around the model (beginning at 0 degrees), 

approximately 1/8 inch forward of the model base.   When mounted in the 

tunnel, the model was oriented so that the 0- and 180-degree meridians were 

in the pitch plane.   Thus, the diametrically opposed pressure ports lay in the 

pitch and yaw planes and permitted a very accurate alignment of the model 

with respect to the tunnel flow.   The pitch and yaw angles were typically only 

a few tenths of a degree.   In the plane of the thermocouples (the pitch plane) 

a was less than 0.1 degree for the bulk of the tests and exceeded 0.2 degree 

in only three runs. 

Procedure 

Prior to each run, the model was cooled until its surface was close to 

room temperature and was isothermal within db20oF.   After the tunnel test 

conditions were established, the model was injected into the tunnel flow and 

) 
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the wall temperatures, T   t were recorded as functions of time.   Aero- 

dynamic heat-transfer rates were then computed from the thin-skin heat- 

transfer relation, 

dT 

«w^-dT- 

Unless otherwise noted, the data presented in this paper were evaluated 

approximately 1,25 seconds after the model reached the tunnel centerline. 

RESULTS 

Heat-transfer distributions for three of the models, R  /R_ a 0.001, 

0.04, and 0.16, in the form of a free-stream Stanton number, 

% 
St» " " P.ucB(hw - hR) ' 

where T_ » 0.9 T , are presented in Figure 3 versus free-stream Reynolds 
it o 

number based on wetted length. Re« «•   Also presented in Figure 3 are theo- 

retical predictions for the laminar and turbulent Stanton numbers for the 
19  20 sharp cone computed by the methods of Van Driest.     '       The agreement be- 

tween experiment and theory is very good. 

Generally speaking, the Stanton-number variations through the laminar, 

transitional, and turbulent regimes follow conventional patterns.   The 

beginning of boundary-layer transition is defined herein as the intersection of 

a straight line through the transitional data with a line faired through the lam- 

inar portion of the data, as indicated in Figure 3 for R   /R    = 0.001.   The end 

of transition is considered to be the point where the heat transfer reaches a 

maximum.   These variations are representative of the heat-transfer 
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distributions obtained on all but the bluntest model.   The location of trans- 

ition on these models remained essentially constant during each run. 

On the 32-percent blunt model, however, a transient transition behavior 

was observed at the two highest free-stream unit Reynolds numbers (at the 

lower unit Reynolds numbers, the flow was laminar over the entire model). 

When the model was first injected into the flow, boundary-layer transition 

occurred close to the nose:  the so-called blunt-body transition behavior re- 

ported in the literature.   However, in contrast to the stable transition 

observed on the sharper models, the transition region on the bluntest model 

moved steadily downstream from the time of injection and, for iu/v)    m 17 

x 10   per foot, passed off of the model about 5 seconds after the start of 

each run.   At the highest Reynolds-number condition, (u/f)   « 23.6 x 10 

per foot, the transition region was still moving off the model at the end of each 

run; the run times varied from 10 to 15 seconds. 

This transient behavior of transition is evident in the temperature-time 

data obtained during the runs.   Typical wall-temperature histories for three 

locations on the model (forward, mid, and aft stations) are presented in 

Figure 4 for run 2-28 [(u/i;)^ « 17 x 10   per foot ,    The change from turbulent 

to laminar heating at each location is demonstrated by the significant and 

rapid decrease in the slope of the carves with increasing time. 

Typical Stanton-number distributions for the 32-percent blunt model are 

presented in Figure 5.   Consistent with the results for the sharper models, 

the curves in the top half of the figure represent the heat-transfer variations 

1.25 seconds after the model reached the tunnel centerline.   Note that, for 

the two flows with the highest free-stream unit Reynolds numbers, these are 

the instantaneous distributions at that time.   However, because of the tran- 

sient behavior of transition on this model, the temperature-time data for the 

two highest unit-Reynolds-number flows were also evaluated at several other 

times during each run.   The resulting Stanton-number variations at four 

times during run 2-28 are presented in the bottom half of Figure 5.   These 
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I 

variations in the heat-transfer distribution provide a clear illustration of the 

downstream movement of transition. 

The test conditions, nose radius, transition location« and local proper- 

ties and transition Reynolds numbers for each run are listed in Tables I 

through in.   Both the free-stream and local boundary-layer edge properties 

were calculated on the basis of perfect gas assumptions.   The latter, however, 

as well as the local transition Reynolds numbers, were computed with the 
21 22 BLUNTY aerodynamic heating program,     *   ""  This program uses shock shapes 

and pressure distributions computed by the NASA-Ames Inviscid flow-field 
28 code,      assumes local similarity of the boundary layer, and employs a stream- 

tube mass-balancing technique.   The momentum thickness Reynolds number 

is computed from the relation 

Re .   O.o64'   - -       il/2 

e, 6        ßer \ I   p u u r   ds 
[Jo 'e^e e        J 

where r and s are the local body radius and surface distance, respectively. 

The results for all but the bluntest model are presented in Table I. 

Table II contains the results for the 32-percent blunt model evaluated at 

1.25 seconds and for a condition of all laminar flow over the model,   (The 

latter corresponds to times greater than approximately 5 and 10 seconds at 

the 100- and 140-atm flow conditions, respectively,)   The results from four 

additional runs at higher initial model temperatures, together with the results 

from two of the room-temperature runs, 2-27 and 2-28, all evaluated at 

1,25 seconds, are presented in Table III, 

DISCUSSION 

Transient Transition Phenomenon 

To the authors» knowledge, there is only one other series of experi- 

ments reported in the literature that exhibited a transient transition behavior 
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like that observed on the bluntest model  (RN = 0. 800 inch) in the present tests, 
9-11 

Diaconis, Jack, and Wisniewski observed such a phenomenon during tests 

of sharp and blunt cone-cylinders (6   = 9.5°, R    = 0,000, 0.09375, and 

0.700 inch) at a Mach number of 3.12 in the 1- by 1-foot supersonic tunnel at 

the NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.   The authors reported that, 

at the beginning of those runs for which transition was initially located some- 

where on the models, the transition region moved downstream "very swiftly" 

until it passed completely off the models.   Later on in the tests of the sharp 

and slightly blunt models, transition reappeared at the rear of the bodies and 

moved forward.   This was not true of the bluntest model, however, which 

maintained completely laminar flow through the remainder of each run.   In 

that the only experimental parameter which varied during each run was the 

model temperature, the movement of transition was associated with the wall 

temperature and was believed to be a wall cooling effect. 

The transition behavior observed in the present tests was similar to 

that just described for the bluntest jone-cylinder model.   The transition 

region moved downstream from its initial location, but its rate of movement 

varied considerably with the free-stream conditions.   During runs at (u/i/)   • 

17 x 10 /ft, the transition region moved completely off the model in approxi- 

mately 5 seconds, while at the highest unit-Reynolds-number flow it was 

still partially on the model after more than 10 seconds. 

To gain a better insight into this phenomenon, the motion history of the 

transition region during run 2-28   (u/i/j^ s« 17 x 10 /ft] was determined from 

the temperature-time variations, examples of which have been presented in 

Figure 4,   The times at which the beginning and end of transition passed over 

each thermocouple were estimated by determining the points at which the 

laminar and turbulent portions of the T   -t curve departed from a linear vari- 

ation.   The results of these measurements are presented in Figure 6.   It is 

seen that the end of transition traveled downstream much faster than the 

beginning; as a result, the transition region grew rapidly as it moved (from 
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about 2 to 10 inches in roughly 1 second).   This lengthening of the transition 

region can also be seen in Figure 5 by examining the manner in which the 

heat-transfer distributions change with increasing time.   In contrast to this, 

the temporal variations in the heat-transfer distributions during run 2-27, at 

(u/f)« M 23,6 x 10 /ft (not shown), indicate that the length of the transition 

region first increased and then decreased as it moved along the body. 

Unfortunately, the gradual change in the slopes of the temperature-time 

curves for tests at the higl est unit Reynolds number made a similar determi- 

nation of the transition-region history impossible.   Nevertheless, the histories 

of the transition locations defined in Figure 3, representing the approximate 

beginning of transition, were determined for one run at each flow condition 

(runs 2-27 and 2-28); the results are compared in Figure 7.   Here, the much 
g 

slower movement of transition at the (u/u)    m 23.6 x 10 /ft condition is 

very evident.   It is also interesting to note the different character of the two 

curves and the fact that the initial location of transition on the model appears 

to have been about the same at both flow conditions.   Whether there is any 

significance to this is a matter of speculation at this point. 

In view of the fact that the model temperature is the only experimental 

parameter known to be varying during the runs, it is natural to assume that 

this is the cause of the transient transition behavior.   To ascertain whether 

this is indeed the case, four additional runs were made in which the model 

was heated to higher initial wall temperatures prior to its injection into the 

flow.   The data from these runs were evaluated at a time of 1.25 seconds; the 

results are presented in Table III   together with the wall-to-recovery 

temperature ratios (based on an average value of T    just upstream of the 

transition region) and the corresponding results for runs 2-27 and 2-28.   For 

comparison purposes, the temporal variations in Re        and T   /T_ during e,*»™ w     n 

runs 2-27 and 2-28 were determined by evaluating the data at several times 

during the runs.   The resulting transient and variable-temperature-constant- 

time results are compared in Figure 8, which also includes the transient 
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9-11 results reported by Diaconis, Jack, and Wisniewski for both blunt- and 

sharp-cone cylinders. 

An examination of this figure reveals: 

1,    With the exception of an anomalous point (run 2-58) at the 

lower Reynolds -number con iition, the two methods for 

evaluating the effect of increasing wall temperature on the 

local transition Reynolds number (i.e., constant initial 

temperature and varying time versus increasing initial 

temperature and constant time) yielded almost identical 

variations of Re    „   with T   /T„ at each flow condition. e,ST w'   R 

This suggests that the transient behavior of transition on 

the 3 2-percent blunt model is closely related to the vari- 

ation in the model wall temperature during the runs.   This 

is not the complete picture, however, because the location 

of transition on the sharper models, which were subjected 

to the same environment and experienced similar increases 

in wall temperature, remained essentially constant during 

each run.   Thus, it appears that the transient behavior is 

also a function of nose radius, possibly through its effects 

on the longitudinal pressure and wall-temperature variations. 

In addition, the two highest initial temperature runs with   * 

the bluntest model (T   /T^ m 0.77) did not exhibit the tran- w'   R 
sient transition phenomenon observed on the same model 

at lower initial temperatures.   Although the general location 

of transition (S-,) remained about the same during these two 

runs, there was considerable scatter in the temperature- 

time data which suggests a quasi-steady or fluctuating 

behavior of the transition region.   This lack of a transient 

behavior at the higher, but more uniform, wall temperatures 

may also be an indication that the wall temperature distri- 

bution is a contributing factor. 
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2. The slopes of the curves indicate a high sensitivity of the 

local transition Reynolds number to changes in wall 

temperature, with the sensitivity decreasing with increasing 

free-stream unit Reynolds number. 

3. There is good agreement between the magnitudes and trends 

of the present data and those of Diaconis, Jack, and 
9-11 Wisniewski; both sets indicate that increasing T   /T 

tends to delay transition. 

The last phase of the Sandia boundary-layer transition studies con- 

sisted of an extensive investigation of the effects on transition of varying the 

initial model wall temperature.   Tests were conducted in which the models 

were either heated (T  /T0 * 0.85) or cooled (T  /T    * 0,15 and 0.40) prior 

to injection.   Although the data have not been completely reduced, preliminary 

results indicate that at the lower initial wall temperatures the transient tran- 

sition behavior occurred on the next two sharper models (R— = 0.4 and 

0.2 inch), as well as on the bluntest model, and increasing T  /T    again 

served to delay transition.   This provides further evidence that the transient 

transition phenomenon is caused by a complex combination of several factors, 

including wall temperature and the axial variations in wall temperature and 

pressure, which are determined primarily by the nose radius. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that the two sets of transient transition 

data discussed above were both obtained in wind tunnels during runs of fairly 

long duration:   10 to 15 seconds for the present experiments and up to 

n 
12,14,15 

9-11 100 seconds for the NACA tests. On the other hand, all the ground test 

data which exhibit a forward movement of transition on slender cones 

i.e., the large-bluntness effect, were obtained in relatively short-duration 

facilities, two shock tunnels and a ballistics range, where test times were of 

the order of a few milliseconds.   This contrast in test conditions raises the 

following two questions. 

* 
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1.    In view of the rather large characteristic times associated 

with the transient transition phenomenon, is it possible 

that the same phenomenon was present in the shock tunnel 

and ballistics range tests, but was not detected because of 

the short test times? 

?.    Or, is this transient behavior strictly a function of the par- 

ticular flow environments (including the model wall 

temperature variations) found in these two wind tunnels, or 

in wind tunnels in general? 

Unfortunately, the exact cause of the transient behavior of transition is 

a matter of conjecture at this point, and the answers to these and rmny other 

questions must await a better understanding of the detailed mechanics of the 

phenomenon. 

Present Results and Comparisons with Other Data 

The results of this and other investigations are presented in terms of 

both free-stream and local parameters.   Although the latter provide more 

meaningful correlations of transition data, the former are more suitable for 

transition prediction purposes (but involve a greater degree of uncertainty). 

The free-stream transition Reynolds numbers. Re    _   , obtained from 

the present data are plotted in Figure 9 in terms of the two independent 

parameters varied during the tests:   (u/i;)^ and R   .     The transition data 

reported in References 12 through 15 are presented in the same fashion in 

Figure 10.   It is recognized that a direct comparison of these data is open to 

question because they were obtained in quite different facilities (hence, in 

different facility disturbance environments) with models having different cone 

. 

When transition occurred downstream of the last thermocouple, the 
location of the thermocouple was treated as a "minimum" transition location. 
The corresponding "minimum" transition Reynolds numbers are plotted with 
an arrow indicating the direction in which their true values lie. 
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angles, and because of the different definitions employed for the location of 

transition.   Nevertheless, the following observations can be made regarding 

the general trends exhibited by the data:  As the nose radius is increased from 
15 

zero, all the data except Sheetz's     exhibit an increase in transition Reynolds 

number with increasing unit Reynolds number and bluntness, and an increase 

in the unit-Reynolds-number dependence with increasing bluntness.   These 

variations are caused to a great extent by the decreases in local boundary- 

layer edge properties  e.g., M   and (u/y)    that accompany the increases in 

RNand/or (u/i/)^. 

Above a certain value of nose radius, that ranges from 0.005 inch in 
15 

the ballistic-range tests     to 0,800 inch in the present experiments, the data 

show a rapid decrease in transition Reynolds number with increasing unit 

Reynolds number and bluntness.   Note, however, that because of the transient 

behavior of transition on the bluntest model, the slope of lines faired through 

the R„ ■ 0.800 inch data at various times during the runs increases with in- 
N ^ 

creasing time.   Thus, the rapid decrease in transition Reynolds number 

indicated by the dashed line in Figure 9 (which agrees so well with the variation 
12 

reported by Stetson and Rushton,      Figure 10) represents the instantaneous 

locus of transition locations only near the beginning of the runs (at t = 1.25 

sec).   The transition locations corresponding to the time at which the flow 

along the model became completely laminar  t > 5 and 10 seconds for {u/v)^1* 
6 1 

17 and 23,6 x 10 /ft, respectively   are represented by the solid symbols 

labeled "t > 5 sec,"   The estimated variation in Re    _   for the all-laminar- 

flow condition is indicated by the uppermost dashed line.   In order to differ- 

entiate the transient and steady-state results, the trends in the R    = 0.800 inch 

data for these two limiting conditions are indicated by dashed lines in all of 

the figures; whereas, the trends in the steady transition results obtained for 

the sharper models are indicated by solid lines. 

The forward movement of transition (transition reversal) described 

above is the so-called "blunt-body paradox"   that has yet to be satisfactorily 

explained.   The fact that it occurs at such widely different nose radii may be 
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due primarily to the different free-stream unit Reynolds numbers and wall- 

to-recovery temperature ratios of the various experiments (T   /T- ranges 

from < 0.07 in the ballistic range experiments to ~ 0,6 in the present tests). 

Additional factors that may influence this behavior include tunnel flow grad- 

ients, facility disturbance environments, and model surface roughness. 

In an effort to correlate these results and reduce the effects of free- 

stream unit Reynolds number and Mach number, the ratio of the transition 

Reynolds numbers for the blunt and corresponding sharp cones exposed to the 

same free-stream environment    (Re. s  )B/(Reflo s  )s = ^ST^BA!VS    is 

presented in Figure 11 as a function of the product of the two independent 

variables, i.e., the bluntness Reynolds number, Re^       ,     Generally 

speaking, the results exhibit a trend of increasing blunt-cone transition 

Reynolds number (over the corresponding sharp-cone value) with increasing 

R    and/or (u/i/)^ up to the point where the transition reversal occurs in each 

case.   However, this point occurs at widely different values of Rem _    for the 

various tests, and theie is considerable scatter in the data.   The effects of 

the different test environments, i.e., the free-stream unit Reynolds numbers. 

Mach numbers, wall-to-recovery temperature ratios, etc., are still evident, 

particularly at the higher bluntness Reynolds numbers.   It is clear, therefore, 

that the various results do not correlate well in terms of free-stream 

transition and bluntness Reynolds numbers. 

Nevertheless, there is one important reason for presenting transition 

data in this fashion:   it provides a fairly direct indication of the effects of nose 

bluntness on the behavior of transition on a slender vehicle entering the 

* 15 In order to present the ballistics-range data of Sheetz     in this man- 
ner, it was necessary to estimate values of the sharp-cone transition Reynolds 
number for the free-stream conditions of the blunt-cone shots.   In view of 
the possible errors introduced in making such estimates, the Reynolds-number 
ratios for the Sheetz data involve a greater degree of uncertainty than the rest 
of the results. 

I 
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earth's atmosphere.   For example, the data in Figure 11 indicate that, by a 

judicious choice of nose radius, it is possible to obtain a free-stream 

transition Reynolds number almost an order of magnitude greater than that 

for a corresponding sharp cone.   In terms of transition behavior during 

reentry, this corresponds to a reduction in transition altitude of approximately 

50 kft for a typical ballistic trajectory. 

Experience has shown that better and more meaningful correlations of 

blunt-cone boundary-layer transition data are obtained when the data are 

expressed in terms of local (boundary-layer edge) properties.   Unfortunately, 

however, this introduces additional uncertainties into the results, namely 

those associated with the determination of the local properties, which in most 

instances must be computed.   The problem of calculating laminar boundary- 

layer edge properties on blunt cones in supersonic and hypersonic flows 

(where variable pressure and entropy effects, induced by curvature of the bow 

shock, are important) has been considered by a number of investigators, and 

several computational schemes involving various degrees of approximation 
21-27 have been developed.   ~        For the present analysis, boundary-layer edge 

21  22 
properties were computed with the BLUNTY aerodynamic heating program.    ' 

Bofore evaluating the blunt-cone data, it is of interest to compare the 
5 

present sharp-cone results with data obtained in other wind tunnels.   Pate 

has successfully correlated wind-tunnel transition d»ta for sharp, slender 

cones obtained in 11 different facilities over a wide range of free-stream Mach 

numbers and unit Reynolds numbers.   The local transition Reynolds number 

for the end of transition. Re   c   # is correlated in terms of test-section size 
e    E 

and parameters associated with the aerodynamic noise radiated by the tur- 

bulent boundary layers on the tunnel walls.   The sharp-cone data for the end 

of transition from the present experiments are compared with the Pate 

correlation in Figure 12.   The agreement is excellent. 
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The local transition Reynolds numbers. Re (for the beginning of 

transition) for all the models tested (sharp and blunt/are presented in 

Figure 13 as a function of bluntness Reynolds number with lines of constant 

free-stream unit Reynolds number.   The latter represent the variations in 

Re    c    caused by changes in nose radius alone.   Thus« as R    increases from 

zero [and iu/v)   remains constant], the transition Reynolds number increases 

above its sharp-cone value, reaches a maximum, and then decreases some- 

what more rapidly.   At this point (depending upon the instantaneous location 

of transition on the bluntest model), the curves either increase slightly, to 

values of the order of the sharp-cone transition Reynolds numbers (when 

transition has moved off the model), or continue to decrease to much smaller 

values of Re    _    (corresponding to the location of transition at a time of e,a,j, 
1.25 seconds). The maximum in each of the constant (u/y)   curves appears 

to be greater than the corresponding sharp-cone value by a factor of roughly 
14 

1-2/3, which is slightly less than the factor of 2 reported by Softley.       The 

reversal in the behavior of transition represented by these peaks in the 

curves separates the data into two regions, to the left and right of the peaks, 

which are commonly referred to as the "small bluntness" and "large bluntness" 

regions, respectively. 

On the other hand, the trends indicated by the sets of data having the 

same symbol represent the variations in local transition Reynolds number 

associated with changes in free-stream unit Reynolds number at constant nose 

radius.   It is clear that these variations are different from those described 

above for constant (u/i/)  , particularly for the blunter models.   The significant 

point here is that the bluntness Reynolds number. Re    _   , does not properly 
C0*   N represent the changes in local transition Reynolds number caused by changes 

in either iu/v)   or R   .   Thus, the practice of fairing a single line through a 
00 r 1 

set of transition data i obtained for various (\x/v)   and R..  on an Re    -   -Rem „ L '    • NJ e,ST 'RN 
plot, which implies that the curve reflects changes in either (u/u)^ 

or R-,, can be misleading. 
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12 14 Similar trends are exhibited by the data of Stetson and Rushton,    * 

which are presented in Figure 14« and by the momentum thickness transition 

Reynolds numbers. Re , for both investigations which are presented in 
♦ e»9T 

Figure 15.     The comments and conclusions stated above apply to the trends 

exhibited by the Stetson and Rushton data as well. 

A comparison of the two sets of data reveals that the results of Stetson 

and Rushton are consistently lower than those of the present investigation. 

This is a result« in part, of their definition of the beginning of transition as 

the point where the local heat-transfer rate departs from the laminar value. 

As is evident from Figure 3, this occurs upstream of the transition location 

employed in the present study. 

A better parameter for correlating local transition Reynolds numbers 

is the transition-to-swallowing distance ratio, S_/S0-„, suggested by Stetson 
12 T    sw 

and Rushton.       The swallowing distance is the location on a blunt cone where 

the variable entropy layer created by the curved portion of the bow shock is 

"swallowed" by the boundary layer; downstream of this point, the flow is 

conical.  Since the condition of conical flow is approached asymptotically, 
12 the authors     arbitrarily defined S-w as the point where the local edge Mach 

23  29 
number, M , becomes 0.95 of the sharp-cone value.   It has been shown    * 

— e 1/3 - that Ssw (« Sgw/RN) is proportional to (Re^ R  ) '   .   An advantage of Sgw 

over Re^        as a correlating parameter is the xact that it is also a function 

of free-stream Mach number and cone angle.   This has been demonstrated by 
29          / \l/3 

Rotta,     whose results are presented in Figure 16 as S-w/(Reji R   j ' 

versus 8   with lines of constant M  .    For slender cones, S_„r is a strong c • SW 
function of cone angle and only a weak function of Mach number for M    > 8. 

* 
The local transition Reynolds numbers presented in Figures 14, 18, 

and 20 for the results of Stetson and Rushton are the values computed by 
Softley^4 with the GE-VIZAAD program.25  The corresponding momentum 
thickness Reynolds numbers appearing in Figures 15 and 19, however, are 
the values reported by Stetson and Rushton. *2 
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Since there are as many methods for calculating S^» as there are for 

computing boundary-layer edge properties, there are bound to be differences 

in the published results.   In the present analysis« swallowing distances were 
21 22 determined with the BLUNTY aerodynamic heating program    *      (sharp-cone 

Mach numbers were obtained from Reference 30).   These results, along with 
14 25 values computed by Softley,      with the VIZAAD program     (for his own and 

15 Stetson and Rushton's data), and Sheetz,      using a momentum-integral method 
26 

developed by Wilson,      are included for comparison in Figure 16.   Also shown 

are curves for M    = 6 and 10 computed with the BLUNTY code.   The scatter in 

the results is very large; the values of Sheetz, in particular, are a factor of 

roughly five higher than the other results at Mach 10.   Because it can be shown 

that such large differences do not result from variations in free-stream unit 

Reynolds number. Mach number, or cone angle, it appears that they are the 

result of differences in the calculation schemes.   The swallowing distances 

computed by Softley for his Mach 10 and 12 flows also reflect the effects of the 
14 tunnel flow gradients that existed at those conditions. 

The present results, in the form of a local transition Reynolds-number 

ratio, IRe I / iRe 1 , are replotted in Figure 17 versus the transition- 
T B '   T S 

to-swallowing distance ratio, S-./S-..., with lines of constant free-stream unit 1    sw 

Reynolds number.   The values of (Re )   and (Re )   at each data point 
\     e'ST/B \     e'ST/s 

are for the same free-stream unit Reynolds number and Mach number.   The 

results are presented in ratio form to minimize the effects of these two 

parameters. 

In moving forward from the conical flow region (S_/S .„ > 1), the vari- ■ .r   s w 
ations in the constant (u/i/)   curves are similar to those exhibited in Figure 13 

(and described above) for increasing nose radius.   The effect of free-stream 

unit Reynolds number (i.e., the spread between the curves), however, is much 

less than in Figure 13.   It is virtually negligible for the small nose radii but 

increase's with R   to a measurable degree for the blunter models. 
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♦ 12 The swallowing distances for the data of Stetson and Rushton    are 
the values computed by Softley     using the VIZAAD program.25 

** 14 15 The local blunt-cone parameters reported by Softley     and Sheetz 
were computed with the VIZAAD program 5 and the method of Wilson, 
respectively.  Once again, the Reynolds-number ratios for the Sheetz data 
reflect an additional uncertainty introduced as a result of having to estimate 
the appropriate local sharp-cone transition Reynolds numbers. 

Once again, the same general comments apply to the Stetson and 

Rushton data, which are presented in the same manner in Figure 18,   and to 

the momentum thickness transition Reynolds number results (Figure 19) for 

both investigations. 

Attention is called to the fact that the variations exhibited in Figures 17 

and 18 attain their maximum values (~ 1-2/3 for the present results and"- 2 

for the data of Stetson and Rushton) in the vicinity of S^/S..,, " 1/2.   Further- 

more, the maximum slopes in the local edge property variations, with the 

exception of pressure, also occur in this same general location.   This raises 

the question of whether these two phenomena are in any way related.   The fact 

that streamwise velocity gradients (in the presence of pressure gradients) 

influence the stability of flat-plate boundary layers is well known from both 

stability analyses and experiments.   Furthermore, linear stability theory 

also admits the possibility that gradients in the flow variables in the absence 

of pressure gradients may influence the stability of a laminar boundary layer 

through their effects on the velocity, density, and temperature profiles within 

the layer.   This aspect of the blunt-body transition problem bears further 

investigation. 

Finally, the transition results from the present study and Refer- 

ences 12, 14, and 15 are summarized in terms of the same local parameters 

in Figure 20.      For the purposes of the following discussion, the effect of 

free-stream unit Reynolds number, illustrated in preceding figures, is 
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ignored, and a single curve is faired through each set of data.   The    is.    iug 

variations exhibit the same general trends with decreasing S^/S-.,,.   in f ,ie 

"small bluntness" region, the curves increase from a transition Reynolds- 

number ratio of unity in the conical flow regime IST/S_W ^ 51 to a maximum 

of roughly 2 at ST/SSW between 0,5 and 0,8, after which they decrease (but at 

different rates) to values considerably less than unity in the "large bluntness" 

region. 

Despite the fact that the experimental variations are similar in a quali- 

tative sense, little significance can be attached to the quantitative agreement, 

or disagreement, between the various sets of data.   The principal reaso.    rfr 

this is the fact that the methods employed by the various investigators for 

computing local Reynolds numbers and swallowing distances for blunt cones 

yield different results.   The differences in the latter in particular, as demon- 

strated in Figure 16, are obviously significant.   The extent to which these dif- 

ferences in S<,w influence the results presented in Figure 20 can be illustrated 

by using just one calculation technique for all the data; in this case, the BLUNTY 
21  22 Aerodynamic Heating Program,     *  ~   This was accomplished, in effect, by 

adjusting the values of S^-^/jRe^ o    )       computed by Softley and Sheetz by 

the differences between their results and the curves computed with program 

BLUNTY, 

With these adjusted swallowing distances, the results in Figure 20 are 

altered as follows:   the Mach 10 and 12 data of Softley are shifted to the left 

by a factor of about 0.6.   This considerably improves their agreement with the 

present results and the data of Stetson and Rushton, particularly for transition 

Reynolds-number ratios greater than unity (the M^ =  10-12 and 5.5-6 curves 

become essentially coincident in the "small bluntness" and part of the "large 

bluntness" regions).   The Mach 10 and 15 data of Sheetz, on the other hand, 

are shifted to the right by factors of approximately 4 and 7, respectively, 

which now places the Mach 15 data slightly to the right of the Mach 10 points. 

This eliminates the close agreement between the Mach 10 results of Softley 
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and Sheetz exhibited in Figure 20.   It is clear, therefore, that a quantitative 

analysis of these results is impossible under vhe present circumstances. 

Nevertheless, the following qualitative observations can be made re- 

garding the apparent effects of free-stream Mach number and wall cooling on 

transition on blunt cones.   In the "small bluntness" region (ST/S_W^ 1/2 L 

the data suggest that the behavior of transition will be similar to that on a 

sharp cone exposed to the same environment.  Therefore, the effects of 

Mach number and wall cooling will be essentially canceled by plotting the data 

in ratio form, and the shapes of the curves in the "small bluntness" region 

should not be appreciably altered by these parameters.   However, in view of 

the diverse variations for ST/S_W £ 1/2, this does not appear to be the case 

in the "large bluntness" region.   The differences between these results sug- 

gest that an increase in free-stream Mach number will effect a counterclock- 

wise rotation and/or a shift to the righ  of the curves in this region.   Con- 

sidering the data in Figure 8 as well, it appears that an increase in wall 

cooling will produce the same general effect.  Thus, an increase in T  /T- 

(i.e., a decrease in wall cooling) will cause the "large bluntness" portion of 

the curves to rotate clockwise and/or shift to the left. 

Significance to Reentry-Vehicle Design 

If the general trends illustrated in Figure 20 are assumed to be quali- 

tatively correct, it is of interest to consider their significance to reentry- 

vehicle design.   To this end, an analysis was made of the ballistic reentry of 

a spherically blunted, slender-cone vehicle for which five different nose radii 

were assumed: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 inches.   Local Reynolds-number 

distributions along the vehicle for eich nosetip were computed with the BLUNTY 

program at a number of altitudes below 120 kft.   The variations at 100, 70, 

and 50 kft are presented in Figure 21 against a background of the correlation 

curves from Figure 20.   The local Reynolds numbers are normalized by the 

local sharp-cone transition Reynolds number at each altitude.   The latter 
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values were estimated from ground test data under the following assumptions: 

(1) smooth wall, (2) no surface mass transfer, (3) constant wall temperature, 
14 (4) zero angle of attack, (5) the local Mach-number variation given by Softley 

_ 0 4 (in his Figure 10), and (6) a unit-Reynolds-number dependence of (u/i/) *   . 

Surface distances of 2, 4, and 6 feet are indicated on each of the curves. 

When the blunt-cone correlation curves are used as transition criteria, 

the variations at 100 kft show that the vehicle with the smallest nose has already 

experienced transition ahead ol the 2-foot location.   With increasing nose 

radius, the location of transition moves aft and is downstream of the 6-foot 

station for the two bluntest noses.   On the basis of the high Mach number/low 

T  /T« correlation curve (the M   = 10-12 curve), the optimum nose radius for 

delaying transition at 100 kft is of the order of 1 inch. 

With decreasing altitude, the local Reynolds-number distributions shift 

to the left, relative to the transition correlations: and the 2-, 4-, and 6-foot 

locations move generally up the curves.   As a result, the location of transition 

moves forward for all nosetips, but it moves farther for the blunter noses. 

This is caused by the fact that the local Reynolds-number distributions and 

the "large bluntness" portions of the correlation curves are almost parallel. 

Hence, as the former shift past the latter with decreasing altitude, the forward 

movement of transition is very rapid.   This may be one of the reasons for the 

almost instantaneous transition which occurs over an entire vehicle during 

some flights. 

Referring again to the high-Mach-number/low-wall-temperature criteria 

for transition (including the M   «15 curve), the optimum nose radius for delaying 
00 

transition at 70 and 50 kft appears to be closer to 1/2 inch.   It should be noted, 

however, that if the stabilizing effect of increasing T  /T    is taken into, 

account and the "large bluntness" portion of the transition correlation curves 

shifted up and to the left, as described in the previous section (e,g,, closer 

to the M^ ■ 5,5-6 curve), the performance of the blunter noses will improve 

and the optimum radius may increase. 
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Finally, the local Reynolds-number histories at the 4-foot location for 

all five nose radii are compared in Figure 22 against the same blunt-cone 

transition curves.   The disadvantage of relatively sharp nose radii» RN £ 
1/4 inch, becomes obvious in this representation, in that transition occurred 

forward of the 4-foot location for the two sharpest noses above 120 kft.   In 

addition, the differences between the constant altitude lines and the transition 

correlation curves provide a clear illustration of (1) the desirability of nose 
radii of the order of 1/2 inch for delaying transition at high Mach numbers 

and low wall temperatures, and (2) the fact that the stabilizing influence of 

increasing T   /T_ during reentry serves to reduce the transition altitude for 
W      K 

nose radii > 1/2 inch. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental investigation has been conducted to determine the 

effects of free-stream unit Reynolds number and nose bluntness on the be- 

havior of boundary-layer transition on an 8-degree cone at a Mach number 

of 6.   Based on an analysis of the results and comparisons with data available 

in the literature, the following conclusions were made: 

1.    For an initial wall-to-recovery temperature ratio of roughly 

0.6, the location of transition was essentially constant 

throughout each run on all but the bluntest model.   The 

transient behavior of transition on the 32-percent blunt 

model was found to depend upon nose radius (probably through 

its effect on the longitudinal variations in pressure and wall 

temperature), the free-stream unit Reynolds number, and 

the wall-to-recovery temperature ratio.  With respect to the 

latter, the aft movement of transition with rising wall temp- 

erature suggests that an increase in T /T_ tends to delay 

transition in the "large bluntness" regime. 
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2. As nose radius is increased at constant free-stream con- 

ditions« the location of transition initially moves aft of its 

sharp-cone value, then reverses direction and moves for- 

ward again.   This reversal of transition divides its behavior 

into two separate regimes commonly referred to as the 

"small bluntness" and "large bluntness" regions. 

3. Changes in the free-stream unit Reynolds number and nose 

radius cause significant but different variations in the 

transition Reynolds numbers. Re , Re        and Re    0   . 
"•»Srp        e*Srp e,B— 

In the "small bluntness" region (S_/S0.   > 1/2), the vari- 
T     SW 

ations are small and can be minimized by dividing by the 

corresponding sharp-cone transition Reynolds numbers. 

In the "large bluntness" region (S_/S_w £ 1/2), however, 

an increase in RN produces drastic reductions in the 

transition Reynolds numbers, while an increase in (u/i/)^ 

may cause either an increase or decrease in these 

parameters. 

4. The transition-to-swallowing distance ratio, ST/Sgw, is 

a better parameter for correlating local transition 

Reynolds numbers than the bluntness Reynolds number. 

Re    _   .   The latter does not properly account for the «,RN 

different effects of R.T and (u/u)  , and its use as a corre- 

la ting parameter can be misleading. 

5. The successful correlation of blunt-body transition data 

depends a great deal upon the proper calculation of local 

boundary-layer edge properties and swallowing distances. 

The various calculation schemes currently in use require 

further refinement to yield more consistent results. 

u 

) 
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6. When compared with other data in terms of free-stream 

properties« the combined results indicate that, by a judi- 

cious selection of nose radius for a given free-stream 

environment lMw and (u/y)   I, it is possible to increase 

Re    _    over the corresponding sharp-cone value by almost -.sT 

an order of magnitude.   In terms of transition behavior 

during reentry, this represents a reduction in transition 

altitude of roughly 50 kft for a typical ballistic trajectory. 

7. An analysis of the ballistic reentry of a typical spherically 

blunted, slender-cone vehicle, using currently available 

blunt-cone transition results, suggests that it is possible 

to determine an optimum nose radius for delaying tran- 

sition to a minimum altitude.   However, before this can 

be accomplished with any degree of certainty, the effects 

of surface roughness, mass transfer, wall cooling, etc., 

on the blunt-cone transition variations must be evaluated. 

The study also indicates that the almost instantaneous 

transition behavior observed during some flights may be 

due in part to the similar variations in the local Reynolds- 

number distributions and the blunt-cone transition curves 

in the "large bluntness" region. 
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SECTION 3 

FREE FLIGHT DETERMINATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION ON 
SMALL SCALE CONES IN THE PRESENCE OF SURFACE ABLATION 

(Unclassified) 

by Max E. Wilkins and Gary T. Chapman 

Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, Calif. 94035 

INTRODUCTION 

To assess the possibility of achieving extensive laminar flow on conical vehicles 

during hyperbolic entry, the Ames Research Center has had an ongoing program to study 

boundary-layer transition on ablating cones.  Boundary layer transition results are pre- 

sented here from ballistic range experiments with models that ablated at dimensionless 

mass transfer rates comparable to those expected for full scale flight at speeds up to 17 

km/sec.  Previous results of this study have been published in references 1-4. These 

early data consisted mainly of measurements of the total ablated mass and detailed 

studies of surface features. The measurements of mass loss were compared with the 

mass that should have been removed by either fully laminar or fully turbulent flow. The 

data all fell between these extremes and showed a reasonable progression toward the tur- 

bulent theory as the area of the model covered with clearly discernible, roughly triangular 

regions of increased mass removal (turbulence wedges) increased.  While this correlation 

seemed to give a reasonable indication of the nature of the boundary-layer flow during 

ablation, several recovered Delrin models (which were launched at more than 5 km/sec) 

exhibited no perceptible turbulence wedges, but inexplicably lost more mass than pre- 

dicted by laminar theory (refs. 2 and 4). 

Subsequent to the publication of reference 4, it was found possible to measure 

the surface recession and hence more accurately identify regions of laminar, transitional, 

and turbulent flow along generators of the recovered cones.  Some preliminary results 

using this technique are described in reference 1. Since then this method of interpreting 

data has been improved and is used extensively in the present paper. 
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FACILITY, MODELS, AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The models were launched In free flight in air at static pressures from 0.5 to 4 

atm in the Ames Pressurized Ballistic Range.  Launch velocities ranged from 2 to 6 >. ) 

km/sec.  Model cone half-angles were 30° and 50° with base diameters of 1 and 1.2 cm, 

respectively.  The 30° cones were launched enclosed in a sabot, whereas the 50° cones 

were launched as cone cylinders as will be discussed later.  At these velocities and free- 

stream pressures the models initially experience high convective heating rates and 

hence high ablation rates; however, because of low model density and high drag, they 

decelerate rapidly to low subsonic speeds after about 30 m of flight.  An open cylindrical 

"catcher" tunnel made of aluminum and aligned with the flight path is used to capture the 

models essentially undamaged.   (The purpose of the tunnel is to prevent the models from 

veering off course and damaging themselves by striking equipment within the range.) 

The models were homogeneous and made of plastics strong enough to withstand 

the extreme launch accelerations in the light-gas-gun launch tube.  The plastic, Delrin, 

was chiefly used although some data for Lexan and cellulose nitrate were obtained. 

Efforts to launch and recover Teflon models were not successful. 

The surface finish on most of the 30° conical surfaces was controlled by polish- 

ing with 3/0 metallographic polishing paper.   This produced a finish In the 0 to 1 micron 

range that proved to be much finer than required, since ablation removes material to a 

much greater depth.  A good machine finish was found to be adequate.  Some 30° conical 

models that had good machine finishes were launched.  These gave results similar to the 

polished models so all of the 50° conical models were machine finished. 

Most of the models launched were prepared with pointed tips.  However, for a 

few of the 30° half-angle Delrin cones the nose was rounded prior to launch with nose 

radius to base radius ratios up to 9%.  The nose rounding was done to determine If it had 

any effect on transition Reynolds number. 

Analysis of Recovered Bodies 

The mass loss data for the 30° cones were obtained simply by weighing the model 

before launch and after recovery.   However, the 50° cones were flown as a cone cylinder 

(see fig. 1) where the model consisted of a cone with a cylindrical afterbody.   This 
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afterbody was press fitted to the cylinder that accompanied the cone throughout the flight. 

After recovery, the outer cylinder was removed from the cone so that the mass loss of 

the conical surface could be measured.  The Initial mass, m0, used to normalize the 

mass loss data for the 50° cones was computed for the cone Itself.  It does not Include 

the weight of the cylindrical afterbody. 

In addition to weighing the models to determine mass loss, enlarged profile 

pictures (cf. fig. 2) were utilized to determine the local surface recession.  The figure 

shows example profiles obtained for both the 30° and 50s cones. The outer profile was 

taken before launch, the inner one after recovery. Between one and six profile pictures 

were taken before launch and as many as required after recovery. The recession, Ar, 

Is determined from the superimposed profiles and is measured normal to the cone axis. 

Small errors in aligning the profile pictures can significantly affect the accuracy of the 

Ar measurements; rotation of one image with respect to the other and failure to align 

the profiles either laterally or axially.  With the aid of a pedestal providing an axis 

reference at the model base, the errors have been greatly reduced.  Lateral errors are 

further reduced by averaging several values of Ar around the cone at the same axial 

position. Since some rays may represent surface areas that experienced laminar flow 

and others turbulent flow, this averaging process tends to make interpretation more dif- 

ficult but the increase in absolute accuracy of Ar/rb is worth it.  (See, for example, 

fig. 6, ref. 1, which shows the surface recession profiles within and without a turbulence 

wedge.)  Displacement error along the axis is minimized by positioning the images so 

that the computed mass loss from the average surface recession values matches the 

actual mass loss measured by weighing.  This is done with the relation: 

Am      .   /x      Ar \Ar Ax 
mo lxb " 2rJrb xb 

An earlier procedure, (ref. 1) that of matching the images along the model base plane, 

gave incorrect total mass losses.  This is thought due to optical distortion resulting 

from diffraction of collimated light along the planar surface of the model base. 
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In addition to the quantitative data from the profiles, considerable information 

has been gained from microscopic examination of the ablated surfaces.  This material 

was discussed quite extensively in references 1-4 so the discussion will not be repeated 

here. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Total Mass Loss 

The flight conditions and mass loss data for the Delrin 30° and 50° cones are 

listed in table I.  A comparison of the observed mass losses with theory is shown in 

figure 3.  Plotted as a function of the launch velocity is the measured mass loss nor- 

malized by the predicted turbulent mass loss.  Both the laminar and turbulent theoreti- 

cal mass loss, as well as local recession curves to be shown later, were calculated for 

sharp cones in the manner described in reference 2.  These calculations take into account 

the deceleration of the model as well as the blockage of heat transfer by the ablation 

process. 

A comparison of figures 3(a) and (b) indicates that the 30* cone data show pre- 

dominately laminar flow, in contrast to the extensive turbulent flow experienced by the 

50° cones.  Mass loss data previously reported in reference 2, was interpreted as show- 

ing that similar 30° Delrin cones experienced extensive turbulent flow in the tame velocity 

range.  Those models, however, invariably had a damaged tip at launch.  This damage is 

now thought to be responsible for the large extent of turbulent flow.  Models that had 

obvious tip damage are not included here. 

The numbers adjacent to some symbols give the percentage of nose radius to 

base radius for the model prior to launch.  The results indicate that tip rounding prior 

to launch did not affect the results in any significant manner. However, some tip round- 

ing naturally occurs during the flight, so that all the models perhaps should be considered 

as having rounded tips.  The tip rounding incurred during flight due to ablation appears to 

make the prelaunch rounding, to the extent done, rather ineffective.  Listed in table I are 

measurements showing the degree of tip radius increase during flight. 

Although, as noted above, the 50° cone data show predominately turbulent 

boundary layer flow and the 30° cone data show predominately laminar boundary 

layer flow, it should not be inferred that the boundary layers were totally turbulent or 
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laminar. It is difficult, however, to estimate the Reynolds number of transition from 

these total mass loss data.  More direct measurement of transition Reynolds numbers 

can be made from the surface recession results, as will be shown next. 

Surface Recession 

Surface recession measurement for the Delrin 30° cones are shown in figures 

4 and 5. Surface recession is plotted against the boundary layer edge Reynolds number 

(based on edge conditions at launch and slant length of the cone). The local recession 

near the nose is In close agreement with that predicted by laminar theory. Although 

departure from the laminar mass loss curve occurs at Reynolds numbers as low as 1 to 

2 million there still appears to be significant laminar flow even at Reynolds numbers to 

14 million (see fig. 5(b)).  This raises the question as to just how to interpret these data 

that, of course, represent ablation with variation of Reynolds number during the model's 

decelerating flight.  If transition were fixed at some body position we would expect 

the recession curve to be similar to the well known laminar to turbulent (i.e., transition) 

heating curve.  The length of this change from fully laminar to fully turbulent is approxi- 

mately equal to the length of the preceding laminar flow.  Even if transition occurs at a 

constant Reynolds number of transition, for example 1 million, and the transition region 

is of the same length as the laminar run the rear portions of these models would exhibit 

fully turbulent recession because most of the mass loss occurs at high speeds before the 

Reynolds number changes. As an example, predicted recession curves for these two 

alternatives are shown in figure 4(c). Neither case Is close to the measured results. 

One possible interpretation is that transition is occurring at different transition 

Reynolds numbers on different rays.  The results, then, can be interpreted in terms of the 

percentage of the circumference that is laminar at the launch Reynolds number.  This is 

not the only possible interpretation of the results but it is the only one that does not re- 

quire a rather complicated dependence of transition on flight conditions. 

This simple view and very likely correct interpretation of the data suggests that 

at Reynolds numbers less than 1 million the flow is 100% laminar. At a Reynolds number 

of 5 million the flow is 20-30% turbulent; the exact amount depends on speed and pressure. 

Even at Reynolds numbers as high as 14 million only 60% of the boundary layer flow is 
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turbulent.  These numbers, when compared with other free flight results on nonablating 

bodies (refs. 5 and 6), would suggest that for this ablator the effect of ablation on transi- 

tion is not pronounced and if anything may even promote longer laminar flows.  The low 

value of transition Reynolds number of 1 million for the first appearance of some turbu- 

lent flow is probably associated with local roughness effects.  The evidence of consider- 

able laminar flow at a Reynolds number of 14 million, although not impossible to obtain 

on a nonablating model with these local flow conditions, (e.g., refs. 5 and 6), is difficult 

to obtain because of roughness effects. Delrin ablates in such a manner as to yield a 

very smooth/surface, provided there are no material imperfections.  This then may be 

the reason for the apparent good performance during the present tests. 

One final point to make is that, as noted in the preceding section, "Total Mass 

Loss," an initial nose radius of a few percent does not appear to alter the present results, 

(cf. figs. 4(b) and 5(c). 

The recession measurements for Delrin 50° cones are shown in figure 6, plotted 

in the same manner as the 30° cone data.  Note the striking difference.  The data supports 

an interpretation of body fixed transition to turbulent flow near the nose of the body, 

(evident also in fig. 3).  With the exception of the high speed tests shown in figure 6(a), 

very good agreement with turbulent boundary layer theory is apparent.  Only in figure 

6 (d) is there an appearance of the behavior noted for the 30' cone data.  Even here we 

see that at Reynolds numbers greater than 3 million fully turbulent flow is experienced. 

The lower value of transition Reynolds number on the 50° cones is probably due in part 

to the lower local boundary layer edge Mach number (ref. 7) (for a 30° cone Mc » 4.5 

and for a 50° cone M_ «1.8).  This large difference in transition Reynolds number does 

not appear to be due to ablation effects as the ablation rates for the two cone angles is 

similar, (typically within 10-20%). 

From figure 6 we note that the lowest value of the transition Reynolds number is 

less than 1/2 million.   In fact, for the higher speed data, values considerably less than 

1/2 million are indicated—the initial recession curves are always substantially above the 

laminar flow theory.  The reason for this is not clearly understood at present.  The 

erratic behaviour (one high and two low) exhibited for the three tests at about 6 km/sec 

(fig. 6(a)) is not fully understood at this time, particularly for the two models with the 
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lower recession.  However, these two models had relatively low mass losses as shown 

by the two lowest points in figure 3(b),  Surface inspections of the model with the larger 

recession indicate possible spoiling that may be caused by launch damage or by thermal 

stresses. 

Figures 7 and 8 present some additional data for models made of Lexan and 

cellulose nitrate.  The data for 30* and 50° Lexan cones, (fig. 7) are very similar to the 

data obtained for the Delrin models. This general agreement between these results and 

those for Delrin (i.e., similar recession curves for 30° and 50° cone angles) is not sur- 

prising since they both have similar ablation characteristics (ref. 2). The theoretical 

recession curves for Lexan appear to be low, particularly when compared to the turbu- 

lent results in figure 7(c).  This makes the determination of the first appearance of 

transitional flow from the data in figures 7(a) and 7(b) questionable.  However, if one 

shifts the theoretical laminar curves upward until the data and theory curve agree near 

the nose we find that the departure of the data from the theory occurs between a Reynolds 

number of 1/2 and 1 million on the 30° Lexan cones.  This apparently lower value of 

Reynolds number at the beginning of transition for Lexan when compared to Delrin may 

be due to a slightly rougher surface. 

Figure 8 shows a comparison of recession curves at nominally the same test 

conditions, cone angle, velocity, and pressure, for models made of Delrin, Lexan, and 

cellulose nitrate.  Note the large change exhibited by cellulose nitrate compared to the 

other two materials. Although a recession theory for cellulose nitrate is not available 

due to lack of ablation parameters, the recession curve suggests that the flow at the cone 

base is fully turbulent at a Reynolds number of about 2 million. This adverse effect of 

cellulose nitrate on transition may be due to the much higher laminar mass loss rate 

evident in figure 8.  It may also be associated with combustion in the boundary layer 

since cellulose nitrate is known to be flammable. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From the foregoing material, it is believed that four conclusions can be drawn: 

(1)   Significant amounts of laminar flow are possible on cones of moderately 

large half angle (30°) under some ablation conditions at Reynolds numbers 

(based on boundary-layer edge conditions) to 14 million. 
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(2) These large laminar runs are comparable to the longest laminar runs 

observed on nonablating surfaces at similar conditions. 

(3) Larger angle cones (50°) experience considerable reduction in the transi- 

tion Reynolds number.  This Is thought to be associated with the reduced 

edge Mach number. 

(4) Cellulose nitrate exhibits much lower transition Reynolds number than 

Delrin and Lexan.  Whether this is due to changes in ablation rate or to 

combustion in the boundary layer is not known at the present time. 

u 
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SYMBOLS 

m mass of cone 

m0 mass of cone at launch 

p/p0 ballistic-range static pressure, atm 

r cone radius 

r. cone base radius 

rn tip radius 

Re maximum local Reynolds number based on boundary-layer edge 

properties at launch 

(Re )0 local Reynolds number at launch along the slant length of the model 

V0 launch velocity 

x cone slant length measured from original apex 

x, total cone slant length 

t)c cone half angle 

subscripts 

m measured 

L laminar, theoretical 

T turbulent, theoretical 
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TABLE I.   MASS LOSS AND TIP RADIUS MEASUREMENTS 

Model Model V V p/p0. m/m0, rn/rb. %, rn/rb,%, 
no. material deg km/ sec atm measured prelaunch recovered 

CN-1 cellulose 
nitrate 

30 5.43 0.50 0.133 0.4 7.8 

CN-2 cellulose 
nitrate 

30 3.34 0.45 0.122 0.5 7.3 

D-28 Delrin 30 4.88 1.0 0.0280 0.8 

D-35 Delrln 30 5.42 1.0 0.0333 0.4 4.3 

D-38 Delrin 30 4.27 1.0 0.0222 0.1 4.7 

D-39 Delrin 30 2.99 1.0 0.0100 0.1 2.3 

D-41 Delrin 30 6.25 1.0 0.0796 — 

D-57 Delrin 30 3.05 1.0 0.0150 0.1 2.5 

D-62 Delrin 30 3.05 1.0 0.0124 0.4 — 

D-68 Delrin 30 3.81 1.0 0.0280 0.1 2.9 

D-69 Delrin 3C 3.66 1.0 0.0126 0.3 2.9 

D-74 Delrin 30 3.89 1.0 0.0240 0.1 3.3 

D-79 Delrin 30 2.20 1.0 0.0031 0.8 2.1 

D-94 Delrin 30 5.73 1.0 0.0342 0.5 4.7 

D-112 Delrin 30 5.43 1.0 0.0376 0.8 — 

D-113 Delrin 30 5.18 1.0 0.0422 — 

D-114 Delrin 30 5.37 1.0 0.0348 0.1 5.1 

D-116 Delrin 30 5.11 1.0 0.0469 3.7 6.3 

D-118 Delrin 30 5.03 1.0 0.0243 0.8 3.7 

D-122 Delrin 30 6.10 1.0 0.0421 0.8 4.7 

D-124 Delrin 30 5.95 1.0 0.0469 0.8 4.7 

D-127 Delrin 30 5.49 1.0 0,0399 6.6 7.8 

D-129 Delrin 30 5.73 1.0 0.0581 8.6 9.4 

D-132 Delrin 30 6.10 1.0 0.0537 7.0 9.0 

D-135 Delrin 30 5.03 1.0 0.0428 6.3 8.2 

D-136 Delrin 30 5.19 0.59 0.0302 0.5 5.9 

D-137 Delrin 30 5.95 0.50 0.0469 0.8 7.0 

D-139 Delrin 30 5.49 0.47 0.0345 0.4 ?.9 
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TABLE I.   MASS LOSS AND TIP RADIUS MEASUREMENTS (Continued) 

Model 
no. 

Model 
mateiial 

ec, 
deg 

Vo. 
km/sec 

P/Po- 
atm 

m/m0, 
measured 

rn/rb' %' 
prelaunch recovered 

D-142 Del r in 30 5.49 0.52 0.0462 0.6 5.9 

D-143 Delrln 30 5.12 0.56 0.0365 0.1 4.9 

D-144 Delrin 30 5.03 0.60 0.0413 0.8 

D-145 Delrin 30 5.34 0.51 0.0362 0.6 5.8 

D-147 Delrin 30" 5.49 0.45 0.0367 0.4 7.4 

D-149 Delriu 30 5.18 0.43 0.0311 1.2 

D-162 Delrin 30 5.80 2.72 0.0386 0.4 2.9 

L-117 Lexan 30 6.31 0.40 0.0394 1.4 5.8 

L-119 Lexan 30 5.49 0.50 0.0386 1.0 4.7 

L-120 Lexan 30 5.34 0.55 0.0433 1.0 7.2 

L-121 Lexan 30 5.40 0.45 0.0368 0.8 6.6 

*DDC-3 Delrin 50 4.27 4.06 0.0921 0.9 4.7 

DDC-5 Delrin 50 5.49 3.03 0.1743 1.7 6.3 

DDC-6 Delrin 50 5.95 3.09 0.1300 0.8 5.7 

DDC-7 Delrin 50 4.88 3.09 0.1288 1.2 5.3 

DDC-9 Delrin 50 5.95 3.13 0.2133 1.0 5.6 

DDC-10 Delrin 50 4.27 3.12 0.0834 1.3 5.0 

LDC-1 Delrin 50 6.10 3.12 0.1304 1.6 6.6 

LbC-4 Delrin 50 4.27 3.10 0.0961 4.7 6.3 

LDC-6 Delrin 50 5.70 3.09 0.1568 0.8 5.2 

IJDC-7 Delrin 50 5.12 3.10 0.1190 0.7 3.3 

LLC-2 Lexan 50 4.12 3.14 0.0945 1.2 4.5 

x—i_i 
♦ . 

D = Delrin, L = Lexan (see fig. 1). 
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SECTION 4 

EFFECTS OF WALL COOLING AND ANGLE OF ATTACK ON BOUNDARY-LAYER 

TRANSITION ON SHARP CONES AT   M«^ 7.4 
(Unclassified) 

by George G. Mateer 

Ames Research Center, NASA 
Moffett Field. California  94035 

ABSTRACT 

The effects of wall cooling and angle of attack on boundary-layer transition have 

been investigated on 5° and 15° half-angle, sharp cones.   An experimental investigation 

was conducted at a free-strean Mach number of 7,4, wall-to-total-temperature ratios 

of 0.08 to 0.4, and angles of attack from 0s to 20°.   The results indicate that (1) transi- 

tion Reynolds numbers decrease with decreasing temperature ratio, (2) local transition 

Reynolds numbers decrease in going from the windward to leeward sides of the model, 

(3) the length of the transition region relative to the length of laminar flow increases on 

the leeward side and decreases slightly on the windward side as the angle of attack in- 

creases and (4) transition data on the windward ray of cones can be correlated in terms 

of the crossflow velocity gradient, momentum thickness Reynolds number, local Mach 

number, and cone half-angle. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

U 
k parameter related to circumferential gradient of circumferential 

velocity on the windward ray of a cone; 

k = 
VV«  8*/ 3 sin Gc   V Ve  a* / * = o" 

M Mach number 

p pressure 

Re/i Reynolds number per unit length 

Re, Reynolds number based on momentum thickness 
b 

s length to transition along a cone generator 

T temperature 

V velocity along a streamline 

w circumferential component of velocity 

a angle of attack 

0 cone half-angle 
c 

p. viscosity 

p density 

$ angular coordinate around the cone (4> - 0°; windward ray) 

Subscripts 

B beginning of transition 

E end of transition 

e boundary-layer edge condition 

t total condition 

w wall condition 

oo free-stream condition 
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INTRODUCTION 

The effect of wall cooling on transition has been a subject of considerable Interest 
1 2  3 largely because of the observations of transition "reversals"   and "rereversals" ' 

4 
and their relationships to stability theory.    Although there are numerous investiga- 

tions on the effects of cooling, there is a great deal of inconsistency between the obser- 

vations  (e.g., ref. 2 and 5).   b contrast, the effect of angle of attack on transition has 

received relatively little attention until the recent, renewed interest in liftlnf reentry. 

The angle of attack experiments that have been performed on cones show a fairly con- 

sistent behavior, i.e., transition moves aft on the windward ray and forward on the 
5, 6 

leeward ray. However, the majority of the wind-tunnel, angle-of-attack data are 

limited to the windward and leeward rays and to angles of attack less than the cone half- 

angle. 

The present investigation was undertaken with two objectives in mind, 1) provide 

additional data to assess the effects of wall cooling on transition and 2) provide a de- 

tailed map of the transition zone on a cone at angle of attack and investigate transition 

at angles of attack greater than the cone half-angle. The first objective was related to 

an attempt to find some consistent observations among results obtained under similar 

test conditions. The second objective satisfied the need for more transition data on 

cones. 

Tests were conducted on 5° and 15s half-angle cones at wall-to-total-temperature 

ratios of 0.08 to 0.4 and angles of attack from 0s to 20°. The free-stream Mach number 

was 7.4.  Total temperatures ranged from 768° to 15520K (1380oR-2800oR) and total 
ß 7 2 

pressures from 2.160x10   to 1.253x10   N/m   (314.0 to 1817 psia).  Wall cooling 

data were compared with results from different investigations, and the transition zone 

on the 15° cone at angle of attack was mapped for meridians from 0° to 180* in 30° in- 

crements.  A correlation of the transition data on the windward ray of cones is developed. 

APPARATUS AND TESTS 

Models 

The models used in this investigation were 5s and 15s half-angle cones with sur- 

face lengths of 0.711 and 0.508 m (28 and 20 in.), respectively (a sketch is included 
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In fig. 1).  They were of thln-walled. 0 838 mm (0.033 in.) thick electroformed nickel 

construction, instrumented with thermocouples spotwelded to the interior surface.   The 

3s cone had a single row of 22 thermocouples spaced at 2.34 cm (1 in.) intervals along 

one conical ray.  One quadrant of the 15° cone was instrumented along conical rays 

having meridian angles of 0°, 30s, 60°, and 90s with 12 thermocouples on each ray.  Data 

on other rays were obtained by rotating the models about their axis of revolution. 

Facility 

The tests were conducted in the NASA-Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel. 

This tunnel is a pebble-bed heated, blowdown facility equipped with Interchangeable, 

contoured nozzles and a mechanism for quickly inserting or retracting the model from 

the test stream at any time during the test.  A single nozzle was selected that produced 

a nominal free stream Mach number of 7.4.  The time required to insert or retract the 

model was nominally 0.5 sec, and the models remained in the tunnel from a minimum of 

1 sec to a maximum of 6 sec. 

In the wall-cooling experiments, several tests were conducted by cooling the 

model with liquid nitrogen.   In these instances, a plastic shroud was placed over the 

model and filled with coolant.  When the model was inserted into the tunnel, the shroud 

blew off and exposed the cooled surface to the flow. 

Test Conditions 

A detailed listing of the test conditions are given In Tables I and II.  For the wall 

cooling data (Table I), total temperatures ranged from 768° to 1532<>K (1380o-2800oR) 
ß 7 2 

and total pressures from 4.178x10  to 1.253x10  N/m   (606 to 1817 psia).  Wall-to-total- 

temperature ratios varied from 0.08 to 0.4.   For the angle of attack data (Table II) the 

wall and total temperatures were nominally constant at 295° and 8340K (530° and 1500oR), 
fi 7 2' 

respectively, and total pressures ranged from 2.160x10   to 1.210x10   N/m   (314.0 to 

1753 psia).  The angle of attack for both models was varied from 0° to 20*.  The free- 

stream Mach number was 7.4. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Examples of the heat transfer data obtained from these models are given in 
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reference 8 where it is shown that the heating data agreed well with laminar and tur- 

bulent heat transfer theories and were a well defined means of detecting boundary layer 

transition.  The definition of the beginning of transition is the same as reference 8; 

namely, as the intersection of straight lines faired through the laminar and transitional 

portions of the heat transfer data, plotted logarithmically.  The end of transition is 

defined as the intersection of straight lines faired through the trmsittonal and turbulent 

portions of the heat transfer data. Although no detailed investigation of unit Reynolds 

number effect was made for the present study, a few check runs were made and these 

substantiated the conclusion of reference 8, that transition Reynolds numbers are essen- 

tially independent of free-stream unit Reynolds number.  However, this observation may 

be related to the method used to determine transition or the definition of the beginning 

of transition or both.  For example, in the same facility some effect of unit Reynolds 

number was detected by Owen and Horstman (published in these proceedings) when 

transition was determined from the root mean square voltage fluctuations of a thin- 

film gauge. 

Wall-Cooling Result 

The effect of wall cooling on boundary layer transition is shown on figure 2.  The 

cooling effect is characterized by presenting transition Reynolds number, based on con- 

ditions at the edge of the boundary layer and surface length to transition, as a function 

of the wall-to-total-temperature ratio.  Considering first the 15° cone data of figure 2a 

(Me ■ 5.0), it can be seen that transition Reynolds numbers decrease as the tempera- 
5 ture ratio decreases.  The same result was observed by Stetson and Rushton   at the 

same edge Mach number and the present results agree very well with their measure- 
3 

ments.  A similar effect was noted by Sheetz   in testing slender cones in a ballistic 

range at the same edge Mach number.   (Sheetz's data were not included on this figure 

because transition was determined in a different manner, i.e., from drag measurements.) 

Transition Reynolds numbers based on the end of transition also show a similar trend 

although not as pronounced.   Finally, the length of the transition region relative to the 

length of laminar flow appears to be a weak function of temperature ratio. 

Jn references 3 and 5 it was suggested that at Me = 5 the effect of cooling 
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(for Tw/Tt < 0.4) was initially destabilizing but that below Tw/Tt * 0.2 this trend re- 

versed and continued cooling stabilized the boundary layer (an effect denoted as "rere- 

versal" in ref. 3).  A similar conclusion might be made using the present data, although 

there are no data points in the region 0,1 < Tw/Tt < 0.2.  However, it is possible to get 

an indication of how transition behaves for 0,1 < Tw/Tt < 0.2 by observing the move- 

ment of transition as the model wall temperature increases during a given test,   (This 

technique is somewhat undesirable because temperature gradients along the model sur- 

face are introduced, and it is not known how these gradients would affect transition.) 

The movement of transition, as the wall temperature increases for a given test is indi- 

cated on the figure by points connected by an arrow.   In this situation the beginning of 

transition moves forward for Tw/Tt increasing from 0,1 to 0,2, whereas, the end of 

transition remains essentially fixed.  This result combined with the initially isothermal 

wall data suggest that the trend of the beginning of transition with cooling may be 

changing at Tw/Tt - 0.2 although it is not clear that this is a   "rereversal". 

For the 5° cone data of figure 2b (Me = 6,6) the effect of cooling is not as pro- 

nounced nor is there any strong indication of any change in the effect of cooling.  This 

last observation may also be made for the data of reference 3 at Me - 6,5. 

Angle-of-Attack Result 

The angle-of-attack transition data are presented in terms of a Reynolds numbers 

based on boundary-layer edge conditions calculated by the method of characteristics 

program described in reference 9.  To obtain edge conditions for angles of attack 

greater than the cone half-angle the following procedures were employed.  1)  The 15° 

cone edge conditions for a s 15° were extrapolated to a = 20°.   2) Windward-ray 

edge conditions on the 5° cone for a  >  5° were calculated by replacing the leeward 

side of the cone with an ellipse whose leeward-ray was aligned with the free-stream 

velocity vector.  3)  Leeward-ray edge conditions on the 5° cone for a = 6° were 

extrapolated from the calculations for a ^ o\  In formulating the transition Reynolds 

number the velocity along the streamline was used In conjunction with the distance 

along conical rays. 
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The effect of angle of attack on local transition Reynolds number Is Illustrated in 

figure 3 for the 15* cone.  For transition Reynolds numbers based on either the beginning 

(fig. 3a) or the end (fig. 3b) of transition, the influence of angle of attack depends on 

meridian angle, *,  For example, on the windward ray, local transition Reynolds numbers 

show an initial, slight increase with a and then a decrease; whereas, on the leeward ray. 

transition Reynolds numbers decrease rapidly with a. 

On the 5* cone (fig. 4) the effect of a on the beginning and end of transition on the 

leeward ray is similar to the 15° cone; that is. leeward-ray transition Reynolds numbers 

decrease with increasing angle of attack,   hi contrast, on the windward ray the effect of 

a is not similar.  For the 5° cone, windward-ray transition Reynolds numbers increase 

monotonlcally with angle of attack so at a ■ 20° the local transition Reynolds number is 

at least four times the a = 0° value.  On the 15° cone the a = 20° value is only 60% of the 

a = 0° value,  ft will be shown in a subsequent section that the differences between the 

5° and 15* cone on the windward ray are related to differences in local conditions, cone 

angle, and crossflow velocity gradient. 

The previous figures illustrate that the length of the transition region relative to 

the length of laminar flow is changing with angle of attack.  This is particularly evident 

in the 5° cone data of fig. 4.  For this model the relative length of the transition region 

decreased on the windward ray and increases on the leeward ray as the angle of attack 

increases.  On the 15° cone, these variations are not as obvious, and so fig. 5 was pre- 

pared to illustrate that the length of the transition region is a function of both angle of 

attack and meridian angle. However, the effect of angle of attack is not as strong as on 

the 5* cone. The length of the transition region appears to be a minimum at meridian 

angles from 60° to 90°, although this could be related to the manner in which transition 

length is defined.  For example, had the length of transition been measured along stream- 

lines instead of along conical rays the influence of meridian angle might be different. 

Angle-of-Attack Correlation 

Transition on cones at angle of attack can, potentially, be affected by several 

parameters, such as crossflow velocity, crossflow velocity gradient, pressure gradient 
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along streamlines, and changes in local Mach number. With so many variables to con- 

sider, it is desirable to look for situations where some effects can be eliminated so 

that the influence of one or two parameters can be isolated. The windward centerline 

affords such a situation. Here, there is no crossflow velocity or pressure gradient 

along the streamline, and the crossflow velocity gradient (derivative of the circumfer- 

ential velocity in the circumferential direction) and local conditions can be adequately 

predicted.    Consequently, a correlation based on changes in local conditions and cross- 

flow velocity gradient was attempted for transition data on the windward ray, using the 

following procedure. 

Previous investigations (e.g., ref. 3) have shown that the effects of variation in 

local conditions on transition on cones at a =0° can be accounted for by an approxi- 

mately linear relationship between local momentum thickness Reynolds number (at 

■ ansition) and local Mach number.   In the present correlation it was assumed that a 

similar relationship holds at angle of attack.  The local conditions were calculated 

using the previously described characteristics solution, and the momentum thicknesses 

at transition were calculated by integrating the streamwise momentum equation, using 

calculated laminar skin-friction coefficients from reference 10.  The crossflow velocity 

grai tent parameter, k, of reference 10 was chosen as the independent variable.  A 

satisfactory correlation of windward-ray transition data on cones can be achieved as 

shown in figure 6.   In addition to the present data, those of references 5,6, and 11 were 

also correlated. Selection of data from other investigations was contingent upon the 

beginning of transition being defined in the same manner, i.e., from heat transfer 

measurements.  The results indicate that the linear relationship between local-momen- 

tum-thickness Reynolds number and edge Mach number still exists at angle-of-attack, 

except, that the constant of proportionality is a function of k. 

The extension of this correlation to the case of an arbitrary streamline is cer- 

tainly an attractive possibility,   fix the general case, however, the velocity gradient may 

not be the correlating parameter.   In this instance a parameter related to streamline 

spreading may be more appropriate.   For example, for the specific case of the wind- 

ward ray of a ot 

line spreading. 

12 ward ray of a cone, Vaglio-rLaurin    has shown that the variable, k, is related to stream- 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The effects of wall cooling and angle of attack on boundary layer transition have 

been investigated on 5s and 15s half-angle cones. Wall-to-total-temperature ratios 

varied from 0.08 to 0.4 and angles of attack ranged from 0* to 20s.  The tests were con- 

ducted at a free-stream Mach number of 7.4, total temperatures from 768* to 1552° K 

(1380° to 2800° R) and total pressures of 2.160x106 to 1.210x107 N/m2 (314.0 to 1817 

psia).  The following is concluded from this investigation. 

1. Ja general, transition Reynolds numbers decrease with decreasing Tw/Tt.  Although, 

on the 15° cone, there are indications that this trend does not continue for Tw/Tt 

< 0.2, an observation consistent with that in ref. 3 and S. 

2. Local transition Reynolds numbers are a function of both angle of attack and cone 

half-angle. On the lee side of both models transition Reynolds numbers decreased 

with increasing a; whereas, on the windward side an increase was observed on 

the 5a cone, and a slight increase followed by a decrease for the 15* cone. 

3. The length of the transition region relative to the length of laminar flow increased 

on the leeward side and decreased slightly on the windward side as the angle-of- 

attack increased. 

4. Transition data on the windward ray of cones can be correlated by accounting for 

variations in crossflow velocity gradient, momentum thickness Reynolds number, 

local Mach number, and cone half-angle. 
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TABLE I.  TEST CONDITIONS FOR WAU.-COOUNG DATA 

LA. 1    V»i* 
T,, 
•K •R Tr •R % ft)- 

tl"1 
Dl ft m 

(•|)E. 
ft    1 

1 1B 
l.Mi7 1)10 1519 , 2738 119.4 218 8.038* 2.449* 0.2210 0.7250 0.3788 1.233 1 

, 7.5M8 1100 11«1 20«<t 101.1 182 8.219* 2.608 0.2614 0.5250 0.3982 1.300 1 

1 .Ut1 1107 11«! 212« 108.3 198 1.S077 3.983 0.182« 0.5000 0.2842 .8««7| 

A.179* «0« 87« .7 187« «7.22 187 7.490* 2.283 0.3099 1.017 O.M. O.M. 1 

1.140T 17M 903.« 1(27 142.8 287 2.10«7 8.424 A.T. AT. 0.l««0 .«1«7| 

1.IB37 1117 149« 2«97 320.« 577 «.294* 2.828 0.200« 0.«5«3 0.3786 1.242  1 

T.««T8 
Uli 1143 2087 305.« 860 «.884* 2.807 0.2514 0.8250 0.413« 1. 8« 1 

i.tsoT 
1714 1042 1«7« 314.4 8«« l.«247 4.951 0.198« 0.5417 0.2819 .9280 

Mil7 
17B7 102« «80 327.8 890 l.«407 8.000 0.1«S4 0.«0«3 0.2819 . 280 

8.8M" «2« .4 9«3.3 1734 314.4 6A« «.««2* 2.840 0.2794 0.91«7 OM. O.M. 1 

4.17«B BOO ««1.7 1881 303.9 847 7/ 17* 2.382 0.3022 0.9917 OM. OM. 1 

«.IM* 194.0 «18.« 14«« 308.« 860 1.2507 3.811 0.2387 0,7«3S 0.3768 1. 33 1 

1.M17 
IS« •37.2 1807 313.9 6«S 2.II«7 8.480 0. «00 0.52R0 0.2489 .81871 

7.380« 10«« 790.0 1422 307.8 864 1 .B747 4.79« 0.210« 0.««17 0.2744 .«I«7| 

(UM1 n«.o 790.« 1423 318.7 870 1.3247 4.038 0.2311 0.7883 0.3883 1.208 1 

1.140* «47.0 7«1.1 140« 781.1 670 1.2747 3.«84 0.2280 0.7417 0.3709 1. 17  1 

i    5 1.24T7 l«0t 1882 2794 no.« 199 7.894* 2.346 0.3557 1.1«7 0.5591 1.933 1 

«.054* «7« «33.3 1800 77.7« 140 1.1«47 3.808 0.2997 0.9833 0.4901 1. 0« 1 

1.2117 17B7 8t«.9 1492 107.8 194 2J917 7.287 AT. AT. 0.2149 . 70«! 

J.«51T 1« 5 1832 278« 328.« 58« 7.924* 2.418 0.3483 1.133 0.5543 1. 17  1 

».SB»* 13«S 1313 23«4 320.8 677 «.058* 2.488 0.3758 1.233 0.8120 2.00« 1 

«.J4S8 III! 1198 2182 323.9 583 «.347* 1.544 0.3887 1.1«7 0.6248 2.060 1 

1.13t7 ias2 110« 1994 306.7 552 1J4«7 4.102 0.2844 0.9333 0.4872 1. 00 1 

• .»»1* 1201 1010 1819 306.« 550 1.18«7 3.523 0.304« 1.000 0.4983 1. 25 1 

«.01»* «73 «82.3 1834 300.0 540 1.I337 3.453 0.3072 1.008 0.6004 1. 42 1 

1.1777 1707 «78.0 1878 311.1 8«0 2.1177 8.452 AT. AT. 0.2730 . 9551 

(«.0B4* « S «80.0 1830 305.« 650 1.1407 A.084 0.332« 1.092 0.8309 1. 42  1 

5.»50*   1 «S3 «51.7 1833 307.« 684 1.1217 3.417 0.304« 1.000 0.4828 1. 83  1 

4.344* «SO «07.2 1463 305.« 860 «.««7* 3.733 0.4114 1.380 O.M. OM. 1 

S.030« 11«« 79« .7 14341 304.4 848 1.8977 1 8.172 | 0.2110 0.7250 0.3022 . «171 

B.874* « 2 7«e.3 1383 302.2 644 1.3187 4.018 0.2921 0.9883 0.449« 1. 76 1 

O.M. - OFF MODEL A.T. - AHEAD OF THERMOCOUPLES 
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TABLE II,   Tl ST cnNIHTIuNS FOB ANUI K-OI-A Tl ACK DATA 

•v. 
dag deK 

•v, 
pala 

Tt. 

1     'K m'1 fr)« 
rt-i 

("th). 
in 

(Hth,. 
fl 

(«t)K, 
in 

(»OK. 
ft    j 

in 1 1.20i)4 I  nua 820.11 1470 2.43' 7.41»l(in 0 0.123 (1,403 1   0.203 0.888 

30 0.179 0.587 1   0.282 0.920 ] 

00 0,1 H3 0.602 1   0.207 0,875   \ 

90 0.155 0.510 1   0.213 (1,098   1 

l.l2(i4 IA33 803.0 1117 2.347 7.13x10« 120 0.159 0.522 1   0,244 (1,799 

150 0,15(1 0,513 0.239 0,785   | 

180 (1.127 0,418 0.245 0 «03   1 

1 (i.SH.T1 1U(17 827.2 1489 1.3a7 4 19-10" 0 0.303 0,993 0.522 1,713   j 

30 0.282 0.925 (1,520 1.705   | 

00 0.237 0.778 0,304 1,193   1 

90 0.199 0.053 0,314 1,03      1 

801 0 851.7 1533 1.047 3 17-id'1 120 (1.20(1 0.055 0,320 1.07     j 

150 0.205 0.874 0,375 1.23     j 

ISO 0.210 0.708 0,373 1.225   1 

H 1 .Ofl^' IW, 827.8 1490 
7 

2.in' 0 59.1 0r' 0 0.208 o.na2 0,105 1.33      1 

30 0.221 0.725 0,430 1.41      { 

00 0.1 11 0.403 0,227 (1.740 

90 0.095 0,311 0.138 0.44S   1 

1,3093 025.(1 «iis.n 1510 8.33° 2 54«lo" 120 0.207 o.osii 0.320 1.05      j 

150 0.190 0.025 0.323 l.Ofi      | 

ISO 0.102 0.335 (1.219 0.720   | 

12 ».cnn3 
1401 830.0 1495 1.90 5 79^10r' 0 0.190 0.022 0.33« 1.11 

30 0.203 0.804 0.172 1.55      j 

no 0.108 0.553 0.242 0.794 ] 

90 0.113 (1.37(1 0,188 0.017    1 

J.TS)
3 

399.0 832.8 1499 5.38'' 1 04'10r' 120 0.277 0.910 0,010 '2.02     j 

150 0.229 0.752 0.400 1,51      j 

ISO 0.190 0.023 0.309 1.21      | 

Ifi 1.0914 in 82 812.2 1402 2.23' 0 79vinfi 0 0.132 0.433 0.285 0,934    | 

I 
30 0.192 0.031 0.354 1.18    ] 

00 0.148 o.4ftn 0,222 0 7^8    1 
r 

90 0.107 0.350 0,170 0.579   | 

! 1.0874 ir,7r, «22.8 1481 
7 

2.177 0 02 « 1 o'"' 120 0.08.1 0.273 0.104 0.540 

150 0.010 0.199 0.130 0.427    j 

i 180 — - 0,(190 0.297    1 
150 O.Olfi (1.199 0.130 0.427   ] 

2« 1.US34 1572 808.11 1504 1.977 0 OlxlO6 0 0.175 0.574 0.295 0.90« 

30 (1.203 o.nnn 11,350 1.15 

no 0.1fi7 0.549 0,305 1.00 

90 0.112 (1.308 (1,224 0.730   1 

1 .OHfi4 l r>8H 840.0 1512 2.U7 0.44-101-' 120 0.070 0.249 0,198 o.nr.i 

150 0.079 0.200 0,181 0.594  j 

1   r' » i .imr,4 in88 820.0 1477 2.2I)7 0 70vlfl^, 
0 0.234 0.70» 0.357 1.17      j 

J.IBSS 314.0 783.9 1411 4 .(t98 1 43x10" 180 0.2S7 0.941 0,507 1 .80       j 

4 .0994 .r,94 830.0 1494 2.107 0 00-HI1'' t 0.234 0.708 0,332 1 .09       1 

2.22();1 1 22.0 792.2 1120 1.72n 1 41>10(; iso 0.2SS 0.910 0,022 2.04      j 

li 1.0974 1B!"1 872.2 1570 1.9S7 0 05 ■ 1 0* 11 

ISO 

0.28(1 (1.917 0.309 1,21      1 

I.1004 ir.d'-i 802.8 1553 2.03'7 r, igxi o" 0.357 1.171 0.103 0.534   1 

HI .0(I74 i r.<i ■    1 842.8 1517 2.107 0 41-10''' 0 0.321 1.053 0,124 1,391    | 

14 .09,^4 ir.ari «08 11 1450 2.257 8 85-10'' 0 0.393 1.29 0,497 1 .03      | 

20 .I004 159« 833.9 1501 2.157 A 55 ■lO1'1 II (1.710 2,33 - -        j 
'ESTIMATED 
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Figure 1.  Models 
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SECTION 5 

SOME SPECIAL FEATURES OF BOUNDARY LAYER 
TRANSITION ON AEROBALLISTIC RANGE  MODEI.S 

(Unclassified) 

by J. Lelth Potter 

ARO, Inc., Tullahoma, Tennessee 

ABSTRACT 
(Unclassified) 

Some points to consider in interpreting data on boundary layer transi- 

tion obtained by launching 10-deg half-angle cones in an aeroballistic range 

are discussed.   These are:   (1) oscillatory motion and finite angles of attack, 

(2) surface roughness at high unit Reynolds numbers, (3) vibration of the 

model, and (4) non-uniform surface temperature.   The experiments were 

conducted at free-stream Mach numbers of 2. 3 and 5. 1, with unit Reynolds 

numbers of 0. 4 to 3 x 106 per inch. 

Each of the listed points of discussion is analyzed to the extent 

feasible with available information.   Emphasis is placed on the particular 

conditions applying in past and current research on boundary layer transition 

in aeroballistic Range K at the Arnold Engineering Development Center. 

Under the conditions of the experiments, there was no evidence that any of 

these four features of range models was a dominant factor in the related 

experiments which earlier revealed a marked tendency of Reynolds number 

of transition to increase with range pressure, or unit Reynolds number. 

NOMENCLATURE 

k height of roughness element 

M Mach number 

N number of cycles of vibration 

p pressure 

♦The research reported herein was sponsored by the Arnold Engineering 
Development Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), 
under Contract F40600-72-C-0003 with ARO, Inc.    Reproduction to 
satisfy the needs of the U. S. Government is authorized. 
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rb 
rn 
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0P 

«t 
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6 

c 

V 
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Reynolds number at transition 

cone base radius 

cone nose radius of curvature 

wetted length measured along surface 

temperature 

velocity 

see Table II 

see Table II 

amplitude of vibration after elapsed time T 

initial amplitude of vibration 

angle of attack of cone in photograph 

total angle of attack of cone 

see Eq. (1) 

total boundary layer thickness 

critical roughness "Reynolds number" 

cone half-angle 

kinematic viscosity 

density 

Subscripts 

aw 

k 

o 

t 

w 

6 

adiabatic wall 

at height k in the boundary layer, or beginning of roughness (s^) 

total, e. g., total temperature 

transition 

cone wall 

local (inviscid) flow parameter on cone at edge of boundary 

layer 

free-stream 
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INTRODUCTION 

The state of our knowledge of boundary layer transition has been sum- 

marized recently in notable reviews by Morkovin (1,  2), Mack (3),  and Mack 

and Morkovin (4),   It is a justifiable conclusion after studying these reviews 

that significant new contributions by experimentalists are necessary and 

that care must be taken to control and define all factors influencing the transi- 

tion process in the experimental environment.   By far,  most previous experi- 

mental investigations of transition have been conducted in wind tunnels where 

it has been generally recognized that coupling between "tunnel" disturbances 

and flow in the boundary layer under observation almost always made such 

absolute measurements as local transition Reynolds number,  K;..ö ^, in- 

applicable in other environments,  even when all of the more obvious dynamic 

similarity conditions were matched. 

Conventional wisdom has led to frequent assumptions that Re^#t 

determined for a model in a wind tunnel must be less than would be found in 

full-scale free-flight testing,  but even that has not always been true. 

Neither does it seem justifiable to condemn all wind tunnel data,  as some 

have done.   When the dominant factor influencing transition has been con- 

trolled (e. g., roughness, bluntness,  sweep or angle of attack) and results 

are presented so as to suppress the uncertainty attaching to absolute Re^f 

useful results may be claimed. 

The free-flight range is an experimental facility not widely exploited 

for boundary layer transition studies, though much used for wake transition 

observations.   This situation is understandable on grounds of convenience 

and availability, but some rather important information may be obtained 

from range experiments.   The quiet atmo?phere of the aeroballistic range 

appears to offer an opportunity for study of boundary layer transition free of 

the complex influcncee of stream turbulence and noise which are known to be 

present in varying degrees in wind tunnels.   In view of the time spent in 
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wind tunnel experiments and the failure to achieve a commensurate under- 

standing of transition, the possibilities in range experimentation should not 

be ignored.   However, there are some special features of aeroballistic 

experimentation which present difficulties,  and it is appropriate that they be 

reviewed in the context of their influence on boundary layer transition.    The 

ones discussed in this interim report are: 

1. Finite angles of attack and oscillatory motion. 

2. Surface roughness under conditions of cold walls and large 

unit Reynolds number. 

3. Vibration of the model. 

4. Non-uniform surface temperature. 

The discussion is based mainly on experiments reported by Potter (5) 

and a similar program now in progress at the Arnold Engineering Develop- 

ment Center (AEDC).   The current (1971-72) work is aimed at assessment 

of factors that may contribute to the "unit Reynolds number" influence dis- 

played in reference 5.   It involves 10-deg semi-apex-angle, nominally sharp 

cones at free-stream Mach numbers near 2. 3 and 5.1.    Cone roughness and 

vibrational characteristics are being varied,  and cone surface condition in 

flight is being examined with the aid of las er-lighted photography.    The two 

Mach numbers were selected on the basis of stability theory (cf.   3) which 

suggests that different modes of boundary layer instability are dominant at 

the two local Mach numbers which are approximately 2. 1 and 4. 3,  respec- 

tively. 

MODELS AND  RANGE SYSTEMS 

Data on the models are given in Fig.   1.   The 1. 75-in.  aluminum 

cones were used to obtain earlier transition data on smooth bodies and for 

all of the experiments on roughened surfaces.   The 2. 5-in. cone is now the 

principal aluminum model; very few launches of the 2. 3-in. cone were made. 
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The aluminum models were fabricated from 7075-T6 alloy and were 

given a surface finish of 10 Min.,  rms.  or better.   A nose radius of 0. 005 in. 

was standard on both aluminum and Lexan B   cones.   The latter is a poly- 

carbonate resin which was selected because  t would give a cone of appre- 

ciably different vibrational characteristics for comparison to the aluminum 

cone.   This was wanted for a study of the possible influence of vibration on 

boundary layer transition, which is briefly discussed in a later section.   At 

first it was supposed that the Lexan cones would require aluminum tips to 

prevent ablation, but trial flights in the range proved that an all-Lexan cone 

surface was feasible.   Sabots used with these cones are discussed in the con- 

text of their relation to roughening of cone surfaces in a later section. 

The aeroballistic range used for this work was AEDC-VKF Range K. 

This is a 100-ft-long range equipped with six dual-axis shadowgraph systems 

and a single high-quality schlieren or focused shadowgraph system.    The 

latter, with an effective exposure duration of 0. 15 Msec,  was used to obtain 

the principal photographic data in this investigation.   A laser-front-lighted 

photographic system, with an effective exposure duration of 20 nano-sec was 

used to obtain information on cone surface conditions after launch. 

A single-stage,  2. 5-in. -caliber launcher was used.    The muzzle of 

this gun was located approximately 49 ft from the focused shadowgraph 

station.    The cones were launched without spin, and sabot separation was 

caused by aerodynamic force on the sabot components. 

Noise in the range was monitored by a pair of small microphones, 

cf. reference 5. Because this subject does not come under discussion in 

this report, no further information is included. 

THE INFLUENCE OF ANGLE OF ATTACK 

It is rare that .? free-flight model maintains zero angle of attack 

throughout its flight.    Under the best conditions,  aeroballistic models may 
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have near zero average total angle and exhibit amplitudes of only one or two 

degrees.   However, the typical range is equipped with only a few schlieren 

or shadowgraph stations of the high quality needed for photographing boundary 

layer transition,  and the photographic data on the models launched inevitably 

will include a random distribution of angles.   Note that one must distinguish 

between the total angle and the angle in the plane of the photograph.    They 

usually will be different.   The range pressures in transition work usually are 

relatively high,  which aids in damping the model motions, but the observa- 

tion station for transition studies on high-speed, sharp-nosed models usually 

must be located rather near the launcher to obtain data prior to ablation of 

the model.    Thus,  finite and variable angles of attack must be expected. 

For the experiments discussed herein.  Fig.  2 is typical.   The angles 

in two planes are plotted as a function of length along the range, measured 

from the first to the last of six dual-axis shadowgraph stations.   The parallel- 

light,  single-axis shadowgraph station was located at 5 ft on the length scale 

given.    This typical case is characterized by an average velocity of approxi- 

mately 5700 ft/sec,  a half-cycle of motion in roughly 17 ft, and a maximum 

amplitude somewhat under 2 deg.    The wetted length of the conical model up- 

stream of transition in this case was slightly under 5 in.   Thus, there was a 

change in angle of attack of 2 deg in 17 ft of flight or 0. 0029 sec,  giving a 

rate of change of 690 deg/sec.   In terms of wetted-length-to-transition, the 

velocity was 13, 700 lengths/sec.   This enables expressing the oscillatory 

motion as 690/13, 700 = 0. 05 deg/wetted length.   If we assume that the change 

in angle of attack during a time corresponding to flow from stagnation point 

to transition location is crucial, then this information seems to warrant the 

tentative assumption that the oscillations of the models, per se,  in these 

experiments were of low enough frequency to be ignored as a factor in 

boundary layer transition.   The margin of safety here may not be large. 

There is reason to suspect that as little as 0. 05 9C deg per wetted length 

may be significant for slender, sharp cones.    This warning is based on the 
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data to be discussed next, which show important changes in length-to- 

transition, st, when a cone under conditions such as these is tested at small 

angles of attack in a wind tunnel. 

It could be argued that another length, such as some number of 

boundary layer thickness, would be more suitable than the length, st, which 

has been used in the preceding discussion.    (In this example, total boundary 

layer thickness midway along the wetted length is calculated to have been 

approximately 0. 005 in.)  However, that subject will not be explored any 

further. 

There have been sevt ral recent reports on the effects of small angles 

of attack on transition location. Some of the data are summarizr d in Fig. 3, 

and Table I gives supplemental information. 

TABLE I. EXPERIMENTS ON EFFECT OF ANGLE 
OF ATTACK ON TRANSITION 

Ref. ec deg M» Tw/T aw 

6 2.87 21.5 ~1 

7 8.00 5.5 0.2-0.6 

8 10.0 6.9 -0.5 

9 5.0 8.0 ~0.4 

10 8.0 10.2 ~0.3 

11 10.0 6.0 -0.86 

For comparison, the present conditions are: 

10.0 5.1 -0.18 

10.0 2.4 -0.50 

The authors of reference 7 ignored the possibility of a unit Reynolds 

number influence in drawing the curve reproduced in Fig.  3,  i. e., they 

compared points for a = 0 and a t 0 which did not correspond to constant U/v. 

The curve marked 7a represents the result of our effort to adjust the results 

Re „ in. •1 x lO"6 

1. 19 

0. 11 -0.34 

0. 38 

1, 14 

0. 175 

1. 10 

0.6 -4.0 

0.6 -1.7 
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of reference 7 on the basis of an assumed Re^ ~ (U/v)^'^ relation.   It is 

shown only to indicate qualitatively how much influence may have existed. 

The curves marked 10 and 10a represent the extremes of the data of 

reference 10.    Curve 10 represents the angle ^ = 0 where <t> is measured, 

as a roll angle, circumferentially from either the windward or leeward 

"stagnation" line on the cone surface.   Curve 10a normally, but not always, 

represents ^ = 90 deg.   The case ^ = 90 deg was not always the extreme; 

sometimes it was 0 = 72 deg. 

Table I shows that some of the conditions represented in Fig.  3 are 

at least roughly comparable to the Mach 5 phase of the present investigation. 

The roles of Mach number and even cone angle cannot be easily seen, prob- 

ably because of experimental scatter and the influence of additional factors. 

Some of the referenced material shows evidence that nose bluntness and 

Reynolds number also are factors to consider in correlating such data.   Note 

that st does not vary as would be expected on the basis of changes in local 

unit Reynolds number when a varies.   Apparently cross-flow effects dominate. 

Notice also that DiCristina (10) is the only one of these investigators who has 

given data for various circumferential angles, i. e., outside the plane of 

symmetry.   His data for 0 < 0 < 90 deg are represented by the shaded areas 

in Fig.  3.   This is very important in the present case because,  in the range 

data, it is rare for the total angle of attack, a^, to equal the angle in the 

plane of the photograph, ex . 

Ward's results (11) are of interest because the experimental condi- 

tions,  M6, Öc,  rn/r^j, and(U/i/)6, were close to the present Mach 5 case. 

We h^ve made a modification to Ward's result which consists of refairing 

his curves between ±1 deg, as shown in Fig.  4a.    The result is not in con- 

flict with Ward's data, and it seems to agree better with the present range 

data. 

) 
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The original curve from reference 11 is presented here as Fig. 4a, 

where the modification made by the present author is shown.   For greater 

clarity and convenience, the portion of the modified curve for very small 

angles is redrawn with an expanded scale in Fig. 4b.   The precision of the 

data does not justify the scale in Fig. 4b, but it does aid'in making self- 

consistent data corrections. 

Turning again to Fig. 3, it becomes clear that data for the lee side 

involve a highly uncertain correction for angle of attack.   At   a   /0C = 0. 07 

on the lee side, corresponding to 0. 7 deg for the 10-deg cones, the spread 

between the various curves is around ±10 percent.   And it rapidly worsens 

as angle increases.   A more favorable picture is presented by the windward 

case if we are content to ignore the three most extreme curves.   Then, we 

see that the spread of the data from references 7,  10, and 11 is less than 

±8 percent for    a   /6C < 0. 65, or   o   < 6. 5 dcg in our experiments.   In fact, 

the curve from reference 6 may be included, and the spread is no worse than 

±10 percent at   or   /ec « 0.4, or 4 deg for a 10-deg cone.   Bearing in mind 

that we particularly need the information from reference 10, it is fortunate 

that those data for all <t> 's between 0 and 90 deg away from the windward line 

of symmetry are contained within the boundaries just noted.   Considering the 

combined uncertainties of locating transition "points" in the photographs, the 

evident disagreements in Fig.  3, and the inaccuracy in measuring o^ and or. , 

it appears that a reasonable course of action for us is to accept roughly 

±10 percent uncertainty in the correction and to: 

(a) use windward s^ measurements for o^ < 2 deg; 

(b) discard leeward st measurements for aft > 0. 7 deg; 

(c) correct the retained s^ values using the curve of Ward (11), 

as modified; 

(d) use Op as the a in Fig. 3 without regard for the fact that, 

in general, afp ^ ort; 
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(c)   use only cases where Op s 1.5 deg and ignore the corresponding 

small variations of local Mach and Reynolds numbers from the 

nominal M6 and (U/i/)^ corresponding to Op 

(Note that o's are absoluti" angles in the foregoing listing and hereafter.) 

We choose to use Ward's (modified) curve rather than DiCristina's more com- 

plete results I)    ause it is seen in Fig.  3 that Ward's curve lies in among 

DiCristina's windward data,  being close enough to any of DiCristina's curves 

to allow us to ignore the difference between ap and at.    That is, we do not 

attempt to determine a correction for the specific circumferential angle 

represented by a photograph where Op / o^ because any error incurred seems 

likely to be within the scatter and uncertainty arising from other factors.    On 

the lee side. Ward's modified curve lies near the middle of all the curves in 

Fig.  3 for aldc •< 0. 07.    Furthermore, the aeroballistic range data for Mach 5 

suggest that,  if Ward's windward curve is used, then the best agreement be- 

tween transition lengths is obtained when Ward's leeward curve also is used. 

Finally,  we njte that the Reynolds number of Ward's experiment is within the 

variation of that parameter in the present free-flight experiments,  cone 

angles and bluntness ratios (^/r^) are nearly equal and Mach numbers are 

close for the present Mach 5 case. 

SURFACE  ROUGHNESS 

Because of the typically higher local unit Reynolds number,  cold walls 

(Tw     1 aw' an^ consequently thin boundary layers,  it has been suggested that 

transition data from aeroballistic ranges may be affected by surface rough- 

ness.   This feeling is reinforced in some persons who also feel that transi- 

tion Reynolds numbers reported from range experiments "should" be larger 

if the ambient conditions are less disturbed than those in wind tunnels. 

Although a method exists for predicting the influence of roughness on transi- 

tion (ref.   12),  it was thought best to conduct some experiments under actual 
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aeroballistic range conditions.   Preliminary results may be reported at this 

time. 

Cones otherwise identical to the 1, 75-in.  models used in the present 

investigation and that of reference 5 were deliberately roughened, as 

sketched in Fig.  5.    Considering that circumferential machine tool marks, 

or grooves,  seemed to be the most general form of roughness encountered 

on conical bodies, the desired roughness was created simply by changing 

cutting tool speed.   That produced varying degrees of screw-thread type of 

roughness which was measured in the usual manner with a profilometer. 

The shortcomings of such devices for surface roughness measurements are 

well known.    Mainly,  the objections are the possible scratching of the sur- 

face by the stylus and the inordinately large radius of the profilometer 

stylus (~500 /Jin. ) compared to the smaller dimensions of the roughness.   A 

well-finished cone surface registered less than lO/uin., rms, but one must 

assume that the profilometer stylus could not penetrate to the bottom of sur- 

face defects with transverse widths less than stylus diameter, cf.  refer- 

ence 13.   Whether such types of roughness are of any importance is another 

subject to consider.    It is probable that defects of this scale did not matter 

in the experiments discussed herein. 

If it had developed that roughness heights of the order of 100 ^in., 

rms, or less were critical,  efforts to find a more precise measurement 

method were planned.   As it has turned out, the data from our study of 

machining-type roughness on cones at Mach 5 in the aeroballistic range 

show no significant influence of such roughness when the profilometer read- 

ing was less than approximately 250/(in.    These results are shown in Fig. 6. 

For comparison.   Fig.  6 also includes a curve giving the estimated 

influence of the roughness according to tht method of Potter and Whitfield 

( 12;.    The calculations were made on the basis that effective roughness 

height,  k,  was the rmu value given by the profilometer and s^ = 1. 5 in. 

Tool marks were treated as two-dimensional roughness in the calculation. 
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It is interesting to observe the sensitivity exhibited in the 300- to 

500-Min. region of Fig.  6.    This is entirely consistent with the predictive 

method (ref.  12) which is based on a critical Reynolds number of rough- 

ness,  €, which changes from 300 to 4500 as the Mach number,  M^, in the 

boundary layer at the height, k, changes from 0. 5 to 2.   It is clear that the 

inaccuracy of calculations of boundary layer profile quantities, combined 

with inaccuracy of determinations of roughness height and transition location 

makes close comparisons in Fig.  6 unwarranted.   A large amount of experi- 

mental scatter is not surprising either. 

It must be remembered that it is surface condition in flight at the ob- 

servation station which really matters.   Thus, we have used laser-front- 

lighted photography of the cones in flight as a means for identifying any cones 

with visible defects such as roughened, bent,  or ablated surfaces.   The tech- 

nique, as applied to high-speed free-flight ablation research, has been 

described by Dugger,  Enis and Hill (14). 

We have used t vo basic types of sabots in this work.   In the prior 

work (ref. 5) and part of the current investigation, closed-base sabots were 

used.    For all of the 2. 3- and 2. 5-in. aluminum cones used in the study under 

way,  open-based sabots were used.   The following sketch shows the principal 

features of these designs,  all of which were used with a gun of 2. 5-in. caliber. 

Base Closed 

Cone 
Diameter:     1.75  in, 

Open 

1.75 in 

Open 

2.50  in. 

/ Dylite or 
Lex an 

Lexan *-" 

) 
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One sees that under load from the pressure of the gun gas the sabot pushes 

on the cone if the sabot is closed-base. Masses and base areas of the open- 

based sabot for sub-caliber cones are adjusted so that the cone pushes on 

the sabot. For full-caliber cones and open-based sabots, it is obvious that 

the cone pushes on the sabot during launch. The point of this discussion is 

that launch loads are great and the cone wetted surface may be roughened if 

there is sufficient interaction as the cone presses into the open-based sabot. 

We have developed open-based sabots because there is evidence that they 

lead to less disturbed launches and lower angles of attack after the sabot 

separates from the cone. 

Aside from a few isolated cases of damage in launch, the potentially 

most important finding has been that interaction between cone and sabot 

during launch from a gun may produce a discolored area on the cone sur- 

face, as seen in laser-front-lighted photographs.   An example is Fig.  7. 

Cones in these experiments were made from either 7075-T6 alumi- 

num alloy or Lexan.    The latter was used for the cones in the phase of the 

study discussed in the following section.   The open-based sabots for the 

aluminum cones and the closed-base sabots for the Lexan cones were of 

Lexan, while the major portion of the closed-base sabots interacting with 
k the surfaces of the other aluminum cones was- Dylite - .   The latter is a 

soft plastic much used for inexpensive ice chests and packaging.   During 

the experiments of reference 5,  closed-base sabots n.de of Lexan were 

used. 

Laser-front-lighted photography of static aluminum cones subjected 

to simulated launch loadings in open-based sabots revealed that the dis- 

colored area of Fig.  7 could be approximated with roughnesses measuring 

only 15 »iin., rms.   It was also found that the inner surfaces of the Lexan 

sabots contacting the con3s were characterized by profilometer readings 

of the order of 100 Min., rms.   Therefore,  it was decided to require inner 

Lexan sabot surfaces to be finished to the order of 32 nin., rms, which is 
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deemed about the best to be expected on a routine basis from ordinary lathe 

work on Lexan.   Then, it seemed a safe assumption that any scuffing or 

embossing due to the cone pressing against the sabot would be less than 

32 Min., rms, particularly since the aluminum is much the stronger of the 

two materials.   After instituting this step, the laser light produces photo- 

graphs showing smooth-appearing cones in flight. 

The Dylite foam is so soft, in comparison to aluminum that any inter- 

action under launch loading should not appreciably roughen the aluminum 

cones.   In addition, the closed-base sabot causes the base of the cone to 

carry the load, rather than the cone wetted surface,  and this lessens the 

likelihood of surface embossing. 

In view of Fig.  6 and these other results, it is concluded that surface 

roughness has not significantly affected the data presented in reference 5, 

where closed-base sabots were used.   And further,  under the controls im- 

posed since the laser-lighted photography system became available, we 

believe roughness can be regarded as a negligible factor in relation to the 

data for any of the so-called smooth cones under conditions where the method 

of reference 12 predicts no influence. 

THE INFLUENCE OF MODEL VARIATION 

The possible influence of model vibration was examined by com- 

paring transition results obtained from launching cones of two materials 

under otherwise similar conditions.   The materials were chosen on the 

basis of their being compatible with the rigors of range operations while 

having appreciably different vibrational characteristics.    If we chanced to 

make a significant change in transition location by this variation in cone 

vibrational behavior, it at least would indicate the need for more careful 

study.   Seeing no change does not prove that cone vibration is not a factor, 

but the experiment seemed worthwhile. 

u 
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All the previous work, as well as the current extension, involved 

aluminum cones.   The only readily usable material offering significantly 

different vibrational characteristics appeared to be Lexan.   Table II shows 

relevant data on the two materials. 

TABLE II.    FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE DATA 

Material 

Aluminum 7075-T6 

Lexan 

W=(E^>L/e2xan/(E^)il/u2minum 

W_ 

1 

0.28 

Y 

1 

3.3 

= frequency ratio 

Yc(ay/E)Lexan/(0y/E)aluminum 

= amplitude ratio 

E = Young's modulus of elasticity 

p = material density 

a   = yield strength in tension 

Laboratory experiments have essentially confirmed the computed 

frequency ratio in Table II.   These experiments took two forms.    First, the 

1. 75-in, -diam aluminum and Lexan cones were simulated by models in the 

manner shown in Fig.  8. 

The assumption was made that the cone tip in free flight would tend 

to vibrate as if the cone were fixed at its center of gravity, as in Fig.  8. 

The length of 3. 013 in. that the cone extends from the support collar also 

was the distance from the tip to the center of gravity of the 1. 75-in.  free- 

flight cone.   Straii. gages were attached to the base of the cone and wired to 

measure bending stress.   The collar was suspended from wires and struck 

with a hammer to induce vibration in the cone. 
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Bending strain at the base of the cone simulating the range models 

was measured with two strain gages which formed adjacent arms of a four- 

equal-arm bridge circuit as shown in Fig.  9.   The bridge was powered from 

a 6-volt battery.   Strain,  represented by the bridge output,  was amplified 

using a differential-type d-c amplifier and was recorded using a preamp and 

an oscilloscope.   A 3-volt common mode voltage was provided by a re- 

sistance voltage divider so that zero voltage would appear at the amplifier 

inputs with the bridge balanced.    The oscilloscope was triggered internally 

from gage output.   The strain recording system was calibrated by unbalancing 

the bridge circuit with fixed resistors paralleled with one arm of the re- 

sistance bridge. 

Oscilloscope traces as shown in Fig.   10 were obtained when the cones 

were struck with a large ball bearing.    The lower frequency and greater am- 

plitude of the Lexan cone is obvious.   It should be noted that the so-called 

Lexan cone is not truly representative of a cone made only from Lexan; for 

aerodynamic stability it was necessary to insert internal metal ballast in the 

fore part of the cone.    This affected the vibrational characteristics,  and it is 

the ballasted cone which is represented in Fig.   10.   Apparently, the ballast 

acted as a damper because it reduced the measured frequency. 

The oscilloscope traces were read on a film reader to determine 

frequency and the logarithmic decrement, 

A=(l/NMn(y0/yn) (1) 

In Eq. (1) N is the number of cycles, y   is the original amplitude, and yn is 

the amplitude after the N cycles.   We obtained A = 0. 047 for the aluminum 

cone.   The ballasted Lexan cone did not give a constant A.    The value was 

lower at late times but was approximately constant at 0. 3 for about 8 msec 

after being struck. 

The calculated natural frequency of the fixed-base aluminum cone 

is 7960 Hz,  but the measured frequency was only 6880 Hz.    Part of the 
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discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that the collar does not fully repre- 

sent a fixed base for the cone.   The ballasted Lexan cone experimentally 

yielded 1250 Hz and a wholly Lexan cone gave 2060 Hz.    Therefore,  rather 

than the computed ratio of Lexan-to-aluminum frequencies. W = 0. 28, 

which appears in Table II,  or the experimentally determined W = 0. 30, both 

of which apply to wholly Lexan cones, we have W = 0. 18 for the ballasted 

Lexan cones actually used for comparison with the aluminum cones.   While 

we cannot say if this variation in cone vibrational frequency is significant in 

regard to boundary layer transition under the circumstances studied, it is at 

least large enough to be interesting. 

The time required for a given amplitude change is given by 

T =  [l/(Af)] in(y0/yn) (2) 

where f is the frequency in Hz.   Because it would seem very likely that any 

cone vibration is induced early within the launcher, the time elapsing be- 

tween, say, the start of motion within the launcher and arrival at the view- 

ing station is relevant insofar as the cone vibration amplitude is concerned. 

In the case of the Mach 5 experiments, this (average) time was 14. 4 msec 

and for the Mach 2 launches it was 27. 9 msec.   Therefore, if the initial 

maximum amplitude, y0,  of the cone tip were known, Eq. (2) and these in- 

put data would permit a calculation of the amplitude, yn,  at the focused 

shadowgraph station.   We cannot make this calculation because y0 is not 

known, but an upper limit rr av be placed on it.    For the aluminum cone, it 

is calculated that a deflection of the tip of 0. 065 in. would have caused the 

metal to yield.   No such bending was ever observed in flight so it is safe to 

assume that y0 did not attain that magnitude.   Let us assume then, as an 

example, y0 < 0. 06 in.   Substituting into Eq. (2) the quantities 

T = 14. 4 msec, 

A = 0.047, 

f = 6880 Hz,  and 

y   ? 0. 06 in. ^o 
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we obtain y   "Z 0. 00056 in. for the aluminum cone.   Concerning the bal?-   t» . 

Lexan cone,  we use 

T « 14. 4 msec, 

A = 0. 3, 

f = 1250 Hz, and 

y„ < 3.3 (0.06) = 0.20 in. 

to obtain yn ^ 0. 00091 in.   Although the Lexan cone may start with more than 

three times the tip deflection of the aluminum cone, it would be expected to 

have roughly 1. 6 times as much tip deflection at the viewing station. 

Because of interest in possible higher vibrational modes,  a second 

type of experiment was conducted with one of the 1. 75-in. aluminum cones 

of the type actually launched.   It was suspended by a string at its center of 

gravity and struck with a hammer.   A microphone and recording system of 

the type used to monitor noise in the range recorded the result.    Frequen- 

cies of 7680 and 7180 Hz could be identified.   Higher modes could not be 

found by this means, but it was concluded that any higher modes were 

associated with very much lower amplitudes. 

By comparing transition on aluminum and ballasted Lexan cones, we 

are seeing the effect of a reduction of vibrational frequency from 6880 to 

1250 Hz, coupled with a corresponding increase in maximum possible tip 

vibrational amplitude by a factor of 1. 6.   It is believed that there was a 

small amount of nose tip ablation on the Lexan cones.   This is discussed in 

the following section.   At this time sufficient Mach 5 launches have been 

carried out so that we may report tentatively that no significant difference 

in transition Reynolds numbers has been found.   Six ballasted Lexan cones 

have been launched; four had Re^ ^ above the level for aluminum and two 

had Reg t below that level.   The average result is 

Ret  t (Lexan) 
',  ,           = 1 05 

Re^ t (aluminum) 

which cannot be regarded as significant because it is within the experi- 

mental scatter. 
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It may be noted that a recent wind tunnel experiment by Olson et al. 

(15) revealed no influence of model vibration on transition Reynolds num- 

ber.   In that situation, frequencies of 2900 to 82, 000 Hz and peak-to-peak 

amplitudes of 40 to 1500 Min. were explored.   The authors believed that 

artificial roughness heights equal to the vibration amplitudes would have 

tripped their boundary layer,  and they concluded that vibration in their case 

was less effective as a trip than fixed surface roughness.    Perhaps this 

should not be surprising.    Unless a sensitive mode of vibration were 

chanced upon, the surface deflections owing to vibration would take the form 

of gentle waviness rather than abrupt discontinuities in the nature of boundary 

layer trips. 

NON-UNIFORM WALL TEMPERATURE 

A source of potenti?.! influenc • on transition under range conditions 

is the non-uniform aui tace temperature arising from aerodynamic heating. 

A hot nose will be combined with a relatively unheated afterbody,  and the 

boundary layer profile will reflect this.   Rhudy (16) has made an illustrative 

calculation of the influence of a hot leading edge section with Tw/T0 = 0. 8 

followed by a cooled plate with Tw/T0 = 0. 2.   He shows that,  for M^ = 6 and 

(U/i/)6 = 1. 1 x 106 in.    ,  it takes a distance of approximately 600 6j for the 

product pu in the boundary layer at the critical height y lb = 0. 9 to attain the 

profile that is calculated for a plate with Tw/T0 = 0. 2 over its entire length. 

The symbol 6; represents boundary layer thickness at the discontinuous 

change of wall temperature.    Apparently there have been no experiments to 

investigate the seriousness of the effect of non-uniform Tw on transition. 

In the range investigations conducted by the author, calculations of 

stagnation point and afterbody temperatures have been made.   It was calcu- 

lated that Lexan cone tips would melt under the Mach 5 conditions, and yet 

no evidence of ii\ blunting was seen.   Thus, it is inferred that the calculated 
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temperature increases were too great, but that a small amount of localized 

ablation occurred.   Inspection of the laser-lighted photographs of Lexan 

cones in flight revealed small decreases in length and faintly cusped tip 

shapes.    However, the laser station was 32 percent further downrange than 

the focused shadowgraph and ablation would have been much less at the 

shadowgraph where transition was determined.   If we take a published melt- 

ing temperature of roughly 550oK for Lexan, it follows that the nose tips of 

the Lexan cones were about twice the temperature of the skirts which heat 

negligibly in the brief flight.   Our calculation method yields a maximum tip- 

to-skirt temperature ratio of roughly 2:1 for the Mach 5 aluminum cones as 

well.   At Mach 2 these ratios are much nearer unity. 

The calculated boundary layer thickness at, say,  100 nose radii or 

0. 5 in.  from the stagnation point may be taken as a very conservative (i. e., 

large) value for Rhudy's 6; in the present case.   Then, in keeping with his 

results,  we may infer that the cone boundary layers at the transition loca- 

tions should be essentially free of "hot-tip" influence when distance to 

transition,  st,  is greater than 600 6;.    On this basis, all of our data cor- 

respond to st/6; > 2000 for the conditions encountered.   Coupled with the 

lesser tip-to-afterbody temperature ratio and the conservative nature of our 

comparison with the results in reference 16, the hot-tip effect is not an ob- 

vious factor in the present work.    Until other data are available, no more 

may be said. 

The rather low wall-to-adiabatic recovery temperature ratios, 

Tw/Taw,  are important factors in high-speed range transition data.   In the 

work of reference 5, and in the current work: 

Tw/Taw = 0. 18 at Mach 5 

Tw/Taw = 0. 50 at Mach 2. 

These average values are based on Tw = 300oK and laminar-flow recovery 

factors. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A major incentive for the analysis of these four possible factors in 

regard to transition data from aeroballistic ranges has been the desire to 

learn if the range pressure or unit Reynolds number influence shown in 

reference 5 could have been caused by conditions peculiar to the range 

operations.   In that research it was found that 

Re6(t -(UMJ 

with n a 0. 6.   At this time, at least, there seems to be no conclusive indi- 

cations that any of these conditions were significant.   That is,  we have 

found no reason to suspect that either the V/v depenJ-mce or the absolute 

levels of Re5> t were importantly affected by the four factors discussed.   It 

is possible that a general,  roughly 10 percent increase in Re6 t values of 

the earlier work will result from applying the correction for angle of 

attack described herein. 

The current research program is not completed and these results 

are tentative.   However, there is no reason to expect that they will be 

altered in the near future.    Recent experiments have added data points con- 

firming the major conclusions of reference 5 for Mach 5 and indicating 

similar results at Mach 2. 

In closing, the help of colleagues in the Aerospace Instrumentation 

and the Aeroballistics Branches should be recognized.   In particular, 

E. J.  Sanders, J.  R. DeWitt,  and R. P. Young have made specific con- 

tributions to the experimental program. 
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Not to Scale. All Dimensions in Inches 
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FIG.   1.    CONES  USED IN EXPERIMENTS (Except as noted on the 
2.5-in. cone,  all 2.5- or 2. 3-in. cone surfaces were aluminum. 
The 1. 75-in. cones were either aluminum or Lexan.) 
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FIG.  3.    SOME  PUBLISHED DATA ON THE INFLUENCE OF 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ON TRANSITION LOCATION. 
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Dana Model 3400 
Differential DC Amp 

^^Tektronix 
(jType 555 

Type D 

input 

Notes: (1) R} is a 25 Q, carbon potentiometer. 

(2) R2 and R3 are SR4 Type FAE-03N-1256 
strain gages. 

(3) Bridge output is VA-VB. 

FIG. 9.   STRAIN MEASUREMENT APPARATUS. 
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HYPERSONIC  SIMULATION 

FOR LIFTING BODY TRANSITION STUDIES 

(Unclassified) 

Dy 

S.   R.   Pate and J.  C.  Adans 

ARO,   Inc. 

Arnold Air Force Station,  Tennessee 

ABSTRACT 

u 

Similitude requirements for boundary-layer transition on 

lifting bodies at hypersonic speeds are discussed.  Particular 

attention is focused on boundary-layer crossflov; instabilities and 

similarity requirements. The critical crossflov/ Reynolds number 

concept is extended to lifting bodies at hypersonic conditions by 

applying a theoretical three-dimensional boundary-layer solution 

in conjunction with the critical crossflov; Reynolds number 

criteria to correlate entrained vortex formations on sharp cones 

at angles of incidence under cold wall conditions. A strong 

influence of wall temperature ratio (Tw/T0) on the critical 

crossflow Reynolds number is predicted. The relevance of using 

wind tunnel transition data, particularly from lifting bodies and 

Space Shuttle Orbiter configurations, to predict atmospheric 

flight values is discussed. Recent experimental data illustrating 

the adverse effects of very small amounts of unintentional surface 

roughness on lifting body transition locations are included. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

(Ircf 

". 

I!ot 

no. 

^., t 

Re-, st 

a 

8t,Xt 

max 

w 

lJe 

wr 

x 

a 

r 

6 

«V 

ei 

evortex 

Characteristic length U ■ 21.35-in. for HDAC STS 
Orbiter) 

Heat transfer rate 

Stagnation heat transfer rate based on nose radius of 
0.132 in. A 1-ft. radius sphere scaled to 0.011 model 
scale (HDAC model scale) corresponds to a radius of 
0.132-in. 

Free-stream .Mach number 

Transition Reynolds number based on xt and local flov; 
condition at edge of boundary layer 

Free-stream unit Reynolds number 

Reynolds number based on free-stream condition and 
characteristic length 

Transition Reynolds number based on st and free-stream 
conditions 

Surface distance measured from model nose apex 

Location of boundary layer transition as measured from 
nose apex 

Tunnel reservoir temperature, 0r 

Model wall temperature, 0K 

Local flow total velocity at edge of boundary layer 

Maximum value of velocity in crossflow profile 

Axial distance from model nose or v/ing loading edge 

Angle of attack, degree 

Sweep angle, degree 

boundary layer thickness 

Cone half angle, degree 

Inviacid outer edge upv/ash angle 

Surface upwash angle (viscous) 

Entrained vortex upwash angle 
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e 

nax 

Local viscosity at outor edge of boundary layer 

Local flow density at outer edge of boundary layer 

riodel circumferential location, degree 

Crossflow Reynolds number xnax 
Pe v'nax 6 

u 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In light of published results on the dominating influence 

of facility generated disturbances on boundary layer stability and 

transition (Refs. 1-C) one might conclude that a meaningful est_mato 

of flight transition based on ground test data is impossible. This 

could very well be true for some basic and simple configurations 

such as a flat plate and sharp cone at zero incidence (Refs. 4-G) . 

However, it cannot be established a priori for more complex geometries 

where other factors such as crossflow velocities or surface irregul- 

arities are present. The flov; processes created by these throe- 

dimensional flow fields have the potential for dominating the 

transition process irrespective of the tunnel disturbance levels. 

Lifting bodies, which include basic hypersonic shapes as well as 

complex configurations such as the NASA Space Transportation System 

(STS) Orbiter, when operated at angles of attack will experience 

boundary-layer crossflow velocities and instabilities which can 

dominate the transition process and promote early transition. Alrto 

the laminar boundary layer on the windward side of hypersonic lift- 

ing bodies at high angles of attack can become relatively thin and 

easily tripped by unintentional surface irregularities or protur- 

bances. 

The present paper extends the critical cross flov; Reynolds 

number concept of Ref. 7 to include the correlation of entrained 

vortex formation in the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer 

on sharp slender cones at angle of attack under hypersonic flov; 

conditions. Recent transition data taken in the VKF hypersonic 
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wind tunnels on the McDonnell-Douglas (MDAC) STS Orbiter configura- 

tion at high angles of attack are presented. Simulation requirements 

for hypersonic lifting bodies and the relevance of using experimental 

data from ground test facilities to predict the location of 

atmospheric flight values are discussed. 

II.  CUOSSFLOW PARAIUZTERS AND SIMULATION RnQUIREMTNTS 

The de-stabilizing effect of wing sweep and the resulting 

spanwise pressure gradient on the three-dimensional laminar 

boundary layer was first reported in Ref. 7.  This type dynamic 

instability is relrted to the inflection point in the crossflow 

velocity component (w) that is normal to the outer-odgo flow 

streamline, as illustrated in Pigs. 1 and 2.  It was ontablishcd 

in :icf. 7 that the onset of instabilities and the development of 

transition could be correlated directly with a finite and specific 

critical crossflow Reynolds number, XmaX' 

The crossflow Reynolds number (x   ) is defined by 

(Pe) (wmax) (5) (1) 
xiaax "      ^e 

where subscript e denotes local inviscid edge value, 6 denotes the 

boundary-layer thickness, and the velocity component w   is the 

maximum crossflow component of the three-dimensional boundary-layer 

velocity profile in streamline coordinates as illustrated in 

Fig. 1. 

For a given characteristic length Reynolds number Re. ^ 
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Mach number, and T^TQ value the crossflov; Roynoldfl numuor can bo 

expressed In the following functional relationship form (Rofs. 7-8) 

a. Given two-dimensional swept-wlng geometry with an 

adlabatlc wall 

[ 
Kmax 

/Re„ 
,l 

(2) 

const. 

b.    Given sharp cone at angle of attack with a non- 

adlabatic wall 

vmax 

L/TJ 
fU,   Tw/T0) 

Mm 

Re»,t \   ■ const. 

(3) 

Aerodynamic crossflov; simulation requires both dynamic and 

geometric  similarity;   these requirements arc satisfied when 

geometric similarity exists and 

(ne«, ^Tunnel "   (Re-, ^Flight (4) 

in addition to duplication of vehicle attitude. Mach number, and 

Tw/T0 ratios. 
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III.     CORRELATION OF TRANSITION WITH  A CRITICAL CROSSFLOW 
REYNOLDS NUMBER   (xmaJ Amax 

Owen and Randell (Ref. 7) Investigated the destabilizing 

effect of wing sweep and the resulting spanwise pressure gradient 

on the subsonic laminar boundary layer. They detemined that at 

subsonic speeds boundary layer instability occurred at xnax ^ 125 

and transition occurred at a critical value x   % 175. max 

Chapman (Ref. 8) investigated analytically the effects of 

crossflow on transition on swept circular leading edges at hypersonic 

speeds (M,, ■ 4 and 7) .  He determined that the critical crossflow 

Reynolds number criteria established by Owen and Randall (Ref. 7) 

for subsonic flow were also apparently applicable up to a free-stream 

Mach number of 7.  Chapman did not investigate theoretically the 

flow downstream of the circular leading edge because of the com- 

plexity of the three-dimensional compressible boundary-layer 

equations.  The crossflow velocity ratio 

Iwmax 

distribution was shown to increase with distance from the stagna- 

tion point, and the crossflow Reynolds number reached a maximum 

value at the CO-deg location.  Chapman analyzed experimentally heat 

transfer rate data on yawed cylinders from several sources and con- 

cluded that transition occurred in the nose regions when x-  % 
max 

175. 

Pate (Ref. 9) investigated transition on sharp leading edge 

swept v/ings in supersonic flow both experimentally and analytically 

) 
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using an integral netaod. His results shov/od that even on very 

thin wings (3% thick biconic v/ing section) the crossflow at wing 

swept angles of 24-, 3C-, and 50-degrees was sufficient to produce 

critical crossflow Reynolds numbers leading to boundary-layer 

transition. 

The crossflow phenomenon is illustrated graphically in Fig. 

3 for a blunt-nose swept geometry. The naxinum crospflow Reynolds 

number will increase in the nose region when the free-stream 

Reynolds number or wing sweep is increased. When the cnLical 

crossflow Reynold.'j number (x^-v) ^s reached, transition will jump 

from somewhere in Rctjion #2 to the Y   ^175 station in Region 
max 

n. 
The critical crossflow phenomenon is applicable to the 

flow on the windward surface of lifting bodies and at the critical 

flow condition it would be possible for a completely laminar 

boundary layer to become instantaneously turbulent. 

Maximum crossflow Reynolds numbers that have been determined 

experimentally (Refs. 7, 8, and 9) over the Mach number range from 

0 to 7 are correlated with respect to boundary-layer transition in 

Fig. 4. A critical value of approximately 175 appears to represent 

the data fairly well. Therefore, it can bo assumed that with a 

fair degree of certainty that a crossflow Reynolds number of about 

175 is sufficient to cause boundary-layer transition because of the 

crossflow instability phenomenon. Dased on these results the 

following general criteria are accepted: 
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Xmav  <  100    Laminar Boundary Layer ^max 

(max 10° " Xmav  "  200    Vortex Formation and 
Transitional Boundary Layer 

Xmax  >  200    Turbulent Boundary Layer 

IV.  TRANSITION AND CROSSFLOW REYNOLDS NUMBERS 
ON A SUPERSONIC SWEPT WING 

Experimental transition Reynolds number (Ret) and pre- 

dicted transition Reynolds numbers (Reg),  corresponding to the 

surface locations for various theoretical critical crossflow 

Reynolds number (xm9V)> values taken from Ref. 9 are presented 

in Fig. 5. The crossflow Reynolds number distributions were 

determined using an integral method and have the functional form 

expressed in Eg. 1.  There are two significant results shown in 

Fig. 5.  First:  large crossflow Reynolds numbers can occur 

even on very thin (3% thick) supersonic airfoils and the 

experimentally measured beginning of transition locations are 

reasonably close to the wing stations corresponding to a 

critical crossflow Reynolds number of 150.  Second:  it is 

necessary when conducting wind tunnel crossflow dominated transi- 

tion experiments, for the purpose of establishing atmospheric 

flight values, to have complete geometric similarity and to 

conduct the tunnel tests at the simulated flight Reynolds number 

based on a characteristic length as discussed in Section II. 
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V.     PREDICTION OF UPWASH  ANGLES  AND ENTRAINED 
VORTICES  LEADING TO TRANSITION 

5.1 ANALYTICAL APPROACH AND SCOPE 

The analytical tools applied in the present section utilize 

implicit finite-difference integration of the governing three- 

dimensional laminar boundary-layer equations for supersonic or 

hypersonic flow over a sharp cone at incidence following McGowan 

and Davis (Icf. 10) .  Inviscid edge conditions arc input to the 

boundary-layer analysis follov/ing the numerical procedure of Jones 

(Rof. 11) for solving the problem of steady supersonic or hypersonic 

inviscid flow around sharp cones at incidence. The throe- 

dimensional turbulent boundary-layer analysis follows Adams (^.ef. 

12) and is based upon the three-dimensional invariant turbulence 

eddy viscosity model developed by Hunt, Dushnell, and Deckwith 

(Ref. 13). 

The theoretical study reported herein is devoted to analysis 

of experimental data presented by M.cDevitt and .'lellenthin (Rof. 14) 

concerning measured upv/ash patterns and entrained vortex formation 

on sharp cones at incidence in the NASA Ames 3.5-foot Hypersonic 

(Air) Tunnel under cold wall (Tw/T0 =0.3) conditions.  Figure 2 gives 

the pertinent sharp cone geometry and nomenclature. 

5.2 ORIENTATION  OF  ENTRAINED VORTICES 

Three-dimensional compressible boundary-layer stability 

theory   (following Refs.   15 and 16)   has been applied to determine 
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neutral, purely inviseid oscillations forming a stationary wave. 

The assumption is made, based on qualitative agreement between 

other published experiments and theory (see Ref. 17, for example) 

that the direction of the observed stationary entrained vortices 

ca"««^ by three-dimensional boundary-layer crossflow instability 

is equal to the direction of the inviscid stationary wavefronts. 

Comparisons between experiments and theory for a sharp 10-degree 

half-angle cone at incidence in a hypersonic M,, ■ 7.4 flow are 

shown in Fig. G. 

The calculated results from three-dimensional inviscid 

neutral stationary disturbance theory lie some 10 to 15 percent 

(one to two degrees) below the measured vortex angular orientation 

at the ((> = 90° location.  The reason for the indicated discrepancy 

in the vortex direction between theory and experiment is not 

clear, but several assumptions have been made in applying the 

stability theory to hypersonic flow conditions as discussed by 

'lack (Ref. 18) and Morkovin (Ref. 19), among others. 

Also presented in Fig. G are  the calculated surface (e ) 

and inviscid outer-edge (e^) upwash angles at the ^ ■ 90-degree 

body location.  Good agreement between oil-flow measurements and 

throe-dimensional laminar boundary-layer theory is observed for 

the surface upwash angle.  Note the large amount of turning by 

the laminar boundary layer (the surface upwash angle is approxi- 

mately a factor of three to four greater than the calculated 

inviscid outer-edge upwash angle). This is a clear indication 

of the large amounts of crossflow in the present three-dimensional 
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laminar boundary layer. 

5.3  VORTICES AIJD TRANSITION ONSET 

The exact location at which the stationary vortex system 

will originate cannot be determined from classical boundary-layer 

stability theory so that recourse must be taken to application of 

the maximum local crossflow Reynolds number (xnax) concept dis- 

cussed in Sections II and III to correlate the onset of vortex 

formation.  Presented in Fig. 7 are the calculated maximum local 

crossflow Reynolds number distributions around two sharp cones at 

incidence (6V - 10° at a ■ 5° and 6 = 15° at o = 5°) for which 

IlcDevitt and Mellenthin (Ref. 14) present photographic documenta- 

tion of the onset to vortex formation based on an oil-film 

technique.  Note that the data in Fig. 7 are given in laminar 

boundary-layer similarity format, i.e., x   is divided by /x/J, "max 
for a constant Re«  ^ value.    From Fig.  7 and the criterion 

reiterated above,   a developed surface plot with linen of constant 

X , can easily be formulated with respect to location of onset max 

to vortex formation.  Such is prenonted in Fig. 0 for the two 

sharp cones at incidence of present interest.  Lines of constant 

X»«av =100 and 200 are shown up to the $ ■ 90° circumferential 

location to delineate the region of expected onset to vortex 

formation.  It is extremely difficult to accurately read the 

IlcDevitt and .'lellonthin photographs with respect to actual initial 

onset of a vortex streak.  Only two such points are presented for 

the 10-degree sharp cone case.  However, for the 15-degree sharp 
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cone sufficient data are available to form the shaded band shown in 

Fig. 8.  Based on these results it appears that vortex formation 

nay be expected on sharp cones at incidence under conditions where 

X   assumes values greater than approximately 150.  It is 

impossible to accurately ascertain if the boundary layer becomes 

turbulent for y«... *  200 based on the McDevitt and Mellenthin data. Amax 

What is needed here for completeness are heat-transfer measurements 

in the region of vortex formation and downstream to clearly 

delineate the state of the boundary layer. However, surface 

streamline oil-flow data such as shown in rig. 9 indicate that 

boundary-layer transition has indeed occurred based on comparison 

with throe-dimensional laminar and turbulent boundary-layer theory. 

Note that the calculated surface upwash angles arc appreciably less 

in a turbulent flow than in a laminar one.  Furthermore, the 

free-stream length Reynolds number is sufficiently low for this 

case (Re^  = 5 x 10 ) that one would certainly expect a laminar 

boundary layer a priori to exist. 

It is interesting to observe from Fig. 8 that the miximum 

crossflow Reynolds number concept, coupled with the three- 

dimensional laminar boundary-layer analysis, correctly predicts the 

trend observed in the experimental data of Pefs. 20 and 21 in that 

the transition movement undergoes a much more rapid forward pro- 

gression on the leeward side than the rearward progression for the 

windward side of sharp cones at incidence in hypersonic flow. 

Another important facet of the crossflow instability 

phenomenon is the influence of wall temperature level on the 
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magnitude of the calculated maximum crossflow Reynolds number xmax' 

As shown very clearly in Fig. 10, increasing wall temperature level 

at a given circumferential location increases the value of xmax 

and, hence, makes the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer 

more susceptible to crossflow instability leading to vortex formation 

and transition. The reason behind this behavior is that the 

maximum crossflow velocity is increased by approximately a factor 

of three, while the boundary layer thickness is increased by 

approximately a factor of two as the wall temperature level is 

increased from Tw/T0 ■ 0.0 to Tw/T0 ■ 0.90.  Since, from r.q.   (1), 

ss (Pe> ^max) <*) m xmax "    u 

with p  and pc being determined by the local inviscid edge con- 

ditions (which, of course, are independent of wall temperature 

level), the above results reveal that the increase of the maximum 

crossflow Reynolds number with wall temperature level at a given 

circumferential location, as shown in Fig. 10, is totally because 

of the sensitivity of the threc-dinensional crossflow velocity 

profile and boundary-layer thickness to changes in the wall 

temperature level.  In general, the hotter the wall, the greater 

the crossflow velocity and boundary-layer thickness which leads 

to greater instability (because of increasing crossflow effects) 

in the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer. 

It is very important to recognize from Fig. 10 that severe 

wall cooling (Tw/T0 ■*■  0) can render the present sharp cone 
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(6V ■ 10° at a ■ 5°) scable to three-dimensional croasflow 

instability over the entire body for the given flov; conditions based 

on a value of xmax > 150 required for ons^t to vortex formation. 

Recalling the significant influence of transition on static 

stability characteristics as discussed in Refs. 21 and 22, the 

results of Fig. 10 give warning that static stability ground test- 

ing in hypersonic wind tunnels under hot wall conditions on slender 

bodies at incidence may not be applicable to cold wall flight 

conditions because of the crossflov; instability phenomenon.  Much 

more work remains to be done in this area liefere a definite con- 

clusion on this potential problem area in relating ground test 

results to actual flight conditions can be reached. 

VI.  EFFECTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON LIFTING 
BODY TRANSITION LOCATIONS 

Difficulties have been encountered when attempting to 

intentionally promote early transition at hypersonic speeds 

because of the relatively large size trip roughness that is 

required as reported in Refs. 23, 24, and 25.  However, the exact 

opposite appears to be true for hypersonic lifting bodies at high 

angles of attack and high Reynolds numbers as illustrated by the 

data in Figs. 11 through 13. 

Heat-transfer distributions and transition locations on 

the flDAC STS Orbiter configuration at a ■ 25, 40, and CO0 from the 

VKF Hypersonic Wind Tunnel D and Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel F are 

presented in Fig. 11.  The Tunnel B data (Figs. 11 and 12a) show 
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that at M.» 8, Re   - 6.G x 106, and a - 40# and 60°, 0.025 in. 

high grit particles spaced randomily at about one-inch intervals 

over the model windward surface were sufficient to promote boundary- 

layer transition. The calculated laminar boundary-layer thickness 

(5) based on modified yawed-cylinder theory was equal to 0.012 in. 

at the body location x/t ■ 0.1 for the a » 60° condition of Fig. 

12a.  Th-3 transition-to-turbulonce "spikes" due to the roughness 

grit are clearly discernible in the photograph of the windward 

surface paint heating patterns shown in Fig. 12a. 

During the recent NASA-sponsored MDAC STS Orbiter tests 

conducted in the VKF Hypersonic Wind Tunnel B, it was found that 

any surface instrumentation or paint specks which were on the 

order of 0.010 in. or greater in height could promote boundary- 

layer transition on the windward surface at incidence.  This is 

illustrated in Fig. 12b whore a surface pressure orifice which has 

been filled and "smoothed" flush with the model surface and an 

unidentified surface proturbance (possibly a paint speck) caused 

transition to occur.  It was found necessary to use a model with 

no surface instrumentation gages or ports and to hand-rub the 

Tempilaq paint after spraying the stycast models before angle of 

attack heat rate data could be obtained that did not exhibit 

turbulent "spikes". 

Unintentional tripping also occurred in the VKF Hypervelocity 

Wind Tunnel F teats of the MDAC STS Orbiter as shown by the 

photograph (thermographic phosphor technique) presented in 
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Fig. 12c.  The turbulent streak that is clearly visibio in Fig. 

12c originated at the No. 1 surface pressure orifice located at 

the s/£ = 0.16 body station. The laminar boundary-layer thickness 

(6) was calculated to be 0.014 in. thick at this location for flov; 

conditions of M^ = 10.5, a ■ 40°, and Re^ ■ 3.45 x 10 , per foot. 

The pressure orifice was 0.093 in. in diameter. Surface 

smoothness measurements performed after completion of the test 

showed that the discontinuities associated with the surface- 

mounted contoured heat gages had a maximum height less than 

0.001 in. 

Transition Reynolds numbers obtained in the VKF Tunnels B 

and F on the windward ray centerline of the MDAC STS Oruiter 
I 
configuration at incidence are presorted in Fig. 13. The Tunnel 

F data exhibit the characteristics of a tripped boundary layer 

(e.g., see Ref. 2G).  For 20-, 40-, 45-, and 60-degrces angle of 

attack the boundary layer was evidently tripped by the !Io. 1 

pressure orifice as discussed in the preceding paragraph and/or 

by surface irregularities further upstream.  For the a = 25° 

condition (see Fig. 11a) the Ho. 1 pressure orifice was filled 

and the data indicate that the boundary layer was tripped by the 

Ho. 2 pressure orifice except for the Re,, = 0.82 x 10 , per foot 

condition where the flow over the entire model was laminar. 

The experimental data presented in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 

clearly illustrate that very small amounts of surface irregulari- 

ties are apparently sufficient to trip the boundary layer on the 

J 
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windward surface of lifting geometries at moderate to high angles     / 

of attack under high Reynolds number cold v;all hypersonic flov;        / 

conditions.     This conclusion should apply to atmospheric flight/ 

as well  as wind tunnel results. 

VII.     SUMMARY  AND COlICLUDIIin  REMARKS 

Experimental and theoretical evaluations of lifting 

geometries at incidence under hypersonic cold wall conditions have 

led to the following conclusions regarding viscous  flov; character- 

istics and boundary-layer transition: 

(1) Present analytical methods have accurately estimated 

surface upwash angles and were partially successful  in 

estimating the angular orientation of entrained vortices 

within the boundary layer on sharp cones at incidence. 

(2) The crossflow Reynolds number   (xnax)  criteria applied 

in conjunction with a threo-dimensional  laminar 

boundary-layor solution has  shown that tho onsnt of 

vortex formation  on sharp ya''od cones can he correlated 

with a specific critical value of the crossflow 

Reynolds number   (x \  175). max 
(3) A  strong  influence of wall  temperature ratio   (Tw/T0) 

on  the crossflow  Reynolds  number lias been  theoretically 

predicted with,   in general,   the hotter  the wall,   the 

larger  the value of U.o crossflow Reynolds number. 

(4) These  results   suggest that ground testing  in hypersonic 

wind tunnels under hot wall  conditions on slender  cones 
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at incidence may result in erroneous conclusions 

relative  to transition data.     In particular,  ground 

test hot wall data may not simulate cold wall  flight 

conditions  for such aerodynamic parameters as  static 

stability coefficients because of the crossflow 

instability phenomenon promoting premature boundary- 

layer transition in the hot wall tunnel case which 

may not be present under cold wall flight conditions. 

(5)   The proper simulation parameters for boundary-layer 

transition dominated by crossflow instability are the 

characteristic length Reynolds number,  vehicle geometry, 

free-stream Ilach number   (M^)   and wall temperature ratio 

(Tw/T0)   with duplication of model attitude.    An adjust- 

ment  for a  "unit Reynolds number effect" between tunnel 

and  atmospheric  flight is not applicable for crossflov;~ 

dominated transition. 

(6)   Experimental hypersonic wind tunnel data obtained on a 

STS Orbiter configuration under cold wall conditions 

has shown that very small unintentional surface 

irregularities   (such as pressure orifices and paint 

specks)   can cause boundary-layer transition to occur 

on the windward ray at moderate to high angles of 

attack. 
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SECTION 7 

EFFECT OF TRANSITION ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
SHOCK WAVE-BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION 

(Unclassified) 

R.  H.   Korkegi 

Hypersonic Research Laboratory 
Aerospace Research Laboratories 

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,  Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

Shock wave-boundary layer interactions associated with 

three-dimensional configurations are highly dependent on the nature of 

the boundary layer.    The shock waves are skewed to the flow so that the 

initial (upstream) part of the interaction may be laminar while far 

downstream it is turbulent.    In between,  the transition region is char- 

acterized by a well-defined change in the flow separation line from the 

broad zone of laminar separation to the much narrower one in the 

turbulent region where the flow may even be unseparated.    Oil flow 

examples are given of shock-wave boundary layer interaction exhibiting 

transitional cases for blunt fins on flat plates and flow in an axial 

compression corner. 

INTRODUCTION 

For two-dimensional shock wave-boundary layer interaction, 

shock impingement on a surface occurs at a constant spanwise Reynolds 

number whereby the boundary layer is either laminar,   transitional,  or 

turbulent.    Extensive experimental evidence shows that a relatively 

weak shock causes laminar separation whereas a fairly strong shock is 

required to cause turbulent separation,  and the extent of separation is 

considerably greater for a laminar than for a turbulent boundary 

layer     . 

In the three-dimensional case, shock waves are generally skewed 

with respect to the flow direction on a surface so that the shock impinge- 

ment line may cover a wide Reynolds number range.    Thus,   a single 
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shock may interact with a boundary layer which is initially laminar, 

then transitional,  and finally turbulent. 

Three-dimensional shock wave-boundary layer interactions 

occur on many configurations of practical importance such as in inlets 

of air breathing engines,   at wing-body and control surface junctions,  and 

for piggyback configurations.    Interactions involving transition may 

occur on flight vehicles and their components at very high altitudes,  or 

on wind tunnel models tested at Reynolds numbers which are usually 

much smaller than those encountered in flight. 

The purpose of this paper is to identify the effect of boundary 

layer transition on three-dimensional shock interactions and thus provide 

the correct interpretation of some anomalous flow patterns. 

SHOCK INTERACTION DUE TO BLUNT PROTUBERANCES 

The curved bow shock of a blunt protuberance on a body,   interacting 

with the body boundary layer causes widespread separation of a highly 

three-dimensional nature.    As is the case for two-dimensional flow,  the 

extent of separation is considerably greater for laminar than for turbu- 

lent interaction    '     . 

Figure 1 shows oil flow photographs from the study of Ref.   2 

illustrating flow separation due to the impingement of the bow shock of 

a 3/4 in.   diameter blunt fin on a sharp flat plate of 9-inch span at a 

Mach number of 3 and over a wide range of Reynolds numbers.    For the 

low Reynolds number case of Figure IA,  the interaction is entirely 

laminar whereas for the high Reynolds number case of Figure 1C,   it 

is totally turbulent and the upstream and lateral extent of interaction is 

markedly smaller.    For the intermediate Reynolds number case of 

Fig.   IB there is a clear break in the separation line at a Reynolds 

number of approximately 3/4 X10  ,  beyond which it has an inflection 

and subsequently approaches the turbulent line as indicated by the tracings 

in the sketch in Figure 1.    The initial interaction occurs with a laminar 

boundary layer.    The break is associated with the onset of boundary layer 
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transition with an attendant decrease in lateral spread of the 

interaction zone as the boundary layer approaches a fully turbulent 

state.    Note that separation causes a strong disturbance to the flow, 

and therefore the onset of transition for this case is not necessarily 

representative of that for flow on an undisturbed flat plate. 

Figure 2 illustrates another case of transitional (A) and fully 

turbulent (B) interaction for the same basic model as in Figure 1 

except for a much smaller fin diameter.    Figure ZA again shows a 

break and inflection in the separation line indicative of transitional 

flow.    An additional feature in Fig.   2 is that,   somewhat beyond the 

transition region in Fig.   2A,   and at approximately the same position 

relative to the fin leading edge in Fig.   2B,   no further separation is 

observed.    Beyond this point the decreasing strength of the fin bow 

shock is insufficient to cause separation of the turbulent boundary and, 

hence,   it remains attached with simply a deflection of the streamlines 

due to shock impingement.    The inflection point of the streamlines is 

slightly upstream of the estimated two-dimensional bow shock shape 

as shown in the sketch in Figure 2.    This difference is probably due to 

distortion of the bow shock near the plate surface as a consequence of 

the upstream separated flow region.    There is also a plate side-edge 

effect noticeable in the oil flow photographs, which could cause some 

distortion of the outboard flow field,  but should not affect the center 

region of interest. 

As a final point,  the horseshoe vortices generated by the 

upstream separated flow regions in Figs.   2A and 2B are seen to curve 

and proceed in a streamwise direction at the point beyond which no 

further separation occurs. 

SHOCK INTERACTION DUE TO AN AXIAL COMPRESSION CORNER 

In a compression corner formed by the streamwise intersection 

of two wedges,   embedded shocks,   which may be viewed as a distorted 
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continuation of the individual wedge bow shocks,   impir^e along the 

wedge surfices causing lateral flow separation      .    In the case of 

sharp-edged wedges with attached bow shocks,   the inviacid flow field 

including the embedded shock impingement line is conical. 

A recent study       over a wide Reynolds number range showed 

that the lateral extent of interaction due to shock impingement was 

considerably larger for laminar than for turbulent flow. 

Figures 3A and 3B taken from Ref.   3 are oil flow photographs 

which show the interaction region in the corner of intersecting 

9/2    wedges at a Mach number of 3 for a low and a high Reynolds 

number,   respectively. 

Reference 3 points out that separation in Fig.   3A is initially due 

to laminar shock wave-boundary layer interaction,   and the break in the 

separation line at a Reynolds number of approximately 1/2 X 10    is 

caused by boundary layer transition.     Beyond tranfiition,  the interaction 

region and separation line eventually assume the pattern for fully 

developed turbulent flow.    Figure 3B illustrates turbulent separation 

with a considerably narrower interaction region.    In this figure,   the 

laminar region is so small that it is virtually undetectable near the 

leading edge of the model.    The sketch in Fig.   3 shows that turbulent 

separation in this case occurs just slightly upstream of the embedded 

shock wave. 

Another example for a model akin to a corner is given in Fig.   4, 

taken from Ref.   4,   which shows transitional separation due to inter- 
o 

action of the bow shock of a 30    wedge on a flat plate at a Mach number 

of 5. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Other investigations of supersonic or hypersonic flow over three- 

dimensional configurations have exhibited similar distortions in 

separation lines;   however,  to the author's knowledge,  the association 

of these distortions with boundary layer transition has not heretofore 

been made. 
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In general, a three-dimensional shock wave-boundary layer 

interaction can be viewed locally as a two-dimensional one with cross 

flow and mass transfer     --a result of the scavenging vortex in the 

three-dimensional case.    This interpretation is supported by experi- 

mental evidence which shows that the extent of a separated flow region 

is considerably greater for laminar than for turbvlent flow for three- 

dimensional shock wave-boundary layer interaction as well as for the 

two-dimensional case.    Thus,   in retrospect,  it is reasonable to expect 

a sharp change in the flow separation line as a skewed impinging shock 

crosses a region of boundary layer transition.    Conversely,  a sharp 

change in an otherwise smoothly curved separation line on a planar 

surface is most likely indicative of transition because,   in the absence 

of other disturbances in a flow,  there is no physical mechanism whereby 

a shock generator of simple geometry should produce a distorted 

separation line. 
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-6 JJL_ Ret x 10 _ 
A LAMINAR 5.67 0.14 

::-6 
Re5 x 10 

0.06 

8 TRANSITIONAL 3 1.85 0.36 

C TURBULENT 5.67 3.50 2.40 

FIG. l. BLUNT Fl -FLAT PLATE li\!TE:RA C TION- d = 3/ 4 u1. 

(o il fl ow ph o to1u aphs fr om th,· :,tudy o t R( L 2) 
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NO SEPARATION;MID POINT 
OF STREAMLINE DEFLECTION 

~d 
-6 

Ret x 10 
-6 

Re5 x 10 

A TRANSITIONAL 18 1.37 0.82 

B TURBULENT 34 2.60 2.43 

FIG. 2. BLUNT FIN-FLAT PLATE INTERACTIO - d = I /8 in. 
(o il fl ow ph o tog r aph s f r om th e s tudy of R d. 2) 
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M=3 

SEPARATION 

F'IG . 3 . INTERACTIO N IN THE CORNER OF AXIALLY INT E R SECTING 
WEDG ES (oil fl ow pho tog r aph s fr o m R e f. 3) 
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FIG. 4. TRANSITIONAL iNTERACTION DUE TO A SHARP 
WEDGE ON A FLAT PLATE AT M = 5 (from Ref. 4) 
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SECTION 8 

HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL TRANSITION STUDIES 
(Unclassified) 

"by D. H. Ross, J. W. Elllmrood and R, L. Varwig 

The Aerospace Corporation 
Aerodynamics and Propulsion Research Laboratory 

El Segundo, California 

It is veil known that transition Reynolds numbers measured on slender 

bodies in hypersonic ground test facilities do not correlate with flight ob- 

servations* This  is generally believed to be due to differences in free stream 

turbulence levels for the two environments. Hence it is important to charac- 

terize the free stream turbulence level in hypersonic ground test facilities 

and to determine the influence of the free stream turbulence on transition. 

T"; is information might ultimately permit the use of ground test facilities for 

accurate estimates of flight transition Reynolds numbers. 

The Aerospace Corporation program, in this area, consists of three 

tasks. The first task is to characterize, experimentally, the free stream 

turbulence in an existing hypersonic shock tunnel. The second task is to 

apply these data to calculations of linear disturbances in a cone boundary 

layer stability and mean surface properties. The third task is to experimen- 

tally measure mean surface properties on the cone and then to compare the 

measured location of traneltion onset with theoretical predictions. The status 

of these tasks is described below. 

TASK 1. Free stream turbulence measurements« Measurements of free 

stream turbulence have been made at M^ ~   13, Re/Pt ■ 1.6 x 10 - 1.3 x 10 , 

in a hypersonic shock tunnel using thin film heat transfer gages. Mean heat 

transfer, and fluctuations, were recorded on magnetic tape as a function of 

time. The recorded data was then processed by digital computer and selected 

stochastic functions of the data were machine plotted. This approach 

represents an extension of the techniques described in Footnote (l) for the 

J). H. Ross, "Aerodynamic Noise Investigation in a Short-Duration Shock Tunnel," 
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin, ^7, Part 3> Naval Research Lab. Washington, 
D.C., January 1968. 
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measurement and analysis of fluctuating flow properties during the approximately 

10 millisecond test time of a short duration facility. 

Four configurations of thin-film heat transfer gage «ere employed: two 

types of wedge gages, a small conical gage, and a small stagnation gage. (See 

Fig. l). This figure also shows a portion of a k"  dia., 11 foot long cons- 

cylinder body with surface heat transfer gages mounted upon it. The body was 

used in an early period of the program to measure boundary layer transition. 

One form of wedge gage made at Aerospace employs a painted conductive strip 

displaced back from the sharp leading edge. The other gages are sputtered film 

types with the conductive region at the leading edge of the supporting sub- 

strate; these are commercially available DISA probes. They were mounted in the 

tunnel singly or in groups and operated in a constant current mode. The tem- 

perature induced resistance changes of the thin film were sensed eis voltage 

changes and amplified by specially developed wideband operational amplifiers. 

The development of high-gain, low-noise wideband data recording and 

signal conditioning electronics formed an important part of this measurement 

program. Integrated circuit operational amplifier technology was employed for 

this purpose. A 2 MHz variable gain (1 to 1000) amplifier was developed in 

which the integrated circuit was mounted on the end of a wafer switch and the 

passive components selected and switched in for each gain to give optimum 

bandwidth. Based upon this amplifier, an active analog filter was developed 

to convert the parabolic temperature time history of the thin film surface 

gage to a step function whose amplitude represents the heat transfer to the 

gage. This circuit has a high frequency limit of about 1 MHz, compared to 

20-30 KHz for previous passive analog circuits, and represents a net gain in 

signal strength in excess of 30 dB over the passive networks. This active 

analog circuit can also be considered to be a compensated amplifier (as in 

standard constant current hot-wire anemometer practice) with a 10 dB per 

decade rising characteristic in frequency space. 

For each test of a given gage the same output signal was split and 

amplified or processed ten different ways and recorded on ten wideband FM 

channels (0 - kOO KHz) of an Ampex FR-l800h magnetic instrumentation recorder. 

Both the temperature level and fluctuations were recorded. The temperature 

level was amplified, while this signal was high pass filtered to remove the 
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mean lev«! and then the resulting fluctuations amplified one or two orders of 

magnitude more than the mean signal. The same procedure was used with both 

active and passive heat-transfer analog networks to yield the overall and 

fluctuating heat transfer values. 

The gage surface temperature output of an Aerospace wedge gage for 

Test 737 will he used to illustrate typical results. Test conditions were Ma 

- lh,l and Re/Pt = 1.6 x 10 . The gage position was in the test cone I4-3/V 

from the tunnel centerline. Figure 2 shows a scope photo of the temperature- 

time traces for four gages mounted in a rake; the following results refer to 

the lowest trace. The time scale is 2 ms/division, and the signal has been 

amplified by a gain of kOO prior to recording and display on the scope. The 

signal was split and, after passing through an 800 Hz high pass (passive) 

filter to remove the mean signal, was amplified to an overall gain of 20,000 

and recorded to determine the signal fluctuations. Figure 3 shows a scope 

trace of this signal played back from the analog tape and recorded in a scope 

photo with a time expansion of 10 compared to Figure 2. The tl.ne scale is 

0.2 msec/div and the amplitude is 0.5 volts/div. (A 150 KHz lew pass filter 

was used in obtaining the playback scope trace). Figure k depicts the overall 

analog-processed heat transfer signal in the upper trace, and a filtered and 

re-amplified fluctuating signal in the lower trace. The levels of %ue/%L*aXi 

range from 1*5$ to 3.0$ for the tests reduced to date. 

The wideband analog magnetic tapes were played through a wideband A to 

D converter in the Aerospace Data and Computation Center, resulting in a 

digitized standard format tape. This tape then served as input for a series 

of digital computer wave analysis programs on CDC 6600 and 6^400 computers. A 

power spectral density plot of the heat transfer fluctuations of Figure k is 

displayed in Figure 5. 

TASK 2. Stability theory calculationB. A computer program describing 

the effect of linear disturbances on a hypersonic boundary layer is being 

developed along lines similar to the program of L. Mack (NASA). The eighth- 

order system of perfect gas, parallel-flow equations is again Integrated from 

the outer edge to the surface, but the surface conditions are satisfied by 

iteration logic slightly different from Mack's, The program development is at 

a stage where neutral stability curves can be generated at any Mach number. 
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The only results to date have been at Mach number 4.5, to enable comparisoi- 

with Mack's results at that speed. These results (Fig* 6) show that our pro- 

gram works well at lew wave number or frequency and shows that Mack's results 

are reproducible. Still to be developed is convergence capability at moderate- 

ly high frequencies. When this is developed we will switch to a Mach number of 

11.6 corresponding to experimental cone edge conditions in our shock tunnel. 

Also to be developed are integrations of fluctuation correlations that reveal 

changes in mean properties at the surface. Effects of free stream disturbances 

on boundary layer development will then be investigated. 

TASK 3. Cone surface measurements» Heat transfer measurements have 

been made on the surface of a ten foot cone of half angle 5° mounted in the 

hypersonic shock tunnel. Results for M^ M 13 and Re/Pt ■ 1.5 x 10 are shown 

in Fig. 7* The entire transitional flow regime is contained on the cone sur- 

face and can be probed further. The unit Reynolds nu oer can be lowered a 

factor of two and still have natural transition begin on the cone. These 

measurements of mean heat transfer will be compared with the theoretical 

predictions based on correlations of the linear disturbances, when the latter 

are available. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been demonstrated that measurement and analysis techniques have 

been developed to measure the free stream turbulence environment of a hyper- 

sonic shock tunnel in terms of the heat transfer to a thin film resistance 
a' 

gage. It has also been shown that laminar, transitional and fully developed 

turbulent boundary layers can be produced on the surface of a conical model 

positioned in that tunnel. It is planned to extend the mean and fluctuating 

measurements over a wider range of parameters in the free stream and within 

the boundary layer of the cone. In addition, efforts continue to utilize 

machine computation results of linear stability theory to account for signifi- 

cant features of the measurements and to help elucidate the role of facility 

free stream turbulence in the transition process. 

I 
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SECTION 9a 

OPEN QUESTIONS - TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE AT HIGH SPEEDS, 1971* 
(Unclassified) 

by Mark V. Morkovln 

MMAE Dept., Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 111. 60616 

ABSTRACT 
(Unclassified) 

The shock of the 1967 Boundary-Layer Transition Study Group Conference 

(AF Rpt. No. BSD-TR-67-213, Vols. I-IV, W. D. McCauley, Editor) started many 

repercussions in our national attempt to cope with the dilemmas it bared. From 

the vantage of the author's 1971 reevaluatlon of the scientific and practical 

problems (Ref. 5),a succinct recapitulation of the salient aspects of transition 

is first presented.  The up-to-date unclassified Information is then compressed 

into twenty-two observations which are quite Inconsistent. Four groups of 

targets for longer-range transition research are then identified and speculated 

about« The main objective of the paper is to provide concise background infor- 

mation and some stimulus for the discussions of the various Committees at the 

Workshop. 

*Supported under USAF OSR-Themis Contract F 44620-69-C-0022, Mechanics Division. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For supersonic and hypersonic vehicles the absence or occurrence of tran- 

sition to turbulence often becomes a primary design consideration. Yet testing 

facilities cannot duplicate the corresponding environmental design conditions 

and the designer must rely on extrapolations, generally with several parameters 

varying simultaneously. This "working paper" attempts to clarify what type of 

information appears currently most desirable for longer-range objectives of 

rational design for transition. 

Most of the Information, on which the paper rests, has been described and 

documented in the USAF sponsored "GET" (Ref. 1,which has an Index), in "MM" 

(Ref. 2)*, and in Mack (Ref. 3),where the reader will find specific details and 

references. Newer information has been compiled for a briefing to the NASA 

Advisory Research Subcommittee on Fluid Mechanics (unpublished) and for the 

forthcoming volume of Advances in Aerospace Sciences, edited for Pergamon Press 

by D. Kuchemann (Ref. 5). 

GET (Ref. 1) represented an approximate 1968 consensus of some sixty re- 

searchers in high-speed stability and transition, experimental and theoretical. 

The groundwork for that consensus was laid here at the Aerospace Gorporation 

in 1967: Ref. 6. This paper succinctly recapitulates key concepts and findings 

of the earlier consensus, weaves in the newer data, and speculates about the 

consequences and prospects. Perhaps It will be of use for the deliberations 

of the Committees at this Workshop. For that purpose each subtopic is numbered 

separately for easy specific reference. 

1.   FACTORS IN HIGH-SPEED TRANSITION 

(1.01) Boundary-Layer (BL) Instabilities comprise a group of runaway 

phenomena in which disturbances are selectively amplified by factors of 100 - 

10,000 before self-regenerative wall turbulence sets in. 

(1.02) Criteria for self-regeneration of wall turbulence (intensity, 

scale, phase relations; existence of minimum Reynolds numbers, R Jn» for guar- 

anteed growth or decay; relaminarization of turbulent shear layers) are barely 

discernible at low speeds and completely unknown at high speeds. 

*The Mack-Morkovin lectures are now available on tape, with all the supporting 
material: Ref. 4. 
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0..03) Tb«ory and experiment Indicate a multiplicity of competing 

runaway modes (generalized Tollmlen-Schlichtlng waves - 2Dlm. TS mode; Hack's 

higher "acoustic" modes; oblique waves In 2D boundary layers, more unstable at 

supersonic speeds; modes associated with streamwlse vortlclty of mean shear 

layer - croas-flow modes; nonlinear vortlclty stretching and deformation of 

3D patterns behind roughness; vortlclty stretching In accelerated layers; etc.) 

each of which can dominantly or cooperatively with others grow to the self- 

regeneration threshold and generate a local turbulent spot at a position x^t, 

(y being normal to BL and z gpanwlse). See the Instability-transition flow 

chart In Fig. 1. 

(1.04) The relative distribution of unsteady free-stresm disturbances 

(vortlclty = turbulence; temperature-density-entropy spottlness; sound) and 

their relative 3D spectra (characteristics which are extremely difficult to 

measure) apparently determine which of the modes dominate the growth to tran- 

sition In a particular boundary layer at a given Mach number, M, Reynolds num- 

ber, R, cooling ratio, H /H (enthalpy or temperature at wall to that at re- 

covery conditions), for a given streamwlse and lateral pressure gradient, 

three-dimensionality of the mean layer, wall ablation or transpiration rate, 

ih; etc. 

(1.05) The process of assimilation of the free-stream vortlclty. 

entropy fluctuation, or sound, Into the various unstable modes (1.03) (BL 

receptivity or transfer function) remain essentially unexplored, theoretically 

or experimentally. 

(1.06) The parameters or Operation Modifiers, (Fig. 1), cited in 

(1.04): M, R, H /H , p(x), p(z), 3Dlty, m, etc., determine the mean BL pro- 

flles, and through them, (often rather sensitively) the amplification rates of 

the different competing runaway modes of (1.03). For small (linearizable) 

disturbances, amazingly rich functional dependence on M, R, and Hw/Hr, of the 

selective amplification rates has been partially charted by Mack (Ref. 3) for 

M< 10 (quasi-parallel assumption) and quantitatively verified on an adiabatic 

flat plate at M of 4.5 by Kendall in the acoustically aseptic Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory supersonic wind tunnel.  (No other tunnel currently has acoustically 

nonradiating laminar sidewalls at R'a of Interest.) 

( ) 
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(1.07) No comparable high-speed theoretical Information exists on 

the effects of the other operation modifiers, p(x), pCi), 3Dity, A, etc., either 

singly or in various combinations. 

(1.08) Roughness elements. 2D, 3D, single or distributed, are not 

"true disturbances" but rather passive operation modifiers, which alter the 

profiles Ceven causing local separation) and hence the amplification rates of 

the assimilated free-stream disturbances. At low speeds, single 3D roughness 

elements may bring about locally unstable motion, which even though vigorous, 

remains below the threshold of self-regeneration, see (1.02). When the dis- 

turbed motion decays, vigorous or not, the roughness effect is called sub- 

critical (with respect to the whole BL, rather than local profiles). A slight 

increase in unit Reynolds number, R/L, may then cause the local unstable motion 

to change to a sequence of self-regenerative turbulent spots, growing into a 

turbulent wedge - the supercritical behavior. 

(1.09) At high and low speeds, an increase in wall cooling (decrease 

in H /H ) which is stabilizing on smooth walls (first mode of the linear theory- 

see (l. 10) - and substantial verification of transition trends at lower M's) may 

cause a shift from subcritical to supercritical role of  roughness elements. 

Since the transition distance with Increasing cooling then stops growing and 

starts moving toward the leading edge one speaks of transition reversal in 

presence of roughness. 

(1.10) The cited functional richness of Mack's solutions (1.06) In- 

cludes a distinctly different response of his higher acoustic modes and the 

first mode (1.03) to changes in the cooling ratio H /H . While the first mode 1 — ■ M      w r 
is stabilized by cooling, the higher modes actually become more amplified and 

shift to higher frequencies. Therefore, the input spectra not only influence 

which competing mode may dominate transition, as in (1.04) but also which mode 

governs the transition sensitivity to cooling.  Reshotko (Ref. 7,8) pointed 

out on dimensional grounds that it may be difficult to escape the higher modes 

in steady-flow hypersonic wind tunnels, while they may have little relevance 

to the boundary layers on bodies in ballistic ranges.  If so, one would expect 

differences of transition behavior with H /H in these facilities. 
w r 

(1.11) An additional significant characteristic length enters most 

of the practic al configurations at high speeds: the nose or leading edge 
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"thickness", whl:h generates a Shockwave and, through the subsequent entropy 

blanket, modifies the mean BL properties until the layer grows sufficiently 

with x to "swallow" the entropy layer (x , the swallowing distance). For 

such bodies, transition is again sensitive to a combination of functionally 

distinct Reynolds numbers, and hence to the dimensional unit Reynolds number 

R/L.  (Empirically, small and moderate nose blunting tends to move transition 

downstream.) 

(1.12) Configurations for which Bt development is nonsimilar because 

of geometry, pressure gradient, boundary condiiiw..s (e.g. decreasing Hw(x) in 

the heated-nose effect), etc., essentially harbor additional characteristic 

lengths which also tend to make Reynolds-number scaling R/L dependent. 

(1.13) Once a turbulent spot Is formed in laminar surroudnings, It 

moves downstream while growing in all directions. The lateral or transverse 

growth (contamination) of a turbulent spot or wedge decreases from about 11 

semiangle at low speeds to about half the angle at hypersonic speeds. As a 

nonlinear turbulent process it is essentially R independent, in contrast to 

the linear amplification region. Two turbulent spots or wedges, growing side 

by side, apparently grow into each other without an increase in lateral growth 

rate. 

If R  denotes the Beginning x (noi.Jlu.onsionalized) at which the first 

turbulent spots are generated, the regier, ever which additional spots are 

seeded and over which they grow until the laminar patches disappear at R _, 

(end), may be extensive. The length of the transition region may be signifi- 

cant for design: RE-RB-CRB, where C may range from 0.5 to 2.0, with 

C-vl commonly observed in wind tunnels. All the preceding observations are 

empirical - there is no theory of transverse contamination. 

2.   INDETERMINACY OF HIGH-SPEED TRANSITION, PARADOXES, AND DISCREPANCIES 

(2.01) As a runaway phenomenon of multiple competing modes^(1.03), 

feeding in an unknown manner ,(1.05), on unknown input mixtures of disturbances 

with nonwhlte 3D space-time spectra (1.04), transition is intrinsically non- 

deterministic.  (By contrast high-Reynolds-number turbulent layers are quasi- 

deterministic on larger, average scales, except near separation - Ref. 9.) Any 
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design predictions should take Into account in some way the disturbance envi- 

ronments of the operational vehicle and of the facilities from which the tran- 

sition information v  obtained. 

(2.02) The mean properties of the BL in question are seldom measured 

or well enough computed. Hence, additlona] uncertainties-and causes for dis- 

crepancies between experiments - often creep in.  (Mack's linear theory (1.06) 

Indicates that amplification rates are occasionally very sensitive to temper- 

ature profiles.) in many experiments, especially flight tests, one does not 

even have information on BL thicknesses 6* or 6. 

(2.03) In a given family of facilities, such as continuous wind 

tunnels, ballistic ranges, or shock tubes (Ref. 10) the unknown unsteady and 

steady disturbances tend to evolve in more or less repeatable group patterns - 

unless willfully modified when testing for sensitivity to disturbances^e.g. 

Fig. 2, borrowed from Spangler and Wells (Ref. 11). For a given model shape, 

the large number of potentially Independent parameters characterizing the un- 

steady and steady disturbances (1.04), (2.02), are then hidden. Their com- 

bined effects blend with those of the amplification controlling parameters and 

appear as variations in R D with M- and with the trouble-indicating dimensional 
XD 

parameter R/L,(stagnation pressure). Observed repetition of "similar" R/L 

variations creates a temptation to lump the factors (1.02) - (1.07), (1.11), 

(1.12) into a mythical single "Unit R Effect" and approximate it by the simplest 

power formula: R D «< (R/L)n, n an empirical constant. The pressing needs of 
xo 

the designer may justify such procedures for a current design, but hardly endow 

it with general research validity. 

(2.04) In the same facility the exponent n generally takes on dif- 

ferent values even for simple shapes like 2D wedges or hollow cylinders, sharp 

cones, and wedges with sweepback (the corresponding n variation being roughly 

from 0.6 to 0.1 in "noisy" hypersonic wind tunnels). This testifies to the 

fact that R/L variation represents a combined response to many factors. 

(2.05) For a given model, transition moves upstream as R/L in- 

creases, even for n -  0.6.  Physical considerations make one doubt that the 

power formula could continue to hold generally: the experiments in a given 

facility seldom span factors of R/L more than 12-15.  In fact, there are 
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hypersonic wind tunnels (Softley, Ref. 12a,b; Mateer and Larson, Ref. 13; 

Neal, Ref. 14) where at some operating conditions the R/L dependence disappears 

while It Is present at others. For applications, credible extrapolations (I) 

rather than Interpolations are needed. 

(2.06) Since much of high-speed transition research consists pri- 

marily of "macroscopic" detection of R of transition (some value between R _ 

and R , depending on technique and facility) as function of M and R/L, for 

nominally fixed H /H ,and for normal facility constraints, a number of Inves- 

tigators In NASA, ARO, etc., feel that the Information Is Inadequate to sep- 

arate the "true" M and R variations. I.e. those corresponding to a free-stream 

without group variation of disturbance parameters. Some feel that the so- 

called M bucket (minimum of transition R near M ~ 4) reflects primarily the 

Ignorance variation with R/L (see MM Sections H and 1). Lester Lees does not 

expect the Issues to be clarified until enough of "microscopic" transition re- 

search Is carried out which would trace the distinct effects of disturbances 

and amplification rates (GETfSection I). 

(2.07) Kendall's evidence from JPL "quiet" tunnel (whlcb can be made 

willfully noisy by tripping of sldewall boundary layers), the Pate-Schaeler 2D 

correlations (Ref. 15), and Pate's cone correlations, (Ref. 16), make It clear 

that for 3<M<8-10, transition In wind tunnels tends to be dominated by powerful 

acoustic disturbances radiated from the turbulent sldewall boundary layers. 

The Intensity, scale, and spectra of this radiation, Its Interaction with the 

bow shock wave, and Its assimilation within the laminar layer In question 

(with Its own scales and receptivity) certainly depend on M and a number of 

distinct characteristic lengths. The processes are exceedingly complex as 

this afternoon's presentations by Kendall and Mack will undoubtedly demonstrate. 

Earlier evidence Indicated that generalized TS waves, etc., (1.03), may be 

growing In presence of sldewall sound Irradiation, but that they are probably 

not the primary mechanism responsible for "Irradiated" transition. The new 

hot-wire evidence of Kendall^(Ref. 17), seems to point to three-dimensional 

non-linear processes. Closer quantitative comparisons with Mack's new com- 

putations of directly driven, non-TS, disturbance growth,(Ref. 18^ will be 

needed to ascertain which part of the development this new linear theory can 

match.  In "noisy" wind-tunnels for M > 3 perhaps one should look to this new 
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theory rather than to the free IS modes for a rational guide to parameters 

which govern amplification (or to both?). 

(2.08) The "sound«radiator" correlations of Pate and Schueler and 

of Pate show that, when cast as R „_. (near end of transition) versus R/L, they 

account for most of the observed power variationsy(2.03).  Similarly, for a 

fixed R/L, the M variation appears consistent with expectations.  Consequently, 

one might expect that If the Irradiation were removed, the peculiar R/L de- 

pendence would disappear for cones and flat plates. 

The quantitative verification of Mack's linear theory at M of 4.5 by 

Kendall ,(1.06),was carried out under such circumstances where the r.m.s. 

pressvre fluctuations were In fact decreased by factors from 50 to 100 from the 

"noisy" conditions for the relevant frequencies above 1000 Hz. While It ap- 

peared that these modes, which were stimulated by Kendall on purpose, grew 

according to the theory, one can only assume that transition would generally 

take place as a downstream development of such modes If left to Itself: 

"natural" transition was never reached In the "quiet", lamlnar-sldewall con- 

dition. 

(2.09) The only way that similar sound disturbances could be 

affecting a vehicle In atmospheric flight would be through the partially known 

mechanism of interaction of atmospheric free-stream turbulence and temperature- 

entropy spottiness with the bow shock (Chapter 3, Ref. 5).  It is not presently 

certain that such atmospheric disturbances of sufficiently large amplitude 

exist down to the small scales relevant to vehicle boundary layers, CET, 

Appendix 2. One would be tempted to conjecture that transition Reynolds num- 

bers based on hypersonic-tunnel information are low compared to those In at- 

mospheric flight - unless a new set of effective disturbances took over the 

dominant seeding role. 

(2.10) In 1957, flights in atmosphere revealed the "early blunt- 

body transition", i.e. transition in the nose region of cooled axlsymmetrlc 

blunt bodies, which was previously considered stable on the basis of the usual 

linear theory. It is still the Implication of CET Refs. 17, 140, 222-223, 

that unless surface roughness Is reduced below 5 mlcrolnches r.m.s., a designer 

should expect transition at Reynolds numbers (based on momentum thickness 6) 
a 

of 150-250 for free-stream R/L on the order of 10 /inch In flights with sub- 
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stantlal cooling.  (This Is often called the blunt-body limit.) Apparently, 

there Is enough energy In atmospheric free-stream disturbances at small enough 

scales to excite the nose boundary layer, made three-dimensional by roughness, 

and possessing high density near the wall because of cooling. While one can 

conjecture that the dominant destabilizing effect is one of stretching ol 

streamwlse vortlcity disturbances, the mechanism remains unknown and outside 

of the realm of the generalized Orr-Sommerfeld equations. Such transition 

mechanisms not corresponding to linear theory will be referred to as bypasses. 

(2.11) Clearly, a designer must document experimentally all the 

bypasses which can possibly be present for his configuration before he can 

rely on linear theory, even for guidance. Systematic "spoiler" testing in 

ground facilities with on-purpose roughness, non-uniformities etc., somewhat 

larger than realistically anticipated to occur in the unclement flight environ- 

ment, is in order. Only after such preparation are the usually much less in- 

formative flight tests Indicated - for checking environmental conditions not 

otherwise obtainable. 

(2.12) Flight tests in ballistic ranges (cleared of dust; with long 

settling time) by and large remove the combination of free-stream disturbances 

plaguing the hypersonic wind tunnels. In accordance with (2.08), one would 

expect a substantially increased R _, unless another bypass rose out of the 

"noise level" as the front-runner disturbances are discarded. Potter's 

results (Ref. 19) on 20° total-angle cones with 0.005 inch nose radius, how- 

ever, exhibit lower transition Reynolds numbers, GET, Section IV, 3. Further- 

more, Potter observed an R/L variation similar to those in wind tunnels, even 

though the dominant turbulent radiation of Pate and Schueler, with its R/L 

dependence, was not present. The dilemma of the lower transition R and the 

(R/L) , 0.6 < n < .7, variation of Potter remain unreconciled.  (Two factors 

may be relevant: the cones were rather cold, T /T of 0.18, and the unit 

Reynolds number moderately high, R/inch of 1.22*10 .) One could speculate 

with respect to the possibility of transition reversal^(1.09), nose distur- 

bances, (see Jedlicka, CET^Sef. 114), and other so-called auto-disturbances 

in highly stressed models. 

Sheetz1 independent verification of the R/L effect of Potter in ehe NOL 

Ballistic Range was cut off after six shots, Ref. 20. The contrast between 
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Potter's results and Sheetz' small sample Is tabulated below in terms of local 

properties at edge of BL, 

M     R/in x 10~   T /T    Nose rad.    Cone angle   R/L power, n 

Potter 4.4   0.7 - 4.3    0.18    0.005 In.    7.0° total    .6 - .7 

Sheetz 6.9   1.1 - 11.6   0.11    0.001 in.    10° total     .2+ 

Since the techniques of determining R  appear similar, the substantial 

difference in the R/L sensitivity poses further questions as to its causes. 

Putter will undoubtedly have wiser comments on this in his presentation (Ref. 

21) than any speculations the author might adduce. 

(2.13) Strong arguments have taken place between experimenters as 

to whether transition is sensitive to the cooling ratio H /H at M's > 6.5 

(GET pp 50-52 and Chapter 9t Ref. 5).  Little sensitivity is found  n near- 

continuous hypersonic tunnels, where, however, transition is likely to be 

dominated by sidewall sound, e.g. Sanator et al, Ref. 24. A partial collection 

of published temperature-sensitive transition data is shown in Fig. 3.  it in- 

cludes the "insensitive" sample of Sanator et al, the recent information of 

Mateer (Ref. 22) and Maddalon (Ref. 2^), as well as a typical "re-reversal" 

oehavior of Richards and Stollery (ref. 25) and Wisniewski and Jack (Ref. 26). 

In the NOL ballistic ranges transition reversals - for highly polished bodies, 

but cold and at relatively high R/L values - are inferred for the full explored 

range 0.02 < H /H < 0.26.  Sheetz1 newly discovered R/L sensitivity (2.12) is 

mild so that the transition reversal of his earlier experiments (Ref. 27) 

apparently remains. 

The cluster of points near T /T of 1.1 on the extended Maddalon curve in 

Fig. 3 indicates a new, type of reversal - with heating, which is also implicit 

in the work of Wagner et al (Ref. 28) in the same M -  20 helium wind tunnel. 

(2.14) Rhudy and Whitfield (Ref. 29)  raised the possibility that 

some of the reversals in Fig.  3, e.g. those in gun tunnels and ballistic 

range, might be associated with the time-dependent gradient of wall tempera- 

ture T (x), as per factor (1.12), an effect not specifically investigated at 

supersonic speeds. Controlled hot-lip experiments at low speeds (McCroskey 

and Lam, Ref.  30; Cebeci and Smith, Ref. 31) demonstrate that the effects 
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can be large - but atablllzlng!     In effect,  the wall farther downstream was 

absorbing the heat liberated at  the nose.     Cebeci and Smith used a non-simi- 

lar boundary-layer program to generate the evolving profiles  (Just like 

Rhudy) and tackled the stability problem on a quasi-parallel, x-independent 

basis.    The linear theory confirmed well the experiments! 

(2.15) It was thought of interest to relate the Wisniewski-Jack 

double reversal to published unclassified flight-test information on cones, 

which are presumably free of acoustic irradiation:    Fig.  4.    The same infor- 

mation in terms of local Re      and local M is presented in Fig.  5,  this  time tr    0 cone 
compared to tests on the same 5    total-angle in six different wind tunnels. 

Discussion and more specific« of the reversals of the Merlet-Rumsey and Rumsey- 
Lee flights are found on pp 48-49 of GET.     As related on p 47 of CET,  a series 

of flight tests with different degrees of high surface polish convinced the 

NACA personnel that even 6-10 microinches,  r.m.s., of surface roughness could 

have substantial effects on transition.    The reversals were suspected to be 

such effects.     It would be interesting to have the different roughness cor- 

relations applied to these cases. 

(2.16) It has been hoped that if regions of overlap of M, R,  and 

T /T    can be achieved between ground facilities, much could be learned and ex- 

plained.     Lemcke, Naysmith, Picken, and Thomann (Ref.  32)  and Naysmith  (Ref.  33) 

report agreement of laminar and turbulent heat transfer rates but not of R 

between the flight of Jaribu MK.2, a parabolic-nose vehicle,and wind-tunnel 

tests at the Swedish FFA,  despite "almost perfect aerodynamic simulation" at 

M    - 7.171     For that condition,  the flight T    in the laminar region hovered 
w 6 around 0.37'T    and R    (based on 0.5 ft.  diameter) was 5.32 x 10    while in the 

6 tunnel T /T    were 0.43 and 0.32.and R   was 5.10 .    R      (based on local con- w    t * oo tr o 
ditiona)   in the presumably acoustically contaminated tunnel, even at a * 5 

remained above 10 , while in flight R      was below O.S-IO  ,  i.e. extremely low 

with respect to any values in Figs.  4 and 5.    Since the actual flight model 

was tested  in the tunnel  (using the flight sensors) the surface roughness were 

"the same".     The biggest difference waa in the stagnation temperature Tt: 

flight 21.150K vs.  tunnel 700oK.     ihe authors make an indirect, fairly plausible 

case for the vibration of the rocket-motor as the culprit.     See further dis- 

cussion in Section 9.9 of Ref.   5. 
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(2.17) Yet another hlgh-Mach number flight program (M^ > 10, un- 

specified; M ~ 6.1) did not produce very high transition Reynolds numbers: 

Sherman and Nakamura (Ref. 34), A series of four shots of Identical, beryllium- 

skinned, graphite-tipped cones of total angle of 44 , following "identical" un- 

specified trajectories, registered the following history.  "Transitional flow 

began at the aft end of the vehicle" (R  - 5.3 + 0.7; R/ft - 1.6 x 10 ; 

Rfl ~ 850 + 60; M ■ 6.2 +; T /T - 0.09; all based on local values) "and moved 
ö     -  ' e       ' w r 

forward along the conical surface at a decreasing (i.e. non-constant) value of 

the local Reynolds number", reaching the front measuring station for: 

Rfc - 3.2 + 0.2; R/ft - 2.6 x 106; RQ - 660 + 30; M - 6.1+; T /T - 0.12; see 
tr     -   ' '6     -  ' e     ' w r     * 

Figs. 4 and 5. Could this represent the re-reversal leg of Wisniewski-Jack, 

Richards-Stollery mark of Z? Again, the freedom from acoustic irradiation, 

which poisons the tunnels, did not raise R  to_ the high levels one might 

expect... 

(2.18) Obviously, there are problems with understanding and pre- 

dicting transition on cones (at zero angle of attack) and on wedges. And yet 

these simple shapes are not amenable to many designs, e.g. those of lifting- 

entry vehicles.  Figure 6 borrowed from the recent Young, Reda, and Roberge 

study (Ref. 35)   the Multipurpose Reusable Spacecraft at Mach 10 demonstrates 

a special effect such as may unexpectedly develop for non-simple geometries. 

At a - 10-20°, the spherical nose flaring out into a flat bottom accentuates 

the formation of a local minimum of shock inclination^which occurs even on pure 

sphere cones as shown by L. N. Wilson (Ref. 36).  The larger shock decelerations 

away from this minimum incl .nation produce a relative subsonic jet of faster 

fluid at the minimum; a jet,which can be seen traveling (as a density maximum) 

toward the body along the 3D streamlines in Fig. 28. The "Ames effect" (for 

Seiff, Sommer, Canning, Cleary and Larson from Ames Research Center who spoke 

to deaf ears for years) consists then of the transition of this highly unstable 

relative let and of the contamination of the boundary layer (Coles' effect: 

Section 6.2 of Ref. 5) for angles for which the Jet streamlines come close 

enough to the body.  The observed Reynolds numbers of transition (causing se- 

vere heating) were extremely low despite the usually beneficial hypersonic 

effects at Mach 10.  In fact any chief engineer who would have gambled a 

design on the best predictions and correlations would have probably lost his 
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vehicle - see the educational Fig. 15 of Young et al. 

(2.19) Even at zero angle of attack, the approach to the effects of 

pressure gradients Is hardly rational.  In fact, not even the linearized sta- 

bility theory teaches one how to separate the effect due changes In M and 

due to the alterations ln_inean profiles. The concept of the entropy-swallowing 

distance has been very fruitful for small blunting radii (Section 5.2 of Ref. 5) 

but non-empirical estimates of the optimal effect and any characterization of 

the adverse blunt-body effect are lacking. 

Michel and Schmitt (Ref. 37) present a systematic study of 3 cone-cylinders 

and 3 ogive-cylinders at T /T. - 0.36, M - 6.9 (see their Figs. 6, 9, 13-15). 
w  t _ 

There are differences due to mismatched gradients but the local R  values cor- 
6 

relate quite well on the basis of local M for fixed B^/cm of 0.3 • 10 . The 

adverse effect of the bluntness is clearly indicated in their Fig. 15. 

Softley's empirical scheme (Ref. 38) for estimating optimal blunting and 

his comparisons with cones in pressure gradients are described on p. 62 of GET. 

An intriguing postponement of transition when the nose of a hollow cylinder 

was made to protrude into a region of considerable negative pressure gradient 

in the tunnel was reported by Bertram (Ref. 42) on his p. 23. 

(2.20) The first case of relaminarization ever was observed and 

documented by Sternberg (Ref. 39), see also pp. G- - G.. of MM, Refs. 2 and 4, 

and Sections 3.8 and 3.9 fo Ref. 5. Apparently the Michel-Schmltt bodies did 

not reach the relaminarization conditions but other bodies are likely.  Similar 

relaminarization (often only local) exists in the high accelerations in wind 

tunnel nozzles, e.g. Amick, Ref. 40, and Winkler and Persh, Ref. 41. A "quiet" 

supersonic tunnel must either sustain the relaminarization throughout (e.g. the 

JPL wind tunnel) or suck away the final turbulent boundary layer. 

(2.21) Thus the pressure-gradient effects can be studied on the 

sidewalls of some supersonic and hypersonic tunnels at very low unit Reynolds 

number.  Apparently the largest sldewall Reynolds numbers (based on distance 

from the throat) thus far achieved with laminar boundary layers are on the 

order of 5 x 106 at M of ^.5 at JPL (R/L - 0.05 x 106/lnch) and 13 x 106 at 

M • 18.7 in the Langley unheated 22 inch helium tunnel (R/L - 0.17 x 10 /inch)- 

Wagner et al, Ref. 28. Using hot wires, Wagner et al documented that as the 
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sidewall boundary layer of the M 20 helium tunnel goes through transition at 

a given x, when R/L Increases, the dlmenslonless pressure fluctuations at the 

downstream tunnel centerllne position, to which the x station radiates, rise 

rapidly and then slowly subside as R/L continues to rise, 

(2.22) It is this subsidence which is apparently responsible for 

the n-power rise (2.03), of R  at beginning of transition on models inserted 
'       '      XD 

into supersonic and hypersonic tunnels. This trend is present on a wedge 

model (local M ) in the above M~20 helium tunnel. However the shift to the 

extra high R D corresponding to a truly laminar sidewall layer at low R/L 
xJJ 

values were not reached (as they were at JPL at M of 4.5), even though the 

pressure fluctuations in the empty tunnel were substantially lower.  (Perhaps 

the subsonic turbulent boundary layers are not perfectly relaminarized in the 

nozzle region leading to the possibility of very long transitional stretches 

with nondense turbulent spots as in the case of Jedlicka et al, Ref. 114 of 

GET, also with high accelerations.) 

3.  SPECULATIONS ON POSSIBLE TRANSITION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

The first two pages of Appendix:  "Major Open Questions Relevant to 

Applications" were discussed, with sketches, on pp. JI-JA of MM Ref • 2 and on 

the cassettes, Ref. 4.  The possibly presumptuous adjective "relevant to 

applications" refers to the fact that most of these questions arise when one 

wishes to extrapolate effects of two or more parameters and discovers that 

they indicate countertrends in R . Generally, these countertrends occur when 

the responsibility for transition shifts from one of the multiple factors to 

another. These are also the conditions where a designer needs more guidance - 

hence the adjective. 

The two pages and Sections 1 and 2 represent one man's shopping list for 

stability and transition research but without indication of priorities.  (Fur- 

ther comments can be found on pages 64-66 of CET.) The manner of presentation 

already imposes some bias and it would be altogether presumptuous to indicate 

one's subjective priorities. 

The third page of the Appendix represents a personal view of the Nature 

of the Problem as the author understood it when he was associated with the 

design of the SV-5 Entry Vehicle. The philosophy of design for transition is 
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further discussed In Chapters 10 and 11 of Ref. 5. 

Among the problems listed in the Appendix and the issues described in 

Sections 1 and 2 four related groups of problems, with high priority both for 

urgent engineering applications and for clarification of the basic structure 

within which other questions can be more meaningfully researched, can perhaps 

be identified without much controversy. 

(I) Resolution of the 1967 San Bernardino dilemma of the M, R, and T^/T^ 

variations with new but not especially encouraging information. More specifically: 

(la) Reconciliation of Information from wind tunnels (quasi-contin- 

uous and "pulsed"), (2.01)-(2.08), (2.16), (2.18)-(2.22), ballistic ranges (2.02). 

(2.12), and free atmospheric flight; (2.01), (2.02), (2.10), (2.15)-(2.17). 

(lb) Full clarification of the increasingly more irritating phenomena 

of reversal of transition with cooling, see (1.09), (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), and 

Figures 4 and 5. 

(II) More consistent conceptual framework, especially 

(11a) Clarification of the role and limits of existing linear theory, 

e.g. with respect to temperature effects, including entropy-layer and hot-lip 

effects (2.14). 

(lib) Identification and classification of transition "bypasses" of 

linear theory, e.g. (2.10), (2.11), acoustic irradiation in tunnels (?). 

Note: basic research on (11a) and (lib) at low speeds is far from 

complete, and even there the role of nonlinearity remains confused, 

CET pp 8-10, and Chapters 3, 4, and 10 of Ref. 5. 

(III) Sound approach to streamwlse pressure gradients which should probably 

lean on both the concepts of physical mechanisms and of linear theory - see 

(2.18), (2.19)#and relaminarization (2.20). Variable heat transfer and ablation 

often complicate these effects and need to be tackled in due course. 

(IV) Same objectives for crows-flow gradients, which are likely to have 

additional instability mechanisms (Judging by 'ow-speed linearized theory for 

flows with streamwlse vortlcity, see Chapter 7 of Ref. 5).  Sporadic evidence 

of formation of streamwlse vorticei. especially in presence of sweepbsck, edge- 

unevenness, local separation and/or ablation, calls attention to the implications 
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of this phenomenon. 

These broad categories encompass many, many problems and forbiddingly many 

variable» and parameters. The task of characterizing adequately the mean pro- 

flles for I-IV alone Is a formidable problem.  Current design clearly cannot 

wait for the broad, longer-range approach. One needs to take the correlation 

road, but with circumspection.  For a given design with strong "family con- 

straints" on the parameters (e.g. due to special trajectories such as those of 

Ref. 34), the procedure may well be safe, but one would be wise to evaluate the 

risks carefully and keep In mind the possibilities of unexpected effects such 

as those encountered on Jarlbu, (2.16), and on the Multipurpose Reusable Vehicle, 

(2.18). And the basic question remains: which ground facilities can be relied 

upon for the design estimates? 

That question alone suggests that the longer-range program has to be pursued 

as well. But where Is the best pay-off? If^ a "quiet tunnel" with high enough 

R/L could be successfully designed and built at a Mach number 10-15. Its laminar 

operation might well (or might not) validate the results from other hypersonic 

tunnels which are currently suspect. The Implications of the published experi- 

ences In the Langley M20 helium tunnel, (2.20)-(2.22) make the author currently 

less optimistic as to the prognosis. Hopefully the report of E. Reshotko and 

his Committee at this Workshop can shed some better light on the prospects of 

the quiet tunnel. 

in his recent academic Ignorance of flight results the author would like 

to ask a question which has been bothering him with respect to the Incomplete 

Information of Figs. 3-5.  Can hypersonic vehicles with high cooling, say 

H /H < 0.3 consistently reach the high values of R  which linear theory would 

Indicate? Without and with ablation? If not, would not this fact point to the 

temperature sensitivity as the key problem? For what conditions is the achieve- 

ment of high R  "spoiled"? Judging by the available Information: this occurs 

for high cooling, relatively high R/L, and small roughness combinations of con- 

ditions, (2.10), (2.12), (2.15)-(2.17). Such conditions have been little ex- 

plored experimentally* and the cognoscenti of the various facilities can perhaps 

feel challenged and encouraged to devise telling experiments for such combinations 

*The kinematic viscosity based on wall values may be more significant for cor- 
relations in such cases. 
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of conditions. If the above premise Is correct, any Information gleaned from 

such efforts may well have an Important bearing on target category I. But these 

speculations belong more appropriately to the Committee sessions on Friday, which 

hopefully can lean on the projections of facts In Sections 1 and 2 herein. 
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APPENDIX 

MAJOR OPEN QUESTIONS 

relevant to applications 

*Early blunt-body transition 

Non-quasl^-parallel stability theory Including 
vorticlty stretching 

*E£fect of nonsimilarity, e.g. Whitfield's hot- 
lip effect 

MM page (Ref. 2) 

CET page (Ref. 1) 

p 24, 46-47 
MM:    H-9 to H-ll 

MM:    H-9 

pp 23-28 
P 25,  Pig.   11 
MM:    H-8,  H-9 

u 

**R      sensitivity to H /H , M > e^^11 ran8e; 8un Ju"nel  , tr ' w    r Nmore conventional tunnels 

blunt 
**Reversal with cooling for "smooth" bodies^,. 

**R  rereversal with high cooling 

P 46 
P 49-52 

P 51 

**Unit R effects 
^.Wind tunnel Pate & Schueler 
NBallistic range Potter, Sheete 

♦Existence of "bypasses" flight 

*What part of R  variation is M-effect? r      tr 
and what part is R/L-effect? 

*Role of favorable 9p/9x at M > 1 

**Role of streamwise vorticlty at supersonic and 
hypersonic M's - 3D BL's 

sweep; a 
protuberances 
spanwise nonuniformities 

*m (transpiration, ablation) 

♦Interactions of A and H /H effects 
(cf. countertrend Y6)rp J-2 of MM) 

•Interactions of m and cross-flow effects 

MM: Section H, I 

Pli 
MM: G-2, G-21 

MM:  H-17 to H-20 

MM: Section I 

MM: F-35 

pp 40-45 

MM:  F-28, H-2, H-14-17 
MMt  F-19, F-20 

P li 
Figs. 32. 33 

♦Interaction of cross-flow and H /H effects 
w r 

Free-stream disturbance fields + their variations 

and 

Receptivity of B.L to all disturbance modes 
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MM:  H-4, H-5 
pp 26-28 

MM: Section G 
PP 23. 27. F-37 



Interaction of bow-shock with modal disturbances P 96 
MM: G-U to G-14 

«Variation of transverse contamination with M       MM: F-19, F-20 

**Nature of turbulent BL's at high M's h^- F_1 H_12 

See also Index of Ref. 1 and Table of Contents of Ref. 5. 
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NATURE OF PROBLEM: 

MULTIPLE RUNAWAY PHENOMENA,  COMPETING 

UNKNOWN INPUTS 

TOO MANY PARAMETERS 

BASE FLOWS   (- MEAN PROFILES)  POORLY PREDICTABLE, YET 
AMPLIFICATION-CONTROLLING 

INSUFFICIENTLY KNOWN CRITERIA FOR TURBULENCE SELF-REGENERATION, 
ESPECIALLY FOR LARGE M'S 

NECESSITY OF EXTRAPOLATION OF INFORMATION FROM LIMITED GROUND 
FACILITIES 

NUMBER OF  SUFFICIENTLY CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS FORMS TOO SMALL 
A SET OF SAMPLES FOR ANY SCIENTIFIC PROBABILITY STATEMENTS 

NEED FOR THEORETICAL (LINEAR) AND CONCEPTUAL  (INCLUDING NONLINEAR 
EFFECTS)  FRAMEWORK TO GUIDE JUDGMENTS OF NON-STATISTICAL 
PROBABILITIES 

DESIGN ASSESSMENTS OF RISKS OF SUCH PROBABILITIES 

u 
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A.C. INPUT« DISTURBANCES 

free-stream vorticity 
H sound 
N entropy spots 

high 
frequency 
vibrations 

3D Fourier 
SPECTRA 

poor observation of disturbances 
poor control of disturbances 

V V 
I i 

s.' 

multiple channels 
In paralleh 

RACE  between 
instability MODES 

LINEAR AMPLIFICATION 

of xz Fourier 
components 
of disturbances- 

past Recr of 
each mode - 
slow and 

extended - 

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 
now directly observable 

i 

OPERATION   MODIFIERS« 
«MEAN   B.L. PROPERTIES 

2D: DIRECT 

< 

p(x) 
Tw/Tr 

m 
curvature 
waviness 
2D roughness 
angle of 

attack 
iowf 

vibrations 
etc.  

3D: INDIRECT 
3D roughness 
properties - 

functions of z 

e.g. p(z) 
angle of yaw 
leading-edge 

sweep 
3D nan - 
homogeneity 

etc.         

NONLINEAR + 3 DIMENSIONAL 

effect on mean f Iowf 2 dim. 
«Demodifier       13 dim. 

vorticity streching      
lateral energy transfer wi? 

in overgrown waves 

^i SECONDARY 
INSTABILITY 

Fig. I     - Laminar Boundary Layer As A Linear 
And Nonlinear Operator 
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SECTION 9b 

LESSONS FROM TRANSITION OF SHOCK-TUBE BOUNDARY LAYERS* 
(Unclassified) 

by Mark V. Horkovin 

MMAE Dept., Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 111. 60616 

ABSTRACT 
(Unclassified) 

Experimental observations of transition from laminar to turbulent boun- 

dary layers in shock tubes is reviewed. The seemingly contradictory behavior 

is viewed in the light of transition behavior in other ground facilities. It 

is concluded that shock tubes may offer a convenient milieu for studying the 

elusive leglme where high cooling is matched with high unit Reynolds number 

and controllable roughness.  However, the nature of the strong disturbances 

apparently radiating from the region of the contact surface would have to be 

first explored and understood. 

*Supported under USAF OSR-Themis Contract F 44620-69-C-OO22, Mechanics Division. 
This paper was not presented at the Symposium Meeting but is presented here because 
of general Interest. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

U 
a Speed of sound In free-stream 

MA Mi.ch number at edge of boundary layer 
(In laboratory coordinates,  Sketch 1) e 

M Shock Mach number 

Re Reynolds number, subscript denoting reference length 

Re Critical Re for amplification of infinitesimal disturbances 

Re Reynolds number of transition 

T Static temperature at edge of boundary layer 

T Wall temperature 

T Recovery (adiabatic) temperature 

U Free-stream speed, laboratory coordinates. Sketch 1 

U Speed of turbulent front - transition 

U Speed of main shock wave 

£ Boundary-layer thickness 

6* Displacement thickness, laboratory coordinates 

U 
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INTRODUCTION 

As different as two supersonic wind tunnels may be,they share similar 

"family constraints" on their free-stream disturbance environment, on the 

model smoothness and leading-edge characteristics, on the range of attainable 

temperature ratios T /T and unit Reynolds numbers at a given Mack number, M, 

•tc. An investigator of transition in a wind tunnel thus has his experiences 

confined to a more orderly subspace of the transition-parameter phase space 

(Section 2.3 of ref. 1 and very concisely on p 6 of ref. 2). Unless he exer- 

cises special Ingenuity in enlarging his experience subspace, the investigator 

naturally tends to endow his narrower segment of observations and correlations 

with more general validity - as does his counterpart working with the ballistic 

range, or another sufficiently different facility. Shock tubes provide still 

a different set of constralnts/and transition behavior on their sldewalls may 

be useful as shock-therapy for one's sclerotic point of view. It is the pur- 

pose of this paper to describe this behavior as observed by different shock- 

tube practitioners and to relate it to the various facets of transition be- 

havior in wind tunnels and ballistic ranges. 

PRECRITICAL NATURE OF SHOCK-TUBE TRANSITION 

Shock-tube boundary layers avoid the physical obstruction at their leading 

edges (see Sketch 1) and should therefore be essentially free of the entropy- 

layer effects (Section 5.2 of ref. 1) and the Ginoux streamwise vorticlty 

effect (Section 7.4 of ref. 1). The laminar boundary layer profiles have been 

predicted by Mitels (ref. 3) and found in good agreement with measurements of 

tracer displacements by Gion (ref. 4).  In the laboratory coordinate system 

of Sketch 1, they are more concave than Blasius profiles and should therefore 

be more stable. Ostrach and Thornton (ref. 5) in effect applied the hypothesis 

of locally constant base (Section 4.6 of ref. 1 and p 18 of ref. 2; here both 

quasi-parallel and quasi-steady) and indeed found critical Re^ for amplifi- 

cation of 1660 and higher^as compared to about 500 for the Blasius profile. 

They utilized the Dunn-Lin formulation of the linearized theory (ref. 6) and 

the computational method of Lees and Lin (ref. 7) which should be adequate for 

moderate shock pressure ratios yielding subsonic flow behind the leading shock 

(but probably not for the Inference of complete stabilization for cold walls 

for the reasons detailed by Mack (ref. 8) in the case of normal supersonic 
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boundary layers). 

Lo and behold, the observed transition occurred always for &efA In the 

region officially bnable to Infinitesimal disturbances.    Furthermore,  for in- 

creasing shock pressure ratios  (for which the Mac1, number of the shocked fluid 

increases while simultaneously the wall becomes relatively cooler, i.e. T II 
W  6 

decreases:  the shock-tube family parameter consitaint) the recorded transition 

RerA became orders of magnitude smaller than the theoretical critical Re»* - 

Sketch 2. The magnitude of this contrary behavior recalls that of the blunt- 

body paradox (Sections 2.2 and 6.3 of ref. 1) although here the theoretical 

stabilization stems from cooling alone and is not abetted by favorable pres- 

sure gradient. Both effects occur when the cooling is matched with relatively 

high unit Reynolds numbers, conditions which the available roughness criteria 

do not cover.  Ostrach and Thornton concluded that the transition had to be 

triggered by unknown finite disturbances - a bypass of the Tollmien- 

Schlichting instability mechanism. 

TRANSITION REVERSALS AND RE-REVERSALS IN SHOCK TUBES? 

None* of the early experimenters (refs. 9-14) reported seeing Enunons1 

turbulent spots, either optically or through heat gages with response in mi- 

croseconds. All evidence indicated a fully turbulent front** encroaching 

onto a virginal laminar layer some distance downstream from the leading shock, 

reasonably correlatable in terms three different Reynolds numbers - Ostrach 

and Thornton's Figs. 1, 5, and 6 in ref. 5. In terms of the rather logical 

characterization by local boundary layer thickness. Sketch 2, the transition 

appears again as a mild reversal of the theoretical-temperature (and Mach- 

number) trend in the data used by Ostrach and Thornton, namely for T /T > 

0.2.  In terms of the Reynolds number based on the distance which a particle 

in the free-stream of the shocked gas travels from its initial position until 

it is engulfed by transition, there is a very mild rise in Re., as T /T falls 
tr    w e 

from unity to 0.2. The absence of a geometrical leading edge does remove 

some ambiguities, but brings forth others such as the choice of the length 

*Some of Asbridge's trace wiggles may have been due to spots (ref. 13). 

**See Fig. 4 of Hartunian et al (ref. 10b), borrowed from Smith, Click, 
Herzberg, and Squire (ref. 15). 
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most relevant to transition and hence the choice of Reynolds number. 

Writing before the advent of the Ostrach-Thronton theory, Hartunian, Russo, 

and Marrone (ref. 10) preferred not to label the transition behavior for 

1 > Tw/T > 0.2 as a transition-trend reversal, probably wisely, wishing to 

emphasise the differences with the transition reversal with cooling in "normal" 

supersonic boundary layers (Sections 2.2 and 9.1 of ref. 1, and pp 49-51 of 

ref. 2). They did feel that the sharp Increase in Re  (however it may be de- 

fined) under further supersonic cooling T /T < 0.2 (Sketch 2) may be related 

to the "complete stabilization by cooling" which was then thought possible 

(Hack, ref. 8). When the crooked transition cloud in Sketch 2 (or equivalent) 

is compared to the theoretical trends of Ostrach and Thornton, the stabiliza- 

tion hook is indeed intriguing. Qualitatively it resembles the behavior of 

very highly cooled "normal" boundary layers in the so-called transition re- 

reversal (pp 16 and 51 of ref. 2) which is also not understood, if at all 

fully accepted. As Hartunian et al point out, shock tubes may offer more con- 

trollable and less expensive means of studying the combined effects of extreme 

cooling and high-unit Reynolds numbers (and roughness). They conducted some 

experiments in argon (for which different parametric combinations obtain) and 

confirmed their trends with cooling in air. 

Hartunian, Russo, and Marrone furthermore focused on the cloud of points 

in the equivalent of Sketch 2 for T /T > 0.2 and concluded that the scatter 

could be substantially reduced if one postulated a unit-Reynolds number vari- 

atlon Re  •«. (Re/L) again reminiscent of wind-tunnel and ballistic-range be- 

havior. The power apparently switched rapidly to zero for T/T < 0.2. That 

there are disturbances in shock tubes, among them acoustic ones,propagating 

"on top" of the laboratory free-stream speed U , there is no doubt. What is 

somewhat surprising is that this environmental factor would be operative so 

far below the critical Reynolds number, i.e. without any identifiable amplifi- 

cation process to feed.  If the environmental disturbances in shock tubes were 

particularly inhospitable to laminar flows as the further evidence of Mark and 

Mirtlch (ref. 16), Thompson (ref. 17), Gion (ref. A), and Thompson and Emrich 

(ref. 18) Indicates, the aforementioned usefulness of the shock tubes for con- 

trolled cooling investigations might be impaired. Perhaps the most thorough 

discussion of shock-tube disturbances is found in Chapter VI of Thompson (ref. 17) 
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to be augmented by observations of Glon (ref. 4), and Mark and Mirtich (ref. 

16). 

DISTRUBANCE ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL TRANSITION 

Thompson and Glon concentrated on the regime of weaker shocks, the two 

extreme speeds of Thompson's 23 flow categories reaching barely supersonic Mach 

numbers M of 1.08 and 1.12 (laboratory coordinates). For this range 

(T /T > 0.5), they report transition Reynolds numbers much higher than the 

earlier results but still below the theoretical Reynolds number for Tollmien- 

Schlichting amplification of Oswach and Thornton. Thumpson conlcudes: "This 

implies either that the transition mechanism in a shock tube is not one of am- 

plification of infinitesimal disturbances, or that there is some flaw in the 

application of the theory or in the interpretation of experimental results". 

Having discovered early that a downstream facing step (mismatch of metal 

and glass) of only 0.001 inch in height can and does cause turbulent fronts 

to propagate downstream at essentially tue stream speed U , Thompson resorted 

to the "spoiler technique" (Section 3.13 of ref. 1 and p 28 of ref. 2) util- 

izing two-dimensional and three-dimensional roughness and time-controllable 

sparks to document various detailed features of transition due to finite dis- 

turbances in shock tubes. In contrast to previous shock-tube investigators 

he found turbulent spots and verified the close resemblance of their char- 

acteristics to those of Schubauer and Klebanoff (ret. 19), e.g. the leading 

and trailing-edge propagation at approximately U and 0.5 U , respectively. 

Since he operated primarily in the subsonic region, this finding is not sur- 

prising, though welcome. However, he could not match the delta-function source 

distribution of Enunons' spots as proposed by Dhawan and Narasimha (ref. 20) and 

concluded that there may be more than one primary cause for "natural" spots 

in shock tubes. 

For shock-tube shapes (Hartunlan et al: 1.5x2.5 in; Thompson: 3/8x4 in; 

Mark-Mitrlch: circular, 3 in. i.d.) the ratio of the perimeter to the cross- 

sectional area is usually small, so that transverse influences may be sub- 

stantial. Perhaps this contributes to the reported absence of spots at high 

pressure ratios (and to the possibility of "self-ignition" discussed below). 

First, it is desirable to examine the concept of "natural transition" in shock 
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tubes.    Mark and Mlrtlch's (ref. 16a) operational definition calls for "...a 

constant transition time obtained from thln-fllm gauges at several axial posi- 

tions...".     In other words "natural transition" moves at a speed U      which Is 

the same as the speed U    of the generating shock.    Such motion of transltlcn 
s 

might perhaps be described more fittingly a« "self-ignition" rather than true 

"propagation".    The concept of "natural shock-tube transition" tacitly Implies 

an Identical dominant local disturbance environment (free-stream or wall-con- 

ditions) at equal distances behind the shock, Identical amplification history, 

and identical breakdown.    If  ind when such a situation is achieved,  it re- 

presents "natural transition" only for that particular shock tube, with the 

particular mode of diaphragm fracture, and under the particular dimensionless 

smoothness-cleanliness conditions (say referred to a characteristic boundary- 

layer thickness at the given T /T ). 

For instance, It is improbable that the detail dynamics of rupturing 

diaphragms  (which start the shock process) are identical in different shock 

tubes.    This early history is most likely responsible for formations of highly 

turbulent Jets* near the first cracks of the diaphragm and related to the Mark- 

Mirtich observations of a "central finger", which shortens the duration of 

lamlnarity on a model in the middle of the shock tubr as against its duration 

on the walls  (ref.  16a).    Mark and Mirtich point the finger of suspicion to 

the highly turbulent irregular region around this usually idealized contact 

surface  (which terminates the column of nearly uniform shocked gas,  i.e.  the 

region of meaningful experimentation) as the probable source of large,  transi- 

tion-triggering disturbances.    The shock tube flow is such that the acoustic 

radiation from this region propagates faster than the leading shock 

(U    + a    > U )  and can in principle trip the sidewall boundary layer anywhere e        e        s 
in the column of the nearly uniform test gas 1£ it is Intense enough.     In 

supersonic wind tunnels the acoustic radiation from turbulent boundary layers 

almost surely causes transition (Kendall, ref.  21 and these Proceedings,' Pate 

and Schueler, ref. 22) so that the precedent beckons.    For high pressure ratios 

and supersonic U    it is even conceivable that It if the nascent, extra vigorous 

turbulent boundary layer which radiates strongly enough to cause self-ignition 

♦Special cases of such jets were photographed in unpublished studies of Duff, 
Hollyer,  and Laporte at the University of Michigan In 1952. 
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of the laminar layer located Just downstream on the opposite or even on the 

same side of the narrow shock tube (see Schlieren photograph <- Fig. A of 

Hartunian et al, ref. 10b). Some such finite disturbance mechanisms are ev- 

idently needed to explain the T-S precritical transition and the unpublished 

data alluded to by Mark and Mirtich (ref. 16b):  "...for the larger part of 

our data the time of transition of the boundary layer behind the shock re- 

mained constant with axial position along the tube". 

FINITE DISTURBANCES, SPOTS AND TRANSITION IN SHOCK TUBES 

For all the data actually disclosed by Mark and Mirtich (ref. 16a and b), 

however, the transition front was very much slower than the shock speed U . 

In the experiments of Thompson (ref. 17) the measured velocities of this front 

range from 0.89 to 1.09 U with a mean of 0.97 U . The tabulated results of 0 e e 
Mark and Mirtich (ref. 16b) (which start at the highest pressure ratios of 

Thompson) in essence extend Thompson's observations of the transition pro- 

pagation since onl" two of their runs exceed the cited ratios U /U of 

Thompson and only by 25Z. For what conditions the "self-igniting" mode of 

transition can take over is not clear. The author conjectures that a combina- 

tion of high pressure ratios and high unit Re may be needed: M-M list cases 

at high shock Mach number but at low unit Re for which the behavior follows 

Thompson, e.g. M - 9.75, U,._ - 0.91 Ü . 
e        tr       e 

Thompson's results and language imply that  (at the lower pressure ratios) 

there is some amplification process associated with finite-amplitude distur- 

bances, probably still of the Tollmlen-Schlichting type*.    In analogy with the 

Schubauer-Klebanoff finding (ref.  19)  that strong three-dimensional disturbances 

do not truly grow like Emmons' spots until they pass the infinitesimal Tollmien- 

Schlichting Re    .   , he searched for experimental evidence of the correlatable 

onset of such growth of finite disturbances and called it Re    ,   .    This was un- 

fortunate; the clear operational distinction between the concepts warrants dis- 

rlncc names.    Actually Thompson's condition corresponds more nearly to the ter- 

mination of Joseph's  (ref.  23) global stability region; see also Section 3.9 

«Occasional regular oscillations of Tw indicated by a film gage just before 
breakdown into a turbulent spot were judged not to be Tollmlen-Schlichting 
waves.    Their frequency is much higher,  i.e. more like that of the three-dim- 
ensional roughness waves in Fig.  24 of ref.  1.    For other views of amplification 
of finite disturbances see Sections 3.9, 4.1, and 6.2 of ref. 1. 
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of ref. 1. The multlpronged results of Che Lehigh University research are 

concisely stated by Thompson and Emrlch (ref. 18). By placing two-dimensional 

and three-dimensional roughness elements at different distances from their 

monitoring gauges, and by firing sparks of varying strengths at arbitrary times 

with respect to the local passage of the generating shock, they concluded that 

(at subsonic M ) the disturbance, though finite, must reach an appropriate 

local criterion before turbulence sets in. For instance, a disturbance from a 

spark will travel downstream at 30-50% of the free-stream speed U until* the 

local boundary layer grows to a thickness Ö for which Re, ~ 1600-2000 (Re.A ~ 

400-600 with slightly more scatter). At such a time the disturbance gives 

birth to an Emmons spot, the leading edge of which then propagates at U while 

the trailing edge continues at approximately 0.5 U . The two-dimensional and 

three-dimensional roughnesses indicated nearly the same conditions for genera- 

tion of turbulence. According to Schubauer and Klebanoff (ret. 19) and 

Klebanoff et al ( ref. 24) a similar phenomenon occurs in the low-speed Blaslus 

boundary layer at approximately the same Reynolds numbers. For the Blaslus 

layer, however, the conditions nearly coincide with the theoretical Re  .  to 

infinitesimal disturbances whereas here the conditions are utterly Tollmien- 

Schllchting subcrltical (as they are for ehe blunt-body paradox and for the 

exploratory low-speed experiments of favorable pressure gradients of Snedeker, 

Donaldson and Yates, ref. 25). Does the flniteness of the disturbances perhaps 

override the differences in concavity of the velocity profii€»s, which are so 

important for infinitesimal stability? 

Asbridge (ref. 13),working with the same shock tube and juncture problems 

as Thompson^noted that no tripping by wall joints is observed for strong shocks 

where the free stream is supersonic, M > 1. Presumably this corresponds to 

the stabilization of free and separated shear layers at high speeds as discussed 

in Section 4.4 and Fig. 16 of ref. 1. One would surmise that sparks would re- 

main effective as trippers - the lowest Re values of Thompson in fact occurred 
o 

at the highest M of 0.6 at which he used sparks. No experiments with sparks 

were reported for supersonic speeds either in shock tubes or in wind tunnels. 

*Sparks of maximum available strength damped out completely when fired at small 
times after the passage cf weaker generating shocks: global stability of Joseph 

(ref. 23)? 
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The construction of the Thompson-Erarich shock tube afforded shorter 

running lengths without wall junctures than did that of Hartunlan et al (ref. 

10) (6 feet to nearest upstream discontinuity). The fact that Thompson reports 

many runs with much higher Re  In subsonic M runs remains therefore puzzling. 

One would look for other sources of disturbances to cooperate or to take over 

the dominant role: the principle of dominant and multiple responsibility of 

refs. 1 and 2. The author notes that In all four of the highest unit-Re con- 

ditions of Thompson (ref. 17) the values were not limited by the wall-joint 

disturbances as were ten other subsonic conditions listed In his Fig. 28. 

Furthermore these high-unit Re conditions register noticeably lower values of 

Re . While this trend opposes the usual variation with Re/L, It again fo- 

cuses on the high-unit Re conditions (with cooling) as perhaps holding the key 

to the switch In dominant or cooperative disturbances. 

Another student of Emrlch, E. Glon also documented long laminar runs at 

Mach numbers M below 0.45 while studying In fine detail the structure of the 

wall boundary layers through the use of dark-field oscillatory-spark micro- 

photographic tracing of submlcron-sized oil drops (ref. 14). In the process 

he concluded that the scatter of the velocities of the tracer particles In the 

free-stream and In the laminar boundary layer exceeded by a large margin the 

inaccuracies of his technique and hence represented a measure of bona fide en- 

vironmental disturbances. His Inferred + 15% u fluctuations are "probably due 

to pressure waves...from the turbulent boundary layer upstream and from the 

contact surface". Together with Asbridge's interferometric documentation of 

mean density variation as function of distance downstream of the generating 

shock (ref. 13), these measurements constitute the most specific Information 

on the shock-tube disturbance environment at lower pressure ratios (for the 

given shock tube and geometry). For these conditions, with unit Re on the 

order of 3-6 million/ft, Glon also found that there was strong evidence of 

transition being influenced by the mere presence of normal operating debris: 

dust, diaphragm particles, shreds of sponge (used for cleaning the tube), etc., 

a presence which was unsuspected until the surface was placed under strong 

glancing illumination... 

RECAPITULATION AND PROSPECTS 

The variety of Information on transition in shock tubes in this paper can 
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perhaps be better appreciated when one reflects on the fact that it corresponds 

to a vide range of conditions In Mach number M and temperature ratios T /T . 

These conditions span the low-speed to moderate supersonic regimes, the latter 

with very strong cooling. High unit Reynolds number, which Is readily achiev- 

able In shock tubes, brings forth sensitivity to minute two-dimensional and 

three-dimensional roughness (Including wall joints) at low speeds. At super- 

sonic M values/the sensitivity to small three-dimensional roughness may well 

persist for combinations of high cooling and high unit Re and may contribute 

to the peculiar variation of transition In Sketch 2. 

Since the low-M limit of the Ostrach-Thornton (ref. 5) appears correct. 

It Is unlikely that any numerical difficulties could have spoiled the early 

trend of their stability limit In Sketch 2 (even If a Mack-type program should 

modify the high presture ratio limit). Hence shock tubes almost certainly 

afford lessons In sujcrltlcal transition caused by some finite disturbances. 

Besides the vortlclty generating roughness, the primary suspect, especially at 

high unit Reynolds numbers, must be the narrow-channel acoustic radiation from 

the turbulent region surrounding the "contact-surface" and from the boundary 

layers which have turned turbulent. The latter radiation has been Identified 

as dominant In supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels so that It well may have 

a role In shock tubes. The role of the perturbed contact region, however, 

appears as a novel feature among flow facilities. If shock tubes were to be 

used for controlled Investigations of the troublesome high-cooling, hlgh-unlt- 

Re conditions, the disturbances from this contact region should be Investigated 

first. Since the free stream disturbances In the shocked column of nearly 

uniform gas consist overwhelmingly of the sound mode, the use of hot-wire tech- 

niques In shock tubes (pioneered by the Johns Hopkins group - Kovasznay, Werner 

(ref. 9), Dosanjh (ref. 26) offers good promise for such a study, both at low 

and high pressure ratios (see Section 3.11 of ref. 1). Should a new experimental 

program on transition in shock tubes be undertaken. It would also be desirable 

to redo the Ostrach-Thornton infinitesimal stability calculations in a Mack 

framework (ref. 8). This should not only verify the subcritical nature of the 

observed transition, but also clarify the intricate cooling effects at higher 

pressure ratios where the equations and computational techniques used by Ostrach 

and Thornton are probably inadequate. 
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